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not add the programmes of
VV distant stations to your wireIessrecèption? With Multard
'MastçrVlves this is extremely easy.

T

1s.

The wonderful arnateur\trans-world

wireless records that have been established with Mullard Mastr Valves,
BOTH IN TRANSMISSION AND
RECEPTION, leave no possible doubt
as to the name of the REAL tongdistance valves.
E

BOTH WAYS.
First to America (December 1923).
First to New Zealand (October. 1924).
First to Australia (November, 1924)
(Via Mullard Master Valves)
You can always obtain perfeç -png-dista,nc
reception by demanding
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MULLARD H.F. MASTER
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Sinde Red Rine b'ight filament
va1vs
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Double Red Ring dull filament
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The REAL long-distance va've.
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Mu/lard Radio Valve Co.. Ltd. (W.C.). Nightingale Works. Ba/ham. London

J
-.--. -

r

1taile frm all electricians, wireless dealers, Ironmongers, etc

-

I,

-

Type D.3for accutnulators ... 21/- each
Type D.O6 for ry cells
25/- each
4s4 your dealer Jo! Mu/lard teckuca/ leaflets
gwtng lull tnformatlo?n
Youcr also get MULLARDLF. Greep
sing MASTER VALVES in the same lypes.
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As Used in the Curreñt Issue in "AN
EASILY MADE TWO-VALVE AMPLIFIER"
Also used in John Scott-Taggart's Receiver"The Twin Valve" and in "A Neutr1'
Grid ..Receivcr" described in the January issué
df ".Modern Wireless."
FESIGNED FOR POWER AMPLIFIERS
-

The SUPER SUCCESS L.F. TRANSFORMER embodies such featarc
found particularly necessary in power work.
The primary is wound in such a position that minimises the sudden breaks In
the magnetic field. The output across the secondary terminals is one of remarkable
signal voltage.

THE SUPER SUCCESS (ALL BLACK) is A-POWER TRANSFORN1R

PRICE

21/-

NOT thetONLY transformer, but the only
moderate, prced tanslormer which will with.
standsubmersion inwàteríoran indefiniteperiod.

u

I

SUCCESS NEUTRODYNE
CONDENSER

I

ttWhen.at yourdeakrs

.ask to see

I

CSUCCESS WERNIER

Des!!proved principles
and combines mechanical and

COlL HOLDER tfo
panel 'and behind

-

Obtainable frOm

al

I

I

electrlcalfcatnres particularty suitable for the purpose. Its
capacityallows a good margin
both at minimum and'maxlmum, and may be used in'
conjunction with every tSpo

paud mountingprices 5/6.and '86
respective'ly.

.
e

i

'of valve with higb efficiency.

Price.3L6
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absolute efficiency of
Sterliny Headphones is a fact
capable of proof-by test-by
reference to any iser-by inviting the opinion of experts.
Sterling Headphones are really
value fo money. They are precision instruments giving perfect radio reproduction-very
different to that of cheap or
inferior foreign makes.
Sterling Headphones (4,000
ohms) Cost twenty-five shillings
few shillings more than
mañy imported 'phones. For
those extra shillings the buyer
The

41.

-

-

(L

s

-

1. Better reproductson.

STERLING!
LJG/i WEI G/-17

-

i

.

A

When buyin.
headphone3. sercie off
the earcaps and compare the inside
assembly.
Thai's the first test! And
the seco.d? Compare results L

-

.

life.

superior finished artic'e
altogether, made from only the
highest grade material throughout.
4. A guarantee of satisfaction
through the reputation of the
Sterling Company-manufacturers
of telephones for nearly a quarter
of a century.
5. A precision instrument of
scientific design and manufacture
instead of the risk of what might
be little better than a toy.

-a
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-
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4,OOÒ

ohms
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TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
STERLING
Manufacturers of Telephones and Radio Apparatus, etc.
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Single Valve 'Reflex Receiver

the

'EDITOR

For'theianzWrozvants to gel tite tthnol from a single valve, a simple -reflex ;eceiìer is undoubledly lite
In this ins1nmen1, which econonjises valve current by using a ciystal as a detector, the valve is

-

best.

made lo act both as a high-frequency and a low-freq uency magnifier. Up lofour or fire miles from a broadcasting
station, wi/li ¿r reasonable outdoor aerial, the sel will opéra/c a small loud speaher-.-in favourable conditions,
at even greater distances than this. U to cigli! or ten miles from a broadcasting station, splendid signals
in two or three pairs of headphones may be obtained when usine only an indoor aerial. JVotice that both
añd valves are concealed within the cabinet, out of harm's way.
c'oil

-

-

montii we sho,ved you
the "Twin
how
LAST to abuild
two-valve reflex
Valve,"
receiver, in which tite detector was
-of the valve type. The instrument,
which by thistime will be giving
-satisfaction in very tinany homes,
was- designed tomake efficient -use
of a pair of valves. There are many
people, however, who :prefer to
get the most out of a single valve,
and who, having no facilities for
charging accuuu-

-

-

lators want to
build an instrument to run with
a single

-

/

.,'
-

people,

-

-.

-

magnifier, to give
in r e y l u me.
Titis means that
the current is led
through the alve

.

't'-

high frequency
oscillation.

.

/
"-

.

TheCircuit in

'

-

,-

/

-

f

-

,

B

-

-

I

/
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=

r
'
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-

-
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Pictorial Form
On page 280 we
have the circuit

drawn out iii

i
1

u

#4.t

simple theoretical
fashion. It can in
faet be assembled
in several ways if

v
have the
present receiver
components and
with their -needs
----set them out
in mind.
on a table. I may
'Ihe valve and tuning coils are concealed within the cabinet.
say rn passing
/,j
Perhaps a word
All adjustments are made irom the outside.
or two on 'reflex
that the circuit
receivers 'will be of assistance to iwice, first of all as a high-frequeney 'used is by no means novel new readers. A Reflex receiver is current set up in the aerial circuit in fact, its virtue lies in its
one in which one or more of the by the oncoming waves, and, 'trustworthiness' and itswellproved
valves serves a double purpose, secondly, as an audio frequency 'íeliabilitv. 'You will see that

----

.

h
I

-s

\

-

-

ill/ill

/

-

to

-

low-frequency

a mid I
have designed the

--

current that will operate our telephone iieadicce or loud speaker.
In order that such double action
may be obtained it is
nrcessarv that there should
be
separate circuits connected to the valve, one
which w-i-il pass the highfrequency current, but not
tite low-frequency and the
other which vill allow the low
frequency to pass
while stopping the

-

valve

from dry cells.
Undoubtedly the
single-valve ref ex
using a crystal
as a detector, is
just the instrument for such

.

acting first of all as a high-frequency
amplifier to magnify tite feeble
currents before detection, -and,
secondly after
detection, as a

uu
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the aerial is connected co a
tuned circuit consisting of an inductance coil and a variable colidenser and if this circuit rs in tune
with the oncoming wa'c.es thei
oscillations will be built up in it
The oscillations will set up at the
terminals of the condenser rapidly
varying electrical pressures, for,
as the oscillations occur, the electrical pressure across the terminals
condenser will vary between zero
and maximum in accordance with
them.
..,
How it Works
You will notice that one terminal (the upper) of the variable
condenser is connected to the grid
of a valve.
The lower terminal
is connected to one side of a lowfrequency intervalve transformer,
.

-

..

.

-

..

.

....
.

.

-

.

4

.

-

.,

.

.

J-,

-.

-'f.
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.

-

/

.

.

.

b

..

'

.

..

J'

_7_.

-.

.

-

across which is connected a fixed
condenser.
Now high-frequency
current cannot pass through thewindings of a low-frequency transReady for work. The knob. immediately below the crystal
former, but will pass with great
detector controls the filament resistance. Reaction is varied
ease through the ilred condenser,
by the lower knob.
which offers very little impedance
to theni. We thus see that the
lower side of the variable condenser, circit (aerial). Owing to tue mag- denser, and we might say for simacross which the eléctrical pressure nifying properties of the valve plicity that the windings of the
has been set up, is connected similar variations of pressure will transformer would be short-cirthrough the condenser to the fila- be set up across the anode condenser cuited by this condenser. As, howment of the valve, and in this but of greater intensity. Across ever, the impulses set up in the
fashion between the grid and fila. this condenser now we connect a secondary winding are of low
frequency, they cannot pass through
the condenser (which we can there________-_____
fore ignore for the moment). The
¿ ANODE ThW,NG
PHo/'E.c
CONDENDER
ANoo
Ht
differences of pressure in the secondCOIL
BATTER)'
ary are, however, applied through
i
the inductance or coil to the
grid of the valve and to the filament by the same path as were
applied the high-frequency ini4ÉR/A
DETfcrO4
TUN/A/O
pulses. Thus we have both highfrequency and low-frequency differOOO5ji
ences of pressure set up across the
CO,vDEseí.
grid of the valve. The low Irequency pulsations in the plate
circuit of the valve pass with ease
through the telephones, which have
hitherto hindered the passage of
the high frequency current.
-

.

.

.

-

.

-

-s

-

.

i

.

.

-

s,

I

I.

-
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:T

Terminals
E

.

.1'he

of interest to the more advanced
reader. Thé circuit 'used is ST74.

thoretical diagram,

-

nint

of the valve, ve shall apply clystal detector which, as we
the varying electrical pressures know, will allow ctírrent to nass in
across our tuning condenser. These one direction, but not in the other.
\ arying pressures will br4ng about Thus, we rectify the impulses in the
corresponding variations in the tuned anode circuit and, feed the
plate current of the valve-that is, current so rectified back to the
current which flows from the high- 'primary winding of the intertension battery across the vacuous valve transformer, the secondary
space betweeri the filament of the of which, as we have seen, is corinected to the aerial circuit. Now,
valve and the plate. Conìiected in
this plate circuit is another tuned if there were high frequency curcircuit (see fig.) which is adjusted in rent in this secondary circuit they
resonance with the first tuned would pass through the fixed côji-

-

-.

The rest of the arrangement is
of course, quite simpie. we have
terminals, for the high-tension battery, for the low-tension battery
or accuniulator, for aerial and
earth, aiid for telephones. The set
is actually made up in a polished
mahogany cabinet, ail components
being mounted ori a polished ebonite
panel the tuning coils are of the
plug-in variety and are coupled
together so as to give the benefit
of reaction. In most receivers the
moving coil holder is placed externially and rarely adds to the
beauty of the instrument. Similarly
it is quite common for the valves
to project from the panel. In this

280
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instrum?nt I have used a'-secia1 conditions, however, it .il1 bring
form of.coil.holder.wliiçhijs very, them in -wèl}; f or I have built
simply mounted onthe .pauel and' receivers using a similar circuit
allostthe' coils.toi.e p1aoed.inide bel ore; and theyhiave been cQpied
the instrument and ytt!to be 'ad-i in 'hundreds by readers of Modern
WireZs aid Wireless Weekly. '0f
justed. f rom the oside.
ail .anti-vibration \alv ß'Qeket is' the :niany reports received quite
mounted oui the inrwr, side of the a number, have referred to the easy
pane1and1keeps the .yalve.out of receptioi. of all the broaticasting
It would, however, be
harin2s 'way. .Thie crystal detector: stations.
+hichi needs 'to be adju,ted pepa-. f utile .for me ,to stiate that the
average reader inverage condisionally is outside the pane',
are -the- two' dials of .thç tuning tons stands.a good clianceof getting
condensers . aid the knob 'of the theni all at first try. Witix.a reasonfilanientresistance.
.,
able outdoor aerial, and «rhien lie
gains a little-skill-in the handling
Capáhilities
of the instrument (it is not difficult
Bfore .we .talk about building to handle really), he may be sure
the instrument, let us see what it of hearing two or three 'n itli ease
do and iliat it will ijot do. -aiid at times all.
I am sure many readers will at
-Conditions 'Vary
once ak the question " Will it
bring 'in áll the broadcasting
\Vou may wonder -ihiy VI âbotír
stations ? " 'ro this only one this ;point, but long experience in
answer can 'trúthfully be giren. cdeigning sets for home construcin' many cases it-will not. In'good itorsilias 'shown. nie that. it is fittite

:

.

ill

----------------

5"

-

-

--

-2'---

,,__

(1

I

to'put-forward.rests.obtaiid.in
highly favourable cònditioiìs' dsif'

they were rularly obtainable
What -tile set w-ill
evelywhere,
do I can say with certainty. With
an average outdoor aerial and within three or four miles of a broadcastitig station it really will operate
a small loud speaker with sufficient
strength to give comfortable reception in a small room. On amy
own .outside aerial at Withbledon
seven miles from zLO,' the stremigthi
is still sufficient for 'lotid 'speaker
reception, although personally I
prefer signals a little 'louder thali
the set will give. On quite a small
indoor aerial at the sanie distance,
the -set will operate lialf-adozen
-pairs of telephones perfectly ancl
v*it1i qúite asunuch strength as any
Ibttta' aeaf person will require. If,
itheréfore, I say that -up to five
niiii'es'it ill operate three pairs of
tlqMiones -at' comfortable strength
on .a -sinähl indoor aerial, I kno'«

,
-

'+:

¿DE TEC TOR

2"

¿"

I

-i.

HT.

L

4+
-

-

i

RHE175 TAT

0

/0"

j;
5/811O
i

TEL.

AERIAL C0NDIW5ER

-

ANODtLCONDENJER

y-.

__j.

2

-----

----------___

Eai-áize drilling diagram and termina1 markings

of the front of panel. The small disc
.-above the reaction knob is the indicator of the coil holder.
The arrow shows the
direction of the moving coil at.themoment.
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that this will be well within its

suiting the free blue print which
is provided with each copy of this
issue. 'We need, then
One polished mahogany cabinet,

capabilities. This will also make
allowances for screening and other
inefficiencies, absent inniy own case.

j

',

,'

'e

-

-

ç

t.

as shown.
One ebonite panel 12 X io in.
(use one of the guaranteed ebonites
here. You will find several makes

All the ordinary valves work
quite well in this set and excellent
results were obtained with the new
06 aniere dull emitters which will
run satisfactorily from two or three
dry cells. In order that the reader
may experiment for himself I have
fittçd a filament rheostat for either
bright or dull emitters. You can
for example; put a 06 ampere
valve of any of
the well-known
makes into the
socket and Con-

advertised in this journal). -.
Eight terminals.
Two variable condensers, square
law pattern, one of 0005 iufd.
for the aerial circuit and one of
0003 niH. for the anode circuit.
I have used one of Peto Scott's
and one of ]3owyer Lowe's here;
-

-

..
.

.:

.

nect up three

bell ringing dry
cells in series

i

-

.

J

'
.

positive of one
connected to. the
negative of the
next.) If now
you connect up a
sixty or seventyvolt high tension

HT.

the lower
broadcast wavelengths and a 75
for the upper. Do
iiot think I ha'e
made .a mistake
in giving these
figures, as you
must iemeniber
for

'

.

(that is, with the

battery to

" Polar " type, - using an interchangeable bobbin). If you intend
to keep to bright emitters, there
is no point in buying a dual purpose rheostat.
One two-coil holder for back of
panel mounting.
The particular
pattern used here is Peto-Scott's.
If you use any other make be sure
it will fit into the space provided,
which you will see is not very
great.
One Valve Socket for panel
mounting. I have used a Burndept
Antiphonic as it eliminates the
microphonic noises
inseparable
from sonic types
of dull emitters.
Suitable coils.
For the aerial
cfrcuit
will
need a number o

:-

Valves

-

Iebruary, 1925

-

O

.

-

I

"-

-.,..

.J

1:H'

-

.

tlat

the

terminals,
adjust the crystal
detector, connect
your aerial and
earth and a pair
of telephones.you

-

L
j

I

.

.'

..

.

.

will soon find how

to pick up the
stations, and the
current will not
b e more t li au
these cells can
supply for long
periods withönt
exhaustion. If

you have an

-

.*.,

p
;

r

.

\J

-

\

-.

-.

-

.

:

./

W'
-

.

.-

-

L
,

accumulator aiid

a

0003

condenser across
the transformer
secondary is in
the aerial circuit,
and this reduces
the effective capacity, and makes
it necessary to
use a larger coil.
For the ¿tiiode
circuit you will
ffeed a number
75, which will
cover all the
broadcast wave-

lengths other

than that of çXX
- satisfactorily. For
Every. inch of space is utilised, resulting in a very
getting it charged,
5XX you will
Compact arrangement,
then you can use
need a miumber
one of the bright emitter valves, a pair of either ma1e will fit. Jack- 200 U tlie aerial, and a number
with slightly better results
sou Brothers' square law con- 250
the plate circuit. Owing
densers will also fit in the space, to thè limited space available it
Components Required
is not possible in this instruand one or two other makes.
The components required are
Omie inter-valve Transformer.
I nient to use time large "concert
neither numerous nor expensive. have used a Royal h.re, as it ac- coils made by several manu\Vhule it is possible to use many commodates itself nicely into the facturers.
The Igranic coils for
different makes, equally efficiently, space provided. Any good imiter- the shorter wave-lengths and also
in this particular instrument I valve transformer will do, pro- for 5XX will fit imito the space
advise you to follow very closely vided it will fit into the space. provided, as will other makes of
the actual components named, not Here again the blue print is a approximately the saine size. To
because they have any virtues valuable guide as to whether a par- use a larger coil, such as Gambrell,
exclusive to themselves, but be- ticular transformer can be used.
you will need a larger panel, or
cause, for consideration of space,
One Fixed Condenser, 0003 infd. else you must alter the design and
the parts have been very carefully
One Crsta1 Detector for panel place the coil holder outside. As
Different makes of mounting.
arranged.
(You have a wide most readers, however, will desire
components being of different sizes, choice here.)
to use this set for the reception of
they might not fit in with the plans.
One dual Resistance for bright the local station only, it is quite
You can soon see, however, if von or dull emitters.
(That shown is a simple matter to place two of
have other components, whether a Burndept. The McMichael dual the smaller coils into the holder
they vill fit into the space by con- pattern will also fit here, as will the and leave them there permanently.

facilities

-

'.

.

for

-

11

r1.
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The experimenter cali, of course,
change them when he so desires,

r
t,

i

O

Condensers
The constructionài work will give
The Petoyou little difficulty.
Scott, Jackson Brothers, and one or two other makes of variable '- condensers are made for "óae-holemounting," and the particular t:o ''
coil holder shown is also a onehoic-mounting" proposition. Condensers which are not of the one---.
-hole-mounthig type are nsually
-;
now prbvided with paper templates -" -.
to facilitate drilling the holes
1
All necessary dimensions are
-given in the drawings, and a full
sze blue print shows you how to
wire up. Notice that in the blue
"
- print two kinds of markings àre
given for the inter-valve trans..,-.
former. Tite Royal transformer is
This photOgraph and the picture
not marked with IP, OP. IS, OS,
to wire up the
s are most makes, but has the
letters G (grid), P (plate) (positive
high-tension battery), and F (fila- 'to the moving ahdflxed plates of
This will enable
For the benefit of those the condenser.
muent).
you to make a receiver which w ill
vlio are using transformers marked
be comparatively, if not entirely.
- with
time conventional IP, OF,
free from hand capacity effects.
OS, IS letters, I give the equivalent
\Vlmeu actually wiring up it is ad_of these letters as shown.
visable to place in the coi! socket
Coil Connections
time largest coils you intend to us
Another oiiit to mention is - and to move them about from time
that it isessentiaI to connect your to time while you are wiring, to
-

-

.

-.

-

-

.

-

.

=

-

.

-

0

'

'

...

.

--:--

.....

-below will help the ,constructor

set efficiently.

-

-

another, or a join of any..kind, 'a
small square is indicated.
'I'his
method has beemi adopted recently
in our publications in preference
to tite older method of showing a
loop cross-over, which, whilst it
makes it clear that wires are not
joined, quite needlessly complicates
tite drawing.

-

-

Operation
When you have finished' wiring
up, turn your filament resistance
to the off position, place the panel
in its case, and connect aerial
and earth to the terminals shown.
Now take the positive and negative
Lleads of your low-tensioii b..ttery
(whether this is a dry cell or ali
.accuinulator) and join to the
correct terminals.
Place now
the valve in the socket and turn
the filament resistance ou slowly.
If all is well with the filament
connections, the valve should light
up. For dull emitters, of course,
you will need to turn the resistance
only just on. If, however,
are
using a bright emitter, it will be
necessary to turn the knob some
way round until you come on to
the second segment of the resistance. If the valve lights properly
and is properly controlled by varying the resistance knob, place it
to the off position again and join
ip tlie high-tension battery
.correctly. If it is a plug-in unit,
thefore actually joining up make
sure that you know the correct
blta.geLto se for the valve. 'Von
'lñ.nd on the makers' instruc.tions proñded with each valve.
A pair of telephones should now
'be connected to the lowest terminals,
and if the phones are marked on
one lead with a small cross, this

yi

around the coil holder must "be coarefully 'carriel
out to avoid fouling thecòils
wires to the correct terminals of the make sure that the còilsdo not foûl
coil holder. You will see from the any of the wires.wbich cross over.
hleeprint that one wire is marked The ihotogrnphs accompanying the
too. to the pin and the other to arbible' will help you to place the
You wiil -see
the -socket on each coil socket. wiring' correctly.
Unless -you join them up in this ..frani tthe blue phnt that where
way you will run the risk óf wireacrossover. and are not jòind
having- your reaction connected the -no speèiàl :ifldication is given.
TThe- wiriiig

-

Similarly, be
wrong way round.
careful to join your wires as shown

-

Where, however, a soldered conuection is made between one wire and

ts
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Watch the Coupling
Do not forget also that any variation of coupling between the coils
will slightly alter the tuning of
the condenser, so that to get best

Testing
I should mention that before
you connect np your high-tension. results through the reaction coupbattery you should open out the ling it is necessary to slightly
two tuning coils to the widest re-tulle on the condensers. If the
possible extent. With a 50 coil, station is some way away, you will
if you are listening to one of the need a little practice to get the best
stations below 400 metres or with results, but in all cases be careful
a 75 coil for oiie above that wave- not to use the set in au oscillating
length in the aerial socket and with condition, for in this way it will

a number 75 in the moving socket,
vlace the catwhisker in contact
vith the crystal at what seems a
Varying both
suitable point.
condenser knobs, you will soon pick
lip your local station. When you
have settled down oli what appears
to be the best tuning point ou each
dial, readjust your crystal until
you get loudest signals. Now move
the coupling knob of the coillioIder
very carefully and notice if there
is any increase in signal strength.
By varying this knob you will
come to a point where the set
certainly gives distorted signals
with a rushing noise in the phones.
Immediately open up the coils
again, for when this state is reached
you will be oscillating and causing
interference with your neighbours.

Leslie Henson and other

cause disturbance and annoyance
to your neihhours.
if you h've not a good outdoor
aerial you may rig up an indoor
aerial quite simply by taking some
hell wire and placing it round the
picture rail of your room, leaving
one end free along the picture rail
and joining the other to the instrunient at the aerial terminai. The
earth connection will, of course,
be used as with an outdoor aerial.
The wire round the room. may run
on three or even fóur sides, and will
require iio other iuiulation than is
l)rovided by the cotton covering.
I think you will like this iiistrunient. Admittedly the occasional
adjustnient of the crystal is a little
more bothersome than the adjustment of a valve; but, on the othér

hand, the use of the crystal saves
one valve and its corresponding lowtension supply. For this reason
single-valve reflex receivers using
crystal detectors are extremely
popular and are likely to remain so.
Those readers who successfully
build this instrument are invited
to communicate with the writer
giving their results, so that typical
cases may be. published for the
benefit of other readers. Where
possible, a personal acknowledgment of letters will be sent.

iRepresentatives

Wanted

RADIO PRESS, LIMITED, desire to appoint a number of Resi(lent Sales Repiesentatives, one
in tile vicinity of each main Broadcasting Station. Applications are
invited from young men of business
ability and initiative, possessing
some knowledge of wireless. Applications should be made by letter,
stating age, previous experience and
salary required, addressed
SAT,Es MANACER, Radio Press, Ltd.,
Bush liduse, Strand, W.C.2.

to-

"stars," at the Winter Garden Theatre, listening to the broadcasting
of "Patricia'' from His Majesty's Theatre.
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kè a Sound Aeriál Joint

PHOTOGRAPHIC GUIDE TO AN
INTERESTING PROCESS
V

ÑE of the first essentials in a
sound storm-proof aria1
is a good and dependable
type of joint. If joints can be
avoided altogether so much the
better, but as a rule a few are
esseiltial; and 'our pictorial guide
shows how it should be done. The
first step is to imtwist the strands,
asshowi iii the tIrt photograph,

-

-

-

I..

-

i

I

and carefully straighten each one
(see second view). Prepare in this
way both the ends which arc to

\

H
be joined, place them together
so that the separated strands

overlap the other cud beyond the
1

_________
untwisted portion, and turn oiie
strand out at right angles (view
number three). With this strand,
which should project from near
the middle of the intended joint,

rh1ol

ue°

tion of the aerial wire until you
come to the end of the strand.
Then select another strand and
continue the binding, and so on,
until all the strands are used up.
TImen start again at the middle

J

..

-
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and work the other way until
the other set of free stranthis
used. The result will be to
cover the 'i1io1e joint with
close binding, which will taper
down to the normal 'thickiiess of the aerial wire at
either end. View - nuthber five
shows the finished joint.

iìiI

.

The same method may be
applied when attahing an insulator to the cnd of an a&rial,
III

hIJI

_

__-.i___

..I.

--1

-'

this proeess being s.howii rin
liotogralis.
the 'last two
The straiids are untwisted and
straightened carefully with
pliers as before, and then
passed rouiid tite groove of
tIte insulator. Binding is-then

1

-

.

-

commenced -with one strand, close
up against the insulatot as showli
in tlie 1at photograph but one,
and vlieii this strand has been
ii'sed up the next is used to
continue the binding, and so on

-

-

-

-.

:

-

ithtil Ml havbeèi.i úsd thid
the joint is complete.

This method of making a
sound join or loop is apphic-able to other types of stranded
wire, and may be used, for
instance, with the strandd
galvanised -u-ire often used
for the - stay-wires -of an acriâl

-

-

nist.

-

-

-

-
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The Law aiïd":
''0. Aerial.
I

F. E. SUGDEN, A1C.J..,
F.REcon.Soc., Barrister-at-Law

By
u

:

Has your landlord been questioning your right Io erect an
aerial? Do you wonder how you stand? This article wil
tell you the real position in simple, language.
I'

WIRELESS lias made rapid

strides, particularly during
the last twelve months. Its
unbounded popularity is recognised by most people, arid comequently there are very few persons
who do not possess either a valvie
or a crystal set. It is unfortunately
those few persons who do or will
not participate in its pleasures that
are a source of annoyance to wireless enthusiasts and - listeneis-iu.
generally, and to whom particular
attention should be specially
directed. This minority, who are
property owners, feel they have
suffered great indignity at the hands
of their tenants because the teiiants have with innocent motives
fixed outside aerials to their property in order to give them facilities
to enjoy the wireless concerts
broadcast from 2L0 and provinial
broadcasting stations:

otherwise the tenant lias no protection, for the landlord would
normally give him notice to quit,
and would eventually without much
opposition obtain recovery of possession.

interference materially prevents the
use and quiet enjoyment by another
of his property ánd alsò affects hi
health, comfort aiid his personal
convenience.
One fails to see
where the inoffensive aerial conies
under the defluition of a nuisance,
unless it affects the temper of the
landlord, which might easily he
roused under the slightest provocation, and which is not countenanced at law.
It is advisable in discussing the
legal aspect to endeavour to cover
other types of cases which might
arise.
Special Clauses

When No Agreement Exists
If there is no tenancy agreement,
and the tenant has the protection

,.

_«

.-

jJ

-

Unpleasant Rumours
Some consternation has been
tenants who have fixed
caused
outside toaerials on their landlord's
property; rumours are current that

-

suchiscoiitraiytothelaw. Happily
little fear need be entertained in
this direction because of the
threatened action of the landlord.
Tt is, however, wise to carefully
sift the legal aspect of the situation,
apart from the sentimental point
of view. Naturally the tenant who
has fixed an aerial ou the top of
the house where he resides,without
first obtaining the consent of the
landlord, asks liiniself the question,
\Vhat can the landlord do ? In
such circumstances and iii most
cases he can do nothing whatsoever.
Probable instances are
dealt with seriatjm.
If ther is nb tenancy agthee
nient, and the house is outside the
scope of the Rent (Restriction)
Act, the landlord can obviously
request the tenant to take down the
aerial because it displeases him,

-

-

.

-

.

of the Rent Restrictions Act, the

tenant can ignore the landlord's
rquest to take down the aerial,
rovidd the tenant does not conimit any other act contrary to the
wishes of the landlord, such as
nuisance or non-payment of rent,
or keeps the house for immoral
purposes. These are separate and
distinct from the placing of an
aerial, and circumstances. which
fortunately do not arise in the
majority of cases. Can the landlord proceed against the tenant
for nuisance? if so, what are the
facts of the case on which the landlord must rely, what is the nuisance

Coming to the case of a tenant
who has premises under a leasee.g., for one, two, three or inore
years-which in aU cases contains
còvenants or cláuses of what the
tenant must and must- not do,
naturally violation of one of these
clauses under most circumstances
results in either the lañdlord claiming damages or the tenant's forfeiture of tenancy of the premises,
or even the landlord claiming
damages and also demanding that
the tenancy agreement be canthus the landlord applies
celled
and otains recovery of nossession.
If there is a covnanC or clause
in the lease which forbids the

-

complained of? Some persons are
a nuisance, particularly the irritable landlord, but unfortunately
the poor tenant has no redress.
Nuisance from a legal aspect
means something noxious or offensive, any act which without actual
288
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erection of au aeria1ui't1i& tiiaiït
without the cousent of the landlord, which is usually to be stipulated in writing, theii in such a ease
there is no defence if the tenant
contravenes such a clause. Fortunately this clause does not appear
in most leases at the preseiit time,
because of the modern growth of
wireless.

TI1

IndoorAerfal

No mention has so far

-

beeiiaé

as regards the indoor aerial: One
lias oie's own case in mind, where
the aerial is fixed in the attic at
the top of the house, and the lead-in

-

Can the Landlord Claim?
If this jrohibition claüse does not
exist the tenant is quite safe,
because on what grounds can the
The
offended landlord proceed ?
landlord must establish his claim
in the Courts tinder any circumstances. Let one presume he sues
under the head of legal wastei.e., aiiy spoil or destruction in
houses, gardens, trees, etc., where.
is the spoil or destruction of a
house, gardens, trees, etc., by the
erection of an outside aerial ? It
is tli custom for the tenant when
he gives up possession to take
down his aerial and leave the outside of the property in as good a

because it attracts the lightning.
Similarly, a tenant could not have
a fire in his house, because there
might be au accident which might
cause the house to be l)Urflt to the
ground.
" Might " against the
turbulent landlord is a good weapon
of defence in the hands of the
1rinlcss:wite1ess enthusiast.

-

.

structure.
Aerials Across Roads
In- reference to aerials over
public roads, the Public Autliorities, including County Boroughs,
Borough Councils. and Urban Distiiet Councils, have the right to
forbid an aerial being erected over
a public road without its consent,
which is sometimes granted on payment of the jiominal fee of ios.,
as in the case of Bradford Council.'
If an aerial is erected over a
private road, the consent of thé
owner must first be obtained, in a
similar manner as in the case oconsent over a public road.
-If an aerial is erected over a new
street-i.e., a road which lias not
been taken over by the Locai
Authority, either because it lias not
been payed or streetage lias not
been paid by the owners of the
houses facing ti e road-the consent
of the owm rs of these houses
whose frontage faces the road, and
whose right extends to the middle
of the new road in front of his
property on such a road, must first
be obtained.
The owner of roads cannot sue
for alleged nuisance of an aerial
until such nuisance lias been committed-e.g., the aerial falls clown
and does some damage.
-

.

condition, allowing for climatic
conditions, as the property was
originally before his aerial was
erected. The tenant after removal
of his aerial could always make
good at a cost of a few shillings
any plastèr or mortar, etc., if any
injured or displaced as a consequence of the extraction of the
bolts, etc., when dismantling the
aerial.

No Danger to Property
Suppose the landlord feels lie has
a right of action for damages on the
ground of the tenant failing to
perform outside repairs, has tenant
failed in this respect simply because
he lias honoured the landlord by
ornamenting his property with an
inoffensive outside aerial I
Caii the owner of an aerial be
proceeded against because of ui
alleged danger during storm? Attempts might be made to prevent
the continuous use of an aerial on
this ground ; but they would, ho\vIf such actions sucever, fail.
ceeded an impossible position would
arise. Take the case of: a tenant
having a telephone fixe.d to his
house; an old-fashioned landlord
might object on the ground of
being a danger during a storm,

êniisès vflh the consent of
tlfe têiiant, otherie tÏie landlord
commits trespass, the question of
the landlord's. right in this respect
cannot arise. In any event, what
is the legal waste complained of
which might amount to damages
if any? The tenant might desire to
add insult to the alleged injury by
offering "the widow's mite " in
full satisfaction of the claim as
measure of damaes to whichi the
landlord might be èntitled.
There is no risk of successful
proceedings being - taken against
a tenant for fixing an aerial unless
it is specially- forbidden by a
special clause in a tenancy agreement, which does not in most cases
exist. Care should be taken that
the aerial is securely fixed in order
to prevent injury being caused to
pedestrians who perchance pass
one's home and suffer as a consequence of the collapse of the aerial

ì
!

-

Landlords would have good reason
to worry if. you put up an aerial
mast like this one at Rugby!
cable is coutained in the air space
in the wall protruding through the
skirting board i'ii the diningroom, and
thence on to the reciing set.
However, from the landlord's point
of view, " what the eye does not
see the heart does not grieve,'
and as the landlord can only inspect

More Help for Constructors
The original photographic prints
corresponding to illustrations of
Radio Press Sets (including views
of the wiring) mag be obtained from
Radio Press, Lid., price 2/3 each,
post free. These photographs are
perfect reproductions and every detai!
The name oJ the
jo clearly visible.
article and ligure number should be
quoted when writing.
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An

,

Easily .Made

FUS(S.

Charging

This article will be of
to those who
have direct current
electric light mains

¿441ß MOL D.fRS.

H

T3

-

T4(

ROSE
wlio have
direct
current laid .oii in their
homes may charge their
accumulators fairly cheaply with
the apparatus described here.
The requirements to make the
charger are as fohlovs
One wooden board x8:in. by
-

-

in.

Three bayonet cap lamp holders,
batteit type.
One double-pole switch (linked).
Four ebonite bushes,
- Four terminals.
-

Slider or Coil

denser for

Two bow contacts.
A few yards No.

cable.

i8 \T.I.R.

All these tliiiigs may be bought

at any electrician's for iiot more
than about ten shillings.
The apparatus is mounted on
the wooden board as in Fig. i.
Fig. 2 shows the wiring at the back
of the board.

Three carbon filameiìt lamps of
suitable voltare are inserted in
the lamp soclts. These should
take about three-quarters of an
ampere each. If your accumulator
will stand more, higher current
lamps may be used.

1:

L.1413
2.-The necessary

Fig.

Fig. i.-Showing the-lay-out
of the charging board.

12

Board

cori-

nections, .which are behind
the board.
The trmina1s T1 aud T, arecounected to the mains, and the.two ter
ininals
and T4 'have lengths
of cable attached to them. These
are tested for polaflty with polefinding paper,-.and attached to the
accuniulatot
The lamps -are placed in the
sockets iccording to the amperes
reûired to pass through :the
ac&imulator. For instan, only
one lamp s.hould be used if 'the
is
charging rate is one ampere.
better to work under than o'ver tire
stated charging rate.
Ta

.

1

it

and Con-.

.5XX?

that the high-power
broadcasting 'station lias
come to stay, more and
more enthusiasts will desire to
convert their set to receive the long
wavelength transmissions, and as
many forms of loading coils are
available, the constructor may be
in doubt as to which is the most
efficient method of loading.
Continental stations have been
working on the longer waves for a
considerable period,but as additional
coils are necessary to receive these
transmissions satisfactorily, a unniber of broadcasting listeners have
not been attracted by these transmissions, and have ijot, therefore
t lie liecessary long-wave apparatus.
Pre-broadcasting enthusiasts will
probably 'have long-wave inductances and sliders at hand that
may be pressed into service, while
more modem converts to radio will
argue the merits of the efficient
plug-in coil and condenser.
This latter niet'hod is certainly
the more expensive, but lias many
advantages over the primitive coil
and slider.
Dead-end effects and poor contacts are the béle izoir of the
amateur in connection ,with the
latter, while capacity effects and
tile problem of higher initial outlay
confront the user of.plug-in coils.
NOW

A

recent outing of the Wireless and Experimental Association
of Peckham. Mr...Knight (chairman) is transmitting.

The slider is always

'the weak

point in the old-fashioned tuning
inductance, since it is practically
impossible to prevent contact being
made simultaneously with several
adjacent turns, and this is not
conducive to efficiency.
The turns themselves must be
kept scrupulously clean, for dirty
contacts in the aerial circuit cause
broad tuning and loss of signal
strength. At the same time, the
sliding inductance will give very
eflicient woFking 'if tarefully

handled, since the aerial may be
tuned with maximum inductance
and minimum capacity.
The plug-in coil does not possess
such defects, and provided that the
plug pins are kept clean, there is rio
possibility of bad contacts from
oxidation in moist air.
It should he remembered that the
dimensions and shape of the average
ping-in coil are theoretically correct
for maximum inductance, and herein
probably lies the reason of successful results obtained vitli plug-in coils.
-
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A"Low-Loss"
Crystal Set
Bg

7

k

i

«

i

t1

EDITOR

This set is at least twice as
efficient as many commercial
sets now sold, and for strength
of signals received ii probably
surpassed by none. Although
switches have been completely
eliminated, it is possible, in a
few moments, to change the set
for very high selectivity wi/h
very little loss of signal strength.
Tuis is very helpful when the

î

i

i

receiving station is likely to
be interfered with by signals

i

:i:bo:e
This "Low-Loss" Crystal Set measures nine by five ana three-quarter
inches and is five and a half inches deep.
AFE\V months ago, in Modern
IV&eless, I published a design of a crystal set, which
many readers have said gives far
stronger sigiial thaia ny other
crystal set the-have tried.. There'
are two chief reasons for the efficiency of this set-firstly, a special
form of low loss coil was used, and,
secondly, a special circuit arrangeAERIAL

'W

-

Socxtr FOR

rL

lOAD/MO

8rAL.,

I-7i':
j

EARTH:

Fig.

i.-The theoretical circuit as
g'enerally recommended.

ment. In the set about to be
described I liai-e incorporated the
main features of the previous set,
and have slightly modified and
improved the coil. Furthermore
great simplicity lias been obtained
by choosing as a permanent circuit
that which experience shows is
likely to give the best results under
average conditions.

It is only recently that wireless
experimenters have discovered that
the minute currents picked up by
the receiving aerial are quite appreciably reduced in strength unless we
use a special förm of "low-loss"
coil. Coils with very fine wire,
coils heavily impregnated with
paraffin wax or shellac, coils which
are wound ou a tube of inferior
material, and coils wound anyhow
iii several layers are all bad when
we want to get the utmost efficiency
from our set. Thick wire coils
wound in such a way that they have
a small self-capacity, and a minimum of solid material in the electric
field set up, not only conserve the
energy which we can ill afford to
lose, but also sharpen up the
tuning. If now we use ä good coil
and avoid unnecessary losses by
using a satisfactory variable condenser, we have gone a loñg way
towards making a set which apiroaches our ideal.
The coil used in the present set is
wound on an X-shaped fórmer in
three slots, these slots being 2 f11.
deep, and separaed from one
another by au inch. In passing I
might mention the separation between the three sections of the coil
is larger in this set than in the previously-inentioned instrument, with,
I think, improved results. Twothirds of the coil is included in the
-

aerial circuit, and the whole of
it in the circuit to which the crystal
detector is connected. There are,
as you will see from examination
of the photograph and drawings,
three terminals on the aerial and
earth side of the instrument.
Between the two upper terminals is
fitted a socket for a plug-in coil, so
that when necessary we can plug-in
a loading coil for Chelmsford. This
socket is normally shorted by the
plug shown. To receive Chelnisford it is only necessary to remove

Fig 2.-An alternative arrangemeñt. On th right is shown the
coil with its thrèe connections.
Fór thé fig. 2 circuit B is connected
to earth and C to the socket.

the short-circuiting plug from the'
socket, plug in a No. 150 coil of
any well-known make, and confleet the aerial to the terminal Ar,
Normally, the
leaving A free.
aerial is connected to A, which, as
the circuit diagram shows, places
two-thirds only of' the coil iii the,
aerial circuit.
-
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One advautage ..of having twothirds in the aerial circuit and all
of the coil in the closed or " secondary " circuit (as it maybe.termed)
is that with a given size of variable
condenser we cover a wider range
f wave-lengths than would otherwise be the case. The tuning is also

,..

i

ií6.'

'ConstructionalDetails

_

-

The first step jis to cut the
ebonite or wood strips as shown in
Fig. 3. The coil slots are iin. wide
by 2 in. deep. The slots cut transersely for enabling the two pieces
of ebonite to be put together
"egg-box fashion," are in. wide
and i in. deep. Two pairs of holes
for securing the two ends of the coil
are drilled in suitable places at each
side of one cf the. piece (see photograph).
As soon as the pieces havebeen
cut to shape, put them together,
thread one end of your coil of
No. i6 d.c.c. wire through the two
holes at the beginning and wind on
twenty turns in each slot. When
you arrive at the twentieth turn
of the first slot, take your wire
across to the bottoni of the second
slot, \%ind till the second twenty
turns are finished, twist a loop in the
wire and then carry on in the
thixd slot until the whole sixty
turns' have beenwound. The endof the coil now threaded' through
the remaining tavo holes to-prevent
slipping.
The tiext 'step is to bare the ends
of the w-ire and to ser.ape the cotton

JJ:

.ii

6"

detector may be used here, pro- covering f rom tite loop whicli has
vided its adjustment is sufficientiy been twisted up at the end of the
accurate.)
second section.
Tin the exposed
One variable condenser -000
portions and solder to each of them
iF. (That shown is a 'SKelford.") lengths.6f wire about 6 or 8 in.
About lb. of No. i6 d.c.crwire. hong, triing for the purpose the
Three short lengths óf 'e±ible iifle±1b1eiind.ia irubber covered wire
india nibberL covered wire.
Two n Tft. lengths óf No.
gange .square-section 'tiniaed cqp(t
per ,v1re.

:1"

.Tfl

February, ,1925

-i'--i

-

-

..

I

j

¡

.

'fi

fi

,..

i_H__

H
Fig. 3.-Two pieces of wood or
ebonite are 'cut like this, and.
joined -together egg-box Jashion.
I

.

sharper. The crystal detector used
is of: good pattern recently placed
on the market by' he General
Electric Co. It has a ball and socket adjustment for the cat-whisker,
and in addition a micrometer
setting, which enables one to
exert just the right degree of
p
pressure to get the best
/"-+
8
results. A detector of very
similar design is made by
A
Drrrndept, Ltd.

.jST

¡

-

-

.

-

i

..

-

-

-

A'photographofthe completed
coil.

already mentioned. 'It- will now
be seen that the coilvill-'just stand
within one end of-the box destined
for it.
Now drill thie'holesiiiitlie panel
in the position as shown. If you
use, a different make f variable
-

-

-

F',,

,

-

AERIAL

Components Required
The set is iieither difficult
make. We
require ior iis COUSI.IUCLLOIL
the following parts:
One box
by 5 in. It
iuustbe not less than o-in.

'

'

'-

-.

'

9 by
by tin. (Be sure to use
guaranteed leakge - f re.e
ebonite.)
Two ebonite or f retwood
in.
strips, measuring 6 by
Pive terminals.
One panel-mounting socket
for plug-in coil.
One short-circuiting plug.
.

for same. - One crystal detector. (Tiit
shown is G.E.C. micrometer.
Any good make of crystal

rr?
.

\

-

'I

_\ \
/

,,

I

_________

EARTH

E
.

-

f

-

;

__________________________

.

____________

Fig. 4.-Drilling diagram and panel markings. The terminal Ai is used'
for the aerial connection when Chelmsford is being -received. For this
station the -shór-circuiting plug between A and Ai is withdrawn, and a
No.
coil plugged in.

io
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condensèr (and there are a
f
number of good makes ou the
market) the securing holes
may be in different positions.
The same remark applies to
the crystal detector. Examine
,-5ECIJRINO SCREWS
the photographs and wiring
POINTS FOR JOIN/NO
diagrams carefully, and you
XCO/L
will see that three flexible
leads from the coil corne to
DETECTOR
three points on the panel.
Q
The flexible wires are secured,
to these points by nuts añd
not by soldering, so that
before you solder any wires
on to these particùlár terminals rthi On 'a ëöuplë of
nuts first of all. You can then
7EL
ITEL
solder the wires which o to
:
these termiijals without iterI
feting with the subsequent
coilnection of the flexible
leads to the nuts. Keep all
leads as short as possible and
Fig. 5.-The wiring is very simple. Notice that the coil is secured by
fairly close against tue panel.
nuts to the three points indicated.
Projecting ires might interfere with the coil, which must
through clearance holes in the useful in finding which point gives
occupy nearly one-half of the box.
When you have soldered up all ebonite. As soon as you have done the best signal strength. Keep
this you can apply the Radio Press the condenser on this point and
connections on time panel, take thi
three. flexible leads indicated, and panel transfers for the aerial and re-adjust the crystal detector to
earth terminals, and the get the loudest possible signals.
telephones..
Now make a final adjustment of
tuning on the tuning condenser,
Operation of the Set
and you ihl be ready to enjoy the
Place the cat whisker programmes.
in contact with the crysTo receive heljnsford,' 5XX,
tal, connect aerial to A
niid earth to E, and, with withdraw the short-circuiting plug,
insert a No. 150 coil and connect
the shorting plug
You will now
place, turn the knob ¿f the aerial to A1.
the variable condenser find that Chelmnsford will tune in
until you hear signals about half-way round the scale of
from the local broad- the variable condenser. If a broadcasting station should not be workcasting station. As
cannot possibly radiate ing when you have finished the
with this receiver, there. set you can test it on ship signals
is no harm in swinging on 600 metres, which will be
the condenser backwards bound to come in quite well on the
and forwards, as this upper end of the scale, using time
method will be found coil in tile box.
Another view of. the finished coil ............
It is wound with No. i6 double
cotton-coveréd wire.

/

\f.

©

'

-

-

L

i

J

..

-

.

.

'

fasten their ends underneath tite
nuts shown. For normal use join
s shown in Pig. i.
When additional selectivity is required, or
if you find the set on your aerial
will not tumie quite low enough,
use the connéctions shown in
Unless you llave conPig. 2.
siderable interference from other
stations, I would recommend the
first arrangement, as giving slightly
louder signals.
As soon as you
.live cöniiectêd the flexible leads,
place tite cou in one end of tite box
and adjust the panel in place,
holding it down to the box by a
couple of wood screws passing

-

.

.

-.

.

.

-

Ready for j'ining the coil,

-
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Technical Staff Kequired

J.

The rapid development

J

of Radio
Press, Limited, is accompanied by
the need for further technical staff.

-

-

-

f
-

J

S

J-..-

There arc vacancies for young men
between i and 30 who are leen and
accurate, and also for those wills a
really sound experience of wirëless.

.

\,

.

.

t

The coilJoined up reaçly for the box.

Wave-length'Range

T

-

-

.

an average aerial connected to A
rand earth to E terminals, and with the
socket short-circuited by a plug, the set
will be found to tune from 340 metres
to ôoo.
With the connections 'made
from the coil to the set, as shown in
iig. 2 (highest selectivity position) the
-wave-length range will be from about
Witli a very small
4O .to 500 metres.
indoor aerial it mai' be found slightly
advantageous to 'move the aerial wire
'from A :and place it 011 A1 keeping
the short-circu.iürg plug in position mean.w hile.
In any cise, this expeuinieuit
should, be tried 'to see whether it gives
better results. An advantage of this
:Set is that it is so easy to remové the
'Jaw-loss coil for .experiments ..in -other
.crcuits you may lla:Ç.

F,

.

-

-

Applications 4y letter ,.should be
addressed, at once, to the Mañagin
D ir ecl o r, Radio Press, Lid.,
Bush House, Sirand, -WC.!.
All commjnícalions aret,dalctjas

I
L

F.

h

--

:

-

Ou

-

-

:ij,

a'_>

rl

.

r

Another view of the back of-panel wiring.

Raibla

W/ìát a Reader Heard
with /1 Simply Made
Single- Valve Receiver"

Srn,-I hope I 'ani not intruding
on your valuable space bywriting
this letter'to your journàl.
feel
I owe you this letter.

J

Last week-eiid.I riggd upthat
little cabinet one'vaive set you
described im
1ìat month's
(December)

'WiIuU.Ess CoNsTRuc-

with thesÒle obje±óf working
Swanseathty Station. THowever,
recëivd all
last Sunday úight
the BEBC. státions except Birmingincluding i.Chelnisford).
ham
Boutnemouth, Cardiff and Clielinsford were enjoyably loud in 'phones.
TOR,

comes in well, also Petit
PaHsien aid Hamburg.
Candidly, I did not expect more
than Cardiff on it, but to-day I
liad the surprise of my life. I had
been informed that Swansea would
be testing at midnight last night
(December xith), and so I sat up
for it.
Result-No Swansea; it was all
a rumour!
But I liad \VBZ
(W B Zee)-aud all on one valve
at excellent strength
From
them I had a piano concert wìtli
orchestral accompaniment, a ñnancial talk, farmers' talk, ath a'stae
talk. The announcer announced
7.3ó p.m. Eastern standard time,
and it was about 12,45 am. by
my clock
of course, it was
!December iith in ThS.A. then.
There were no atinosphetics orMorse,
but much fading. I think this
speaks well for the wonderful stuff

öu turn out in your very valuable
journals. As I mentioned in a preletter, this is the eighth of
3-our sets I have built,-and the
anost startling pne, I can assure you.
Best of luck and prosperity to
your papers-Yours faitlif'uhhy.
.Siyansea..E, E. EVANS

yjj

-

...

.

Dccm.he I2/J,.I24.

.

!

i.

'iThTwn:vlve

J

Rciver
in the. articI . describing the
Twin-Valve receiver in our last
issue, we omitted to state that the
cabinet was built by Mr. W. .11..
Agar.

O-,
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LowTResisance Telephones
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.
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-
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SOME INTERESTING FACTS

t

I
'

.

-

'

'

.

--

-----

single earpieces and cornBOTH
plete sets of headphones of low

.

'

resistance are now obtainable
very cheaply indeed from dealers in
Army surplus goods. As a rule each
earpiece is wound to a resistance of
6o ohms, so that the total for the
headset is 120 ohms. One reason probably w hy these gòods are so clieai
is that most people think that they
are of little or no use unless a telephone transformer is employed. As
a matter of fact, for short distance
.
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Above : The
siitting station at
the first Germañ Wireless Exhibition.

'..

:
S

-

7

right The exterior of the
Exhibition Buildings decorated for
the opening day.
a

:

.
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At the first German Exhibition:
An
exhibit showing wireless apparatus for
use on a moving train.

_j

.

.

f'
I

..

reception. low resistance phoiies aiswer very
well indeed in the crystal set. It is only when
the range becomes long that any great advantage can be found in using the high resistance
type of telephones.
Many people, as a matter of fact, make the
mistake of using telephones with far too high
a resistance in connection with crystals. There
is a prevalent idea that if a 2,000 ohm headset
gives good results, you will get better reception
still with 4,000 ohm phones and still better
with 8,000, the idea being that the higher the
resistance the greater must be the sensitiveness.
Experiments made by tIle writer have shown
that with most of the commonly-used crystals
a resistance of x,000 ohms in the telephones
is ample, and that it is usu&ly a drawback
to use more than 1,500. Should you possess
a pair of very high resistance telephones you
can quite easily lower their r,tance by wiring
the two receivers in parallel iistead of in series.
This lias the effect of reducing the total resistance in circuit to a quarter of what it originally

.

.
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.

.,...

.

.

p
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.
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\Ie
ChIldren's
8.

Hour

/1

CARRIER WAVE"

j8

Uncle Humty-Dumpty London).
Children's Hour." Magic
are these to the
THEwords
órdergeneration, for they
entirnental visions of
conjure
a twilit rroln,e blazing fire, 'before
whichtkernother sits tèlling
Stiies to a be'v
of

fiy

&ingsters

on

Auntie Glakiys (Birniinghain).
of

artists(o watch over.it through-

out the country.

It is, of course, to 2L0 that;the
largest family of 'liephews a,*1
niêees is attached, ;and the .ól1Mt

fore, tliat:the.1Measantest of:vu1mcular voieesmsttoo often missing.
'-oeatut1 iiu ifavour is ''(Uncle
Rex," 'known to dite rorid as
_'rIr. R. F. Palmer an'd'{lie London

Station Director. He has
been associated 'with 21,0
from 'its 'very inception,
and tákes liis work very
seriously. But one of the
.greatest .treats, whether in

the

heartiirug-" Once upon
a

time.''

'Ves, indeed, never were

words more prophetic, for
those timnes Care .gone beCliiivoud rre'call

.1'he"
" of to-day

drens Hour

takes ,place;ronnd a net.
vork

ofiires,ìheadhones

and wUves, and what

s

inorcuurzing,iinl1euce.
The 3vomangts .oí ttliis
eenerrt{ion, íf 'not bnlUn
casthilthein',èIves,.as idiU
the 1itppy'ltttle ccrowiiat
2L0 recently, howa livily interest in battery current, and de-

iiiand new headphones, valves or
crystalsas Christmas presents. Not
oiilv.have they au.officiàl "Corner"
in broidcasting,but a -çecial staff

fthe ".Cltildren'sHour" or
in time ordinary programme,
'is to'get a-song f rom him,
foritis no exaggeration to
sas' that he possesses one
of the linest voices in the
.countrv, as witness his
recent songs at the" Birthday " party. Even whemi
only one of time "An!Rex (Mr. }R. F. ká1n1.), 'cf ttte ikoñdon
novaucers," as a dear old
lady terms tlienm it isUiicle
Station.
Rex rhio informs iU5 in
.' uncle " in point of eperience is
tht best microphone -yoic :jji the
Uncle Arthur.'' This lias made lbuildmg.
Mr..Burrows one of the most sought"Uncle Caractacus " wouÍd be
after officials of the B.B.C. Corn- mii danger of being badly spóiled
rneiicing his career as a journalist, if lie could be seen as well as heard,
time brought him to ..Marconi
House 'as Publicity Manager to
the Marconi Company, und wlieu
the B.B.C. caine into existn,
Mr. Burrows, who lias a pfett
genius for organisatioii, 'became
Director of Programmes.
r

7V\

.

Uncle Arthur's Task
No easy task is this, for not oñly
has lie the actual programmes to

arrange-and the magnitude

of

this alone everybody will admitbut he has all the questions of
copyright to deal with, as well as
the enaging of the artists and
seeing also that their songs do not
infringe the by-laws. We shoúlll
imagine '.that Nr. Burrows' pt
nightmare is the Society which
prvents us hearing all hisJavourite
works. lt is not surprising, there-

(

-

Uncle Lelie Mr. Leslie Page),
recently _at Bournemouth.

.ntil

Unle jef f,

6f LolTdofl.
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A chat on
and

he

Aunties

Uncle s' whose

daily talks and

mes-

sages are such
ä feature of British

broadcasting
Auntie.

Elsie (thrmingham).

lot lie is still in his" twenties, and
knows just what youth wants.
It is just as well that he does not
threaten to leave his English at
home, for he could conduct that
Corner " in ail the Continental
languages if he liked.
Of the "Aunties," first,
of course, is "Aunt Sophie,"
- the name 'by which a very
brilliant pianist, Miss Cecil
Dixon, is known. Miss
Dixon hails from the Fiji
Islands, but early caine to
England to study as a
classical pianist, and her
recitals at
olian Hall
testify to her success.
Studying under a teacher

by "Uncle Hunipty Dunipty"
have become a recognised feature.
This latter "Uncle ' has lately
come to us from Manchester, and
as Mr. K. A. Wright is also Assistant Director 'to Mr. Palmer.

-

'Uncle Joe (Biriniigham).
and the children's as well 's the
Scholars' Hour; which he inaugirated, are sources of joy to him.
From one school alone, 280 boys
ont of .370 possess receiving sets,
and their letters often con7' tain valualile suggestions.
Energetic Uncle Jack
Mr.' Fryer's energy is
boundless, and his expeJ'
rience gained in a successful theatrical career makes
him the ideal director for
any station. It was at
Newcastle that he first
proved his supreme value,
coniingtothe B.B.C. direct
from the Apollo Theatre
in London where lie was
playing in "Hawley's of
the High Street."
As
2L0.
actor, producer, manager,
Mr. Fryer's reputation
is known not only throughout
the kingdom, but in South Africa
as weil. At New-castle he produced the first operas, and with
none but local talent. At Boumemouth lie lias made, vith the
I

who hasmadeaworid-wide
reputation for his own par-

ticular methods, Tobias
I\Iatthay,Miss Dixon has beUncle Caractacus (Capt. C. A. Lewis) ot
come one of his best-known
The Musical Side
exponents, and she herself is a professor at the Royal College of Music.
Of the other " Uncles," we have
Another
clever
pianist is almost best of all, "Uncle Jeff."
Auntie Hilda (Miss Dederich\, As Musical Director and arranger
whose "Music Pictures," given of all the operas. Mr. Stanton
every fortnight, to the stories told J efferies has doue fine work. Few
people realise that he is also one
of the finest organists in the
country, and was formerly organist
at Windsor Chapel.
His performance at the National Institute
was a triumph of organ playing
and knowledge of wireless needs.
Other uncles of 2L0 are "Uncle
Jack Frost," who, as Captain Jack
Frost, has a great deal of technical
work to do, and "Uncle Pollard
Crowthei," who knows more about
Japan than is to be found in a
dozen books.

Bournemouth

-

Uncle Will (Aberdeen)

T he Hampshire district is very
fortunate iii 6BM's nudes, for they
are led off by the Station Director
himself, Mr. Bertram Fryer, who
is knowii to his youiig broadcasting
relatives " as "Uncle

Jacks"

Uncle Jack (Bournernouth).
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of
another clever
assistance
conductor, Q1tain Featherstone,

oiie ìf ktiì iest stations oi
the lutte. IHe ibas iliad capable
asiStatice' ulso!from "tihicle Rob"
(tainFKeenê) and "Un*le Leslie"
(Mr. J1elie Page), but recently
'ttrausferred to another sthtion.

Fehrtiai:y,

coudtict a choir formed frorn tite
newspaper boys in the district.
The conductor's stand was a brave
affair as regards bunting, but
unfortunately was composed of
ginger-beer cases. conducting u ith
his usual energY, Mr. Lewis says,
"I leapt, for one item, positively

Birm1ngham
he mascot of 51'l' 'is

'nooky,' and, "Tune
lin -'iookey,' daddy,
tpkase dio," I am told
+heuiI 'venture near .mv
own set in the magic
hour. II hould nöt be
surprise'diif a godd Imany
of us " tune in to
'Snookey,"" for, though
we are not personally
interested iii the quaint
little creature's adven'-tures, we like to hear the
clear accents of " Auntie
Phvl1 " who relates theni.
'3hiss Richardson makes
strong point of ebent4on, and lias u 'mobile
voice thát allows'her to
keep.half a dozen charac.ters living ttt 'the same
.tiinc. Sheis known.to a
very wide circle of nçphews
-

Uncle Joeas Conductor
But I1T. iIevis's farne as
conductor 'is notwiily.-coufined to
s conductor of
his .owutdistridt.
'\VlveFhnnpton
Musical
ti
Society, conprising.. ome .three
hundred menìhers, .Mr. I.ewis
brught 'time choir up :to London,
with a big 'conceit at
Queen's Hall, aii gàined
tremendous success. 'That
'his w-ork is appreciatedis
proved by the tributes
paid him by Sir.Edward
Elgar and Granville 'Bantock, and at the Binning1haiim Broadcasting Station
this miame stands for e erytthing true in art.
An
dditional proof are his
"Radio Fantasies,"
Next is "Auntie Phyll"
again, and then "Uncle

'Edgar," no less than Mr.
'Percy 'Edgar, the Station
'Director.

-

Mr. Edgariis the son of
well - known Stafford
journalist, but, making a

a
-

195

a

and.aiieces.
'l'liis station, .liovever
possesses a whole army of
AuntieSohie M iss (á11 iThxod)t
-uncles and aunts. First,
t1iere is "UncleJoc,".inore
le4pt 'in 'my tiiktce, cotily Ito feel
lrespectfully -known as Mr.
.Levis and the Musical Direétor if the -stand gie '-way, and frotii
4T. -But he is affectionately wlidi 'I was etHc'até'd with diffi-liiown to thousands as "Young culty. All might vét have been
loe," to distinguish him fromhis véll, liad not the annuucer given
forth the next item, which was
&father, a famous conductor in'tliMidlands, and Mr. Lewis himself a song, 'Poor Old Joe.' This
relates an occasion when he vas put the finisliiiig touch, and it
rightfully termed "Poor Old Joe." took sorne five minutes before the
laughter subsided sufficiently to
_;rhis happened in Walsall manv
carry on.'
'years ago, when Mr. :Lewis was to

Josh

Auntie:pI1IItd Snookey at

stage appearance at the
age of four, evidently t his
debut determined his present career, for we find. Mr.
Edgar iii later years
clevotiiig himself sternly
to the theatrical art, and
specialisiug in Dickens's
\\Then the
characters.
1l.B.C. caine into being,
chance led the powers -that be to
hoose Percy Edgar, and a better
choice it would be inipossible to make
Mr. Cecil Pearson, who was
known as "Uncle -Pip," has now
been appointed Director of the
Liverpool Station, but his place
has beeir taken by "Uncle Felix,"
who is next in favour and really
known as Mr. A. Pelliain. Mr. Harold
Casey is best ,known as "Uncle

This .pictureshows a group of the Birmingham
Aunties rand Uncles,

Newcastle.
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"visits " are always eagerly welcomed is "Auntie Nancy," for
she plays haunting violin solos,
and is no less than Miss Nancy Lee,
the Musical Director of the Station.
"Uncle Harry," or Mr. McKee,
also had charge of the lectures, and
lie works, too, in a dual role.
One and all have had wide
epedence in music and in art, and
rgive of their best to the Hour in
which they,, too, can forget the
sterner duties of life and pretend
that they have put the clock back
and they are once more children,
and comrades to the vast unseen
'
family of nieces and nephews.
1

Uncle Jack Frost of. London.
Pat" in the Children's Hour, but
as a vocalist in his own proper
person he is hard to beat, and haá
flau a successtu.L musicai
career.
Another Uncle Jack
- Birmingham also has its
"Uncle Jack" in the
person of Mr. Jack Cooper.
The Aunties are a very
important part of 51T's
-staff. First there is "Auntie
Gladys »'(Miss Colbourrie),
who also takes charge of
the Ladies' Corner. Equal1

-.........
Next Month:
A Chat about the Musical
Directors of the B.B.C.

p--

C

.

.

i

,

-

-

I

r

Uncle Rob (Bournemouth).

j
I

I

Some Radio

.

THE

»

ST

100

I alu writing to say
how pleased I am to have
constructed a "ST ioo"
set. Although I have neveu
seen the inside or wiring ol
any other valve set, I wai
able through your wonder
ful and simple instructions
in "Radiò Press Eiivelè
No. i" to build this set,
urhich works spleudidly. If
anyone liad torn me three
months ago that I could
build a set like it, I would
not hace believed it, because I have no knowledgé
of wireless or radio affairs
whatever: but it is made,
and it works, and I am
SIR:

popular is "Auntie Elsie"

-

Press Sets

who, as Miss Wilson, is a
known pianist and singer
and accompanies her own
songs in the Children's
Hour. She admits to one
weakness, a passion
fancy work, though this

fr

Auntie Sophie and some of the Uncles at 2L0. Uncle
Arthur is seated on the piano (second from right).
nf
,n,l
f'.-.1f
Rfl 1LtiU
is due to you.
nieces to note. Also we hnve
Thanking you and wishing you
"Auntie Kitty" (Miss Usherwood),
every suCCeSS.
and "Auntie Dorothy" (Miss D.
Yours faithfully,
Barcroft).
Aberdeen
Lewisham, S.E.
J. VIDI,liR.
The chief uncle here now i
THE ALL-CONCERT RECEIVER
Uncle \Vil," who, as Mr. \V. D.
Sia: A couple of months ago
Simpson, is Assistant to the Staton
I put together. an " All - Concert
Director, and one of the oldest
Receiver," as instructed in -your
ménibers of -the B.B.C., having
Twelve Tésted Wireléss Sets '
joined the company in January,
and I have every reason to be
taking up his duties in
1p23,
pleased with the
Aberdeen on the opening of that
Though i, oo miles from. Radio
Station, -and coming from Newcastle.
Iberica, I can pick him up eer
This Station has been excepnight. On more than one occhsion
tionally fortunate, for it has also
this station lias been almos. às
liad "Uncle. Ronnie," no less than
strong as Bourñeniouth, which is
Mr:. R: E. Jeffrey, the first Station
our. strongest station with the
Dietor qf-BD, and who left
small coils (35,-'5o and 75). With
recently ainidst much sailing and
the Chelmsford coils niy set is müch
iiashing of teeth to become the
better than any set in this district,
Director of Plays at 2 1.0. Then
including two 4-valve sets which
there is " Auntie Chris ". whó,
cost their owners over
o each,
Miss Christine Crove, has a wonthe volume and tone' being all that
Miss Thelma Hughes, aged six, one cn desire.
(lerful gift for writing sketches
the Donc. She was tIme first auntie who recently recited during the
Your faihfuhl', of 2 BD. Another auntie whose ' Children's Hour from 2L0.
Lerick.
G. T. KAY.
--

-
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What Our

'Readers
'

Can Do
!:1

I.,

Some lntereüing E'xperience's

cI

willi

Jill,

R'adi'o

Press Sels
!i!r,

F-

THE SEVEN-CIRCUIT CRYSTAL SET
SIR: I wrote you Some time ígo
regarding the Crystal Set in Tiir
CONSTRUCTOR for December. I then
said I would give you my experiences with it. There is tio doubt it
is the most efficient crystal re:eiver I have ever built, and I have made
a good many. I am 15 niilc irom
5SC (Glasgow), my aerial is 6o ft.
between insulators and
ft. high.
From insulators to set the leadin
is o ft.' My earth is ft. from set
to ground contact (copper plate).
I get very good telephone strength
n practicaliY all the circuits, but
on two of them I get quite exceptional volume and clarity. These
nre (r) aerial in extreme right
ockct and earth and condenser
in second .from left ; (2) aerial as
in (t) and condenser as in (i), but
earth in extreme left socket. Connected to wiring for smoking room
and kitchen., 40 yds. from terminal
'to termin1, with two teleithones
and loud speaker in circuit at-same
time, speech can be followed, quite
èlearly from loud speaker 6 ft.
away. I hardlythiilk that can he
beaten by any crystál set, except
when there is freak reception.
1-lere is an example of freak reeption. Withthe Four valve Family
receiver working on first-mentioned
aerial fixed immediately above a
ft. twin indoor aerial fixed be'heath rafters and leading to a bedroom, 'I can get 'with any crystal
set attached to the indoor .aerial,
whatever I am for the :moinent
getting through on the tfour-valve
rnceiver, which is almost everything
'm'Europe and often the U.S.A. To
ibe in tite fashion .1 should 'have
:elaiiued that .1 have U.S.A. on a
¿trystal. set, 'which is literally true
Yours faithfully,.
.

I

,

A.

'

'J:

WRICrrr.

.Iiíothierwe1l.
'sm:

I arn':1easeiFtoiñform,you

that I have made the "7-Circuit

Cyta1 'Set

as described in' THÉ
'WIRELESS CONSmUCTOR, Vol.
No. 2. I get good results on two

pairs of Braiides headphones, being
able to ditinguisli clearly eifery

word spoken from Mauchester Sta
tion, or relayed from London, via
Liverpool. Orchestral music from
éither station is quite.lond. This
is not bad considering I am 22
miles from Manhester and 32 miles
from Liverpool. I should like to say
that this is my lirst venture in
wireless in fact, a week ago I
shouldn't have known a valve from
a crystal, until I bought youx book.
My aerial is of the double wile type,
30 ft. between'insulatrs and 30 ft.

Both [ zand my tiienlis are
astounded at the strength ¿f-signais
we now recéive.; 'tosythe least,
the set is wondctfill.
'I have a 25-ft. pole and 75.ft.
of Electron aerial, with 25 ft.
leading in direct to set, 8 yds.
earth wire soldered to water tap;
I live about
mies from our
Relay Station, as the crow flies,
anli am also situated at d high
pòint on the outside of th :town.
My friends are rather disap.
.

John Henty, tthe famous comedian,is h«re seen .with .his wife
iiossom, a nu i,ruert.

p6iñtéd'ithi their 'own'sets since
hearing mine, and wih'thiat your

high. The' cost of making set was
J 7S.
(ec1usive of headphones and
.aerial).
I think your book THE WinE'LESS CONSTRUCTOR is t1z thing foi
a heginier.-Vours Ifalthfuliy,
'Wr.

írticle liad been públishe'd a little
earlier.

I feel greatly indebted to you
'for presenting such a remarkab1y
'good set, and in return Ipronlise

J. '.th,ARKSON.

to do my utmost to increase your
âlreadv latg circulation of 'TIlE

Chorley, 'Lancashire.

SrR: I feel thatLmust dropyou
aiew lines regardingthe 'Seven-

WrRELESS CON,TRCTOR.

Thanking you again 'for suth
splendid hèlp,
Yours very gratefuliy,

ircui-t " Crystal Set, details of
which .are th ibe found -in the
December issue of
COÑSTRUCTOP

-TUE \VIREr,ESS
-

r.

A.
L

Ffl1UL-tN.

ottinghiani.

:oo
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Rolls-Royce. of

SIMPLE ACCOUNT OF THE SUPER-HETERODYNE
RECEIVER

!ii4

r

-\

By

experimenters have
called
the supersonic-heteroERICAN
dyne receiver the Rolls-Royce
of radio. This catch phrase is undoubtedly an accurate description
of what many experimenters regard
as the most difficult wireless receiver to make.
It is nothing of the sort. On the
other hand, I am jiot sure that it
is not one of the simplest multivalve sets to construct, and most

certainlyto operate.

I would almost go so far as tç
say that the broadcast receiver de
luxe of the future will work on this
principle, and that different broadcasting stations will be
received by the simple
turning of one handle.
The words "supersonic-

'OHN SCOTT-TAGGART,
F.Inst.P., .A.M.I.E.E.
who do not believe in obtaining
long-distance results with the ordinary receiver. I have probably
worked and handled more different
types of receiving sets than anyone
I have exelse in this country.

perimented with literally hundreds
of circuits; and only selections
from 'these have been published,
beause it is not every circuit
which looks well on paper which
may be handed out to hundreds of
thousands of rCaders for constructional purposes. In spite of this,
I still have an uncomfortable feeling
when long range instruments are
I quite admit that
mentioned.

-

-

strongly believe tlat the supersonic-heterodyne type of receiver
will ultimately bè the one to be
used fot long-distance reception.
The only disadvantage, and to
many it will be an insuperable disadvantage, of the supersonic heterodyne type of receiver, is that a
large number o valves is used.
Fig. r in this article shows a
five-valve receiver which I 'have
designed, and although it is theortically possible to obtain supersonic heterodyne effects with a
single-valve receiver, yet the best
results are unquestionably obtainable with from 5 to Io valves.
Now to study the action
nf fhi

f

'in,ifinçi

tv,

nf

Why is it that
the ordinary receiver is
limited in its range? \Vhv,
heterodyne," or "super4
in fact, will one receiver
heterodyne" (an abbrevianot receive long-distance
tion), are inclined to terrify
signals
while
another,
the beginner. The principle
using more valves, will re
of the receiver, however, is
ceive a much longer range?
not nearly as difficult to
It is not merely a question
understand as many people
of time number of valves.
imagine, and I propose to
explain, in as few words as
used, but the, way in whiclL
they are used. I have
possible, the action of this
extremely useful system
known many a single-valve
of wireless reception which
set give nmucli better reis practically unknown in
suits on distance work thaim
a three-valve set.
this country. A very full
and detailed account is at
The whole
trouble,
present being given in a
really, is in the detector.
Although we have iniseries of articles which I
am pub1ishin ip, lVirekss FigT.-A fivevalve super-heterodyne designed by proved wireless apparatus
Weekly, full constructional
iii jiIi1UflIfliblC directions,
the author.
details of super-heteiodyue
the modern detector is litwith skilled handling ordinary appatie better than it was 20 years ago.
sets being given.
The advantages of a supersonic- ratus is frequently capable of long This is a rather startling statement,
range reception, but more usually but a real technical investigation
lieterodyne are
r. Very long ranges niay be thian not, even when this reception into the matter will show that it is
is accoiiiplished, there is so much
accomplished.
true. We have done wonders in the
2. Frame aerials may
be used interference that the signals are way of developing high and low-Irebarely worth receiving.
quency amplification, but we have
with gteat success.
done practically nothing to develop
3. Great selectivity is obtainable.
Th
e
T
A
T
ys
em
The sensitiveness of the superan efficient rectifier. The trouble
The T.A.T. system of liighi-fre- is that a rectifier, or detector, whose
-s nic heterodyne is its great feature.
It is possible on a frame aerial only quency amplification which 'I have purpose is to change the highdeveloped and described in the last frequency currents which come into
2 ft. in diameter to receive, under
good conditions, Americaii broad- three issues of Modern Wireless, the aerial system into low-Irecasting stations on a loud-speaker goes a long way to the solution of quency currents capable of operatin this country, I am afraid I am the high-frequency amplification ing telephones, for example, will
one of those very sceptical people problem, but in spite of this I not work unless the high-frequency
receiver.

-

1
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ct:rrcnts ae sufficiently strong. A
child may try and open a door,
but unless its wrist is strong
enough to tutti the handle the door
vì1l not open
unless the incoming
high-frequency wirtless currents are
strong enough, they will not work

February, 1925

The obvious thing to do is to
increase the 1iigIi-fequency cuirents as much as. possible. and this
can be dotte by using a better aerial
or by using one or more stages of
luigh-frequency amplification, i.e.,
amplification before tue detector.

:

i/ICON/Na
OSCILLATIONS

LOCAL
OSCILLATIONS

ntnioptierics and other, stations,
and in the ordinary way LP.
amplification wiU increase ûjein.

The supersonic-heterodyne receiver possesses the great merit
that, while tite desired signals arc
amplified, the incdental and objectionable currents are either not
anipiuìed or are increased to a
lesser degree than the desired
signal.
Au added advantage is that since
tite supel sonic. lieterodyne receiver
works so well with a loop, considerable interfcrence may be eliminated
by being able to turn the ioop in

different directions, and so taking athantage of its directive
properties.

z;
Bt

Fig.

2.-How the sets

a detector, even though the cur-

rents may be there.

After the Detector
As a matter of fact, the signals
-given out by a detector, say a

crystal detector,. depend upon the
strength of the high-frequency
currents which are produced in the
aerial circuit by the incoming
vaves. If the currents in the
aerial circuit are too weak, they
will not work the crystal. detector
and no signals will be heard in the
telephones. Under these conditions
it is practically useless adding more'
valves to amplify the low-frequency
signals, because they are simply
not there to amplify. In such
circumstances we can do either of
two things: we can use an improved detector or improve au
exstiuig detector artificially, or
ve can amplify the incoming highfrequency currents until they are
sufficient to work the detector
properly. This latter step is what
is usually done. It may be taken
as a rule that the signal strength
output cf the detector, whether
a crystal or a valve, is proportional
to the square of the amplitude of
the incoming currents. To speak
very roughly, if we double the
strength of the incoming currents
we will get four times the signal
strength in the phones.

B3.-.

-

of oscillation combine.

whereas low-frequency niuplification is amplification of the LP.

currents after the detector.

Eliminating Interference
Another important consideration
in long-distance reception is the
elimination of interference by other
stations, atmospherics and all sorts

What the Super-heterodyne Does
The supersonic-heterodyne re
ceiver does two things. It provides
an improved detector, or rather
a detector which is artificially
improved, and it also etiables several
stages of easily controlled amplification to be obtained.
In tite ordinary way it is very
difficult to amplify high-frequency
currents by several stages of amplication because the valves are so
liable to oscillate. This is particularly the case where the signals
to be received are of short wavelength. e.g., oo metres and below.
The supersonic-hetetodyne receiver changes the short wave
length signals into long wave
signals which may then le ahiplified
by several stages of amplifivation,
which can be easily controlled
without the valves oscillating.
We change the incoming highfrequency cur rents into currents
.

DI

+IL; /+cIL3iT!IIIIIEIII/.ï'
Fig.

3:-A vry

simple

of extra noises which almost in-

variably come in when more and
more valves are used.
A signal may be there all right,
but it wiU not be any use if there
is a background of noise and interferénce. A tin whistle in the
middle of the night wiU sound much
clearer than a factory hooter, if
the hooter is working when haifa-dozen other hooters are also busy.
There are all sorts of peculiar noises
set up in a multi-valve set, quite
apart from interference duç .o

nqt
audible, but correspond to long
wave-lengths, e.g., 6,000 metres,
by combining with the incoming
currents locally generated continuous oscillations, i.e,, oscillations which resemble the oscillatiojis produced by the carrier wave
.f a broadcasting station.
of lower freqi.iency which a

-

The Local Oscillator
These local oscillations are gellerated by an oscillating valve ii
the receiver, which valve, ta
.1

3Ç2
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many cases, does nothing else but
provide the local oscillations. These
are - then fed into the receiving.
circuit, e.g., the aerial circuit, and
the oscillations which are given a
wave-length slightly different from
the wave-length of the incoming
signals produce what are known as
beats with the latter. When two
organ notes are sounded, it is
frequently possible to distinguish

rents are obtained which mount up
to their maximum value at the
points Bi, B2 and B3.
In each of the little humps, 13x,
B2 and B3, which are known as
beats, the average effect only is
utilised, so that what we get is
shown in the fifth line where each
of the little high-frequency pulses
in each of the bumps, or beats, are
added together to produce one
-

p

1_!

Osc.

__
Fig.

RO

&

q'

1p

LFAf

02

IFA

°

L.S.

f
I

4.-The different, elements

ru

9

in one type of super-heterodyne

receiver.
a.thiTd note which is produced by
the interaction of the other two ;
in the sanie way, if two sets of
wireless oscillations of slightly diff ering frequency corresponding to
slightly difierent wave-lengths are
mixed up together, a third frequency is obtainable in the form of
beats. These beats are increases
ii
the resulting currents which
occur at regular intervals.

""
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A Simple xplanation
In Fig. 2 it will be seen that the
top line shows the incoming signals,
while the second line shows locally
generated currents. It is assumed,
for this explanation, that the in-

single pulse of current. The ñumbet of these beats, BI, B2 and B3,
will be equal to. the difference in

frequency between tli currents
in the first and second lines.
The frequency of these beat
currents will depend upon the
difference in frequency between the
incoming signals and those locally
generated, and they may be adjusted to any value by adjusting the
frequency Qf the local oscillator.
The .Beat Frequency
The beats may be made to have a
frequency of almost any value up

the upper limit being usualiy in
the neighbourhood of about xo,000.
If the beats are at the rate of
about 50,000 per second, the currents will resemble those produced
by waves having a wave-length of
6,000 metres, and the outward currents from the detector may be
applied to a high-frequency amplifying system tuned, or arranged to
work, on a wave-length of about
6,000 metres. After several stages
of this long wave, or intermediate
frequency amplification, the currents are once more detected, and,
if telephony is being received,
signals will be hearà in the output
circuit of the second detector.
A

SimpleSet

Fig. 3 shows a very simple supersonic heterodyne receiver, in which
it will be seen that the ordinary
receiving circuit L2 Ci is employed,
a crystal detector Dr being used.
The output of the crystal detector
Dr is a long wave high-frequency
transformer L3 L4, the secondary
T,s of which is shunted by a variathe condenser Cz, which ¡unes the
secondary to a wave-length corresponding to ó,000 metres. The
valve V is a high-frequency amplifier, the tuned anode circuit L5 C3
being also tuned to 6,000 metres.
Across this circuit we have a crystal
detector Dz and telephones T.
In this circuit, we also have an
oscillating valve marked G, which
generates local continuous wave
currents, which pass through the
inductance Li, and are induced into

coming signals. are of continuous
\l/
L.S.
wave forni, although telephony
'f
oscj
signals, of course, will not be of the
sanie evenness, but will increase
T'
and decrease in amplitude. NeverC
theless, for the sake of this expianation, it is best to consider that
T
D.1
D2
L'FA
HFAI
IFAI
we are simply receiving, say, the
O
-.O O, 0 0
of
carrier wave
a broadcasting :
station. By mixing with this r
E"
.carrier wave the oca1 oscilintions
shown in the..second line of Fig. z,
Fig. 5.-Another arrangement of units.
we get a resulting current in the
receiving circuit, which looks like
line 3, and it will be seen that to, for example, 50,000. If the the circuit L2 Ci
the local
humps marked BI, B2 and B3 are - beats have a frequency of, say, oscillations have a frequency
produced, these humps being called 1,000, a very clear note will be pro- slightly different to that of the
beats. If now we rectify the duced which could be heard in incoming currents, so that beats
currents shown in the third line by telephone receivers connected to are produced in the circuit L2 Ci.
means of a crystal, or more usually the output side of. the detector. These beats are rectified by the
a valve, we will obtaid, in the out- If, on the other band, the frecrystal detector Di, and the beat
put circuit of that valve, rectified quencies are above about io,000, frequency, which is adjusted to
currents-i.e., currents which flow telephone receivers would not take correspond to 50,000, sets up
in a given direction, as distinct any notice of them, and nothing oscillations iii the circuit L4 C2,
from currents which alternate in would be heard. A beat frequency corresponding to a wave-length çf
their direction. This is necessarily above io,000 would be said to be 6,000 metres. These 6,000 metre
a rather rough explanation, but supersonic-i.e., above the audible signals are now amplified by the
limit. Beginners should understand valve V, which is usually called the
line will show what happen.
In this figure it will be seen that that the human ear cannot detect intermediate frequency amplifier.
little pulses of high-frequency cur- sounds above a -certain f requency
and the amtlified long wa'
-

I
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of receiving in which currents of

different frequencies are combined
as to produce beats. The word
has been in use for many years. in
connection with the method of
receiving continuous waves, which
ordiiiarily, without the production
of beats, would not influence añ
ordinary detector.

r

.

¡

J

-

are now officially encouraged to make their own receivers.
The boys at'Harrow.
=

signals in L5 C3 rè rectified by
tite crystal deteitàr Dz, and operate
the telephones T. It is possible, of
course, to add one or more stages
of low-frequency amplification at
Ute end of this system.
An Improved Result
The effect in this circuït of the
is to improve the rectifying action of the detector, and also
to produce long wave signals which
may be readily amplified. In most
cases there are three stages of long
wave or intermediate frequency
amplification, and there are also
often one or more stages of highfrequency amplification at the very
beginning of tite system.
Two
stages of L.F. amplification are
also often used at the end of the
system.
Fig. 4 shows the different elements in one type of supersollic
heterodyne receiver. In this case
the oscillator is shown iii a separate
box on the left while the receiving
circuit and the detector are shown
iii the box R Di. The' output of
the detector is now fed into tite
intermediate frequeticy amplifier
1.F.A., and the output from this is
applied to a detector D2 in another
box. The output of the detector
Dz now goes to the low-frcquency
amplifier L.F.A., the output of
which is taken to the loudspeaker L.S.
In Fig. I have shown different
units, the first being a tuner T,
the second au ordinary high-fre.
quency amplifier H.F.A., the third
a detector Di, which will usually
be a valve, ait oscillator OSC,

placed in proximity to the dtector
valve so as to induce oscillations
into its grid circuit, an intermediate frequency amplifier I.F.A.,
a second detector valve Dz, and
a low-frequency amplifier L.FA.

-

Further Help
There are obviously very many
points which cannot be dealt with
in a simple article of this kind,
and those who desire more should
coiisult the issues of Wireless Weekly
in which the articles are appearing.
The supersonic-heterodyne re-.
ceiver is undoubtedly due to come
into its own in this country, and
I hope to do a good deal myself
towards popularising what is undoubtedly the most fascinating of
all broadcast receivers.
Perhaps the shortest way of
explaining the supersouic-heterodyne is to say that by mans of
locally produced oscillations it is
possible, by combining them with
incoming osculations to produce
beats which are adjusted, approxi-.
inately, to a frequency of the order
of 50,000, these beats being then
rectified and producing currents of
50,000 frequency correspondifig to

-.

I

-

-

The master explains a technical point.

In case some readers do not-.- 6,000 metres, which are then ampli.
understand what is meant by fled by an ordinary high-frequency
heterodyne, let me say at once. amplifier. and detected by a fina'
that it is a name given to methods detector valve.
204
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Very Simp1eTwcV'Ive Amplifier
By JOHN W.BI4RBER

4 ------.:i

Offen

1/ic

exfierimnter

wishes fo

"run-up" an amplifier

---

in

a

P

E
=

!urry.
ere is a tnoroun1U =
E
- The simplicity of the amplifier may be seen from this photograph.
efficient way of doing
-

it

that
amplifier
T low-frequency
quired when
made up in
sometimes' happens

5 Clix, and some flexible wire for
connecting up.
The Circuit
Fig i is tlitheoretical circiiit
arrangement of the amplifler. The
I.P. and O.P. terminals of the
first low-frequency transformer are
used as the input terminals to tue
amplifier, the U.S. being connected
to the grid of the first valve. The
I.S. of the two transf6rmrs' ar&
lrought to flexible leads which eiiçl
in either Clix or 11:1'. battery
plugs for connecting to a giid-

a
is re-

one

a cabinet or perhaps included in
a set is not at hand. One may,
for instance, want to give one's
friends the benefit of signals

received on a single valve, or
possibly even a crystal, receiver,
and there may not be thé time to
make up a really nice-looking

-

instrument.
An amplifier can very, quickly
be put together upon aboard and
will enable a loud-spêaker to be
operated from a crystal receiver
upon the local station. It must
be realised that a low-frequency
amplifier will not materially increase the range of a given receiver,
as it is only the signals which are
there that are magnified to any
degree. Signals from the local
station, however, which are of
good strength on the crystal set
alone, will be magnified to such
an extent that the operation of a
loud-speaker is quite a practicable
suggestion. The amplifier, as linstated in the photograph, may be,
used either as a one or two-stage
instrument, as will be described
later.
Be sure, before you add an
amplifier to your crystal set, that.
the set itself is giving every satisfaction and that signals are s -.
loud upon the set as they can
teasonably be expected to be,

Components Necessary
The parts that will be requÌred
to construct this simple amplifier

-

are as follows
.
2 low-frequency transformers
In
this case I have used a" Max-amp"
and a " Super-Success," but it is
to be understood that any two
transformers which will work
reasonably well together can be
uscd
2 filament resistances for board
mounting (Metro-Vick).
2 valve socicts (Brelwood).
:

-

position. It will be quite easy to
follow from this drawing how to
wire lip the amplifier. The two
filament resistances are wired as
shown. Connection is made to the
accuiiiulator by means of two
flexible leads which end in spade
terminals. The cord from the
loud-speaker is joined in circuit as

:-

foliow
One tag is connected to the
plate terminal of the second vah'e
holder, while the other tag is
joined to an H.T. battery plug
which is connected to the high-

o. s.

-

oP

R2

L.T.

.

__
Fig.

i.-The

theoretical circuit diagram.

biasing battery. The plate of the
first valve is connected to the IP.
of the second transformer, the
Op. of which is connected to a
flexible lead terminating in an
H.T. battery plug which is joined
to the positive of the high-tension
battery. The O.S. of the second
transformer is c6nnected to the
grid of the second valve, in the
plate circuit of which are the
telephones, or loud-speaker.
Now look at Fig. 2. This shows
the parts mounted upon the board
with the wires connected iii

If an extra
battery.
battery is not at hand, grid bias
will have to be dispensed with and
tite IS. terminal of the two lowfrequeiic transformers will bave
to be joined to LT. by joining tle
three - Clix - marked G.B.- and
G.B.+ together.'
Connecting Up
It is a very simple matter to
connect this amplifier up to a
crystal set. All that is necessary
is to take a wire from each of the
telephone terminals of the crystal
set and join them to I.P. and OP.
tension

-

.
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of the first low-frequency transwire may
former, respectively

.A

be taken from the negative L.T.
terminal to earth: The lead
from the loud-speaker which ends
in an HT. battery plug is put into
the positive socket of the hightension battery. The lead from the
OP. of the first low-frequency
transformer, which also ends in a
similar plug, is put into a socket of
the HT. battery corresponding to
a slightly lower voltage. The two
leads from the filament resistances
are joined to the accumulator, and
the negative terminal of the hightension battery is joined by a piece
of wire to the
positive term
imial
of 'the

.

terminal hould be connected to the
negatie of the accumulator. The
two flexible leads from the IS. of
the transi ottheis aré joined to
points on the hãttéy corresponding;
ànd 6 volts
roughly, to
respectively.
With the set joined up as indicated, turn the filament resistances
from the off position slowly and
note that the valves light ip. As
the filament resistances are turned,
signals should come through, weakly
at first and gradually increasing in
volume, pro'ided that the set is
tuned to the wavelength of tite
local station and that the latter is

Ascertain

front the valve
set which tele-

phoneterminal
to the
anode of the

gOeS

,

-

'

f/

I

_,/

twofiash-Iamp

cells joined in
series, that is,
with the long
strip of one

joined to tile
short strip of
tile next. The

-

the first transformer, and about
loo may he used upon the second
plate, and in this case about
vblts' will be required upon the
grid of the first valve, while 6 or
8 may be necessary npoii the grid
of the second valve.
Connecting to a Valye RecelvE
If it is desired to connect the
amplifier to a valve receiver, all
that is necessary is to connect the
telephone terminals of the valve
receiver to the IP. and OP. of
the first transformer in the
amplifier. This may be done iii
tite following manner

a-"

accumulator.

For grid biasing a suitable
battery may
be made of

\'

-

valve

a nd
winch goes to
IJ.T.J-. Then
connect
the
amplifier
so

-

-

'

-

-

í

T

-------..

-

near view of the amplifier showing how the parts are mounted on
the board.

remaining

short strip (positi e) is then joined
to the negative of tite accumulator,
or to any point on the wire coming
f rom tile negative, while the two
I cads f rom tile low-frequency transformer secondaries nay be joined,
the first to the junction between
the two batteries and the secotirl to
tite remaining long strip.
How to Work the Set
If a battery with tappiugs, that
is, of similar type to a high-tension
battery, is available, its positive

working. Do not turn-the filament
resistances ally further than is
necessary to get good loud signals,
as no advantage is gained by
burning the valves too brightly,
and their life may theteby be
shortened. Tile value of the hightension battery voltage will depend
upon tile type of valve used, and
the value of grid bias viih, in turn.
ifepend -upon the high-tension
voltage. As a general rule, however, about So volts may be applied
t the first valve, via the OP. of

that tite 1.1'.
of tite trans

forlfler is con-

nected to the
telephone terminai which is
connected to tile i)late of the valve
in the valve receiver, whilst tile
OP. goes to that terminal which
is connected to the positive of the
high-tension battery. Tile battery
connections of tile valve receiver
will remain as previously. Upon
tuning tile valve set, signals vili
be heard in tile loud-speaker at
considerably increased strength.
Use as a Single Stage Ampilijer
To use the amplifier as a sitigle
stage only, all ,that is necessary is

01

Fig 2..-This drawing shQws the relative position of the components, and how they are joined up.
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to take the leads which go to the
IP. and OP. of the first transformer and to join them to the
corresponding terminals of the
second. The wires going to the
second transformer primary winding are temporarily disconnected.
The second valve only is in use
now, and consequently the only
positive tapping on the. HT.
battery will be that which is
joined to the loud-speaker.
lt will be noticed that no fixed
condensers arc included in this
oiuj lifier, the teasoti being that in

February, 1925
all probability there will he such a

across the telephone
terminals of the set to which the
amplifier is to be connected. If
no condenser is provided in this
position, however, a ooi or
p1
condenser should be joined across the
piiniary terminals (IP. and OP.) of
the first low.frequency transformer.
A condenser may sometimes
improve reception if connected
across the loud-speaker terminals,
and one having a capacity of around
-002 iF may be
ried. The best
value of ccndcnsr in this position
condenser

will vary, with the make 9f, loudspeaker and the best results will
only be obtained after trial.
Crackling noises due to a partially
run-down higli-tensiomi battery may

be reduced by shunting the battery
':itli a 2 pP fixed condenser, that is,
the condenser is joined a'ross the
positive amid negative termimma1.s of

the liiglmteimrioii battery.
The amplifier as described is,however, exceedingly simple and nmay be
put together by even a novice iii a ew
iniliutes. Tite results w-iii well repay
the veryshorttinte iii constructingit.
Lovc, conldst Thou and I with
B.B.C.'s conspire
To grasp the Listeners' Scheme of
Pros, entire,
Would we not shatter them to bits,
And then re-frame them nearer to
tite Heart's Desire.
Ah

" The R'ebonite of

OMar Conium"

(WiTH ALL- APOLOGIES TO THE POET)
It was not writtcn ' In a Pèrsian Garden," owing to the
Weather Report " Further Outlook Unsettled"

WAKE, for Lightning in the
Dead of Night
I-Ths struck tite Aerial and
put tite \Talves to Flight.
And Loi the Crystal of the East
has caught
The Wife's dread ire in a Fall of
Light.

A

Dreaming when yet Dawn's glow
was iii the sky,
I heard a Voice within tite Bedroom say,
Awake, my Love, and get fresh
Valves to-day,
Lest John Henry's 'barrow ' conies
awry."
Come, switch all on, and in, the
Fihanient's dull glow

The \Vinter programmes o'er the
Aether bring.
Through intervals the B.B.C. lias
iit a little time to stay,
And Lot the pi-ograinines 5001i are
cii the Wing.
ITere with a wireless Set beneath

the bough,

Valve or two, a Book of hintsaud Thou
Beside lue, list'niiig to the Microphone,
And Home becomes a Paradise
A

enow.

The dearest Valve men set their
I-leads upon
Burns out-or oscillates and anon
Like gas upon the Meter's empty
face,

Lighting a little .hour or two-is
golle.

Then to the oscihlatiiig aether I
cried,
skiiig what Valve had posver to
bug abide
21

-

Beside lier listeners, stumbling in

the dark,
And "loud atmospherics "
Aether replied.

tite

One Moment with tite Announcer's
\Vaste of Time,
Two Minutes, please," in tite
\Vell of Time to bear.
The stars are setting and tite
Closing Down,
Coimneuces Atmospherics.
O
make liaste.

Ah Valve of my Delight that knows
110 willie,
Tite niicroplione of 21.0 is working
once again.
how oft Hereafter wrrking shall

it wait
Iii titis siiie Valve Set after mciii vain.

LB.
A

'II7.

I

I-tVVLTC(çSS

Constructor" Set

Alit my Beloved, fill tite Battr'y

that clears

in

To-day of past mistakes and Future
fears,
To-morrow, why to-morrow, I may
be myself with yesterday's
Seven Thousand Valves-gone
west.

There was a Door to which I found
no Key,
There w-as a Studio past which I
could not see.
Too many "talks " awhile to Me
and Thee
There seemed, and then no more
of Me and Thee. (We switched off.
The Moving Crystal breaks,
And having broke, moves ou,
Nor all the nimbleness or wit shall
lure it back to that saine spot
Nor all thy "words " produce a
jiote through it.
Alas! that Time should vary with
the Beat,
That musical Directors may not
meets
The Nighitiigale that to the 'cello
sang,
Ali! whither, whither Flown, who
knows---or Cares.

Bdfcist

.-.:

Ii'

SIR,--Re the

"Simply niale

Single Valve Receiver," described
by you in the December number of
Tii \VIRILEss CONSTRUCTOR, it
may he of interest to you to know
that I have iiiadc up this set, and
the results obtainable are exceedingly good.
'fiere is suilleient
volume to work a loud-speaker.
enabling all items to be clearly
heard in a small room.
I might mention that I am
within OI1C mile of 2BE. On evenings when conditions are favourable, I can get Aberdeen and Glasgow very clearly on the headphones, hearing both speech and
music remarkably clearly.
Coils
used are a Burudept No. 75, and a
home-made coil containing 50 turns
of No. 2 dcc. wire.
\Vishiiig you every success with

Tm

WIRELESS

i

CorsThtcroR,

remain,
Von rs truly,
R. FRTHING.

Belfast.
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Mr Gumplethorpe Makes
B11

a S art.

"BROADCATCHER"

I

Gump!ethorpe didn't like wireless, in fact he blamd il for all the
nasty things that happen in the. world, but his son Horace converted
hirñ. Read how it was done!

A'Ir.
-

-

.

-

-.

---:.

-

I tell you that but
few
a
short weeks ago
%yHEN
Mr.
Edward Gumple-.
thorpe did not know an ampere
f rom a wave trap, you will realise
at once that lie was nothing of a
wireless enthusiast. In point of
actual fact he was quite the
reverse. He looked upon wireless
with a kind of superstitious awe,
regarding it as an invention of the
evil one responsible for almost
everythuii
unpleasant that occurred. If the weather were too
hot Mr. Gumplethorpe promptly
explained to ali his friends and
neighbours that nothing else could
be expected with all these waves
whizzing about. Similarly, if rain
fell to excess, if snow arrived out
of due season, or if untimely hail
his
ruitied
gooseberries,, Mr.
Guinpietliorpe was quite convinced

tiülar

term, and thus it happened that
young Horace came home, this
time with dry eyes, though his
cheeks were still bulging. Hardly
liad he entered the house when he
began to speak in what appeared
to his father to-be a strange tongue,
babbling excitedly of 2L0, and
oscillations, and kilowatts and
inductances, and detectors, and all
sorts of things of that kind. Mr.
Gumplethorpe patted the lad on
the head and complieiited him
upon the good progress that he
was making with his Greek. And
then the bolt fell, the bomb burst,
the broadside vas delivered into
the shivering timbers of our hero.
The lad explained to bis Iiorror
stricken size that he was not
talking Greek or any such rot as
that, but that he was speaking of
wireless.
Wireless," shouted Mr,

Ile would tell you talcs

.

;

fl...-...1
mu

4-

.1)

1..
iiinii.

-

,,.....,,.
s Lila
ii i3

'l'i

-

-

..

.

-

-

-

-

-

C,,

as you will .see, a very sad case.
All around cacia Villa, the very
i
pleasant little abode of the
i.
J,
/,1
Gumpléthorpe family, grew a forest -.
of aerials. Every garden save
tlieirs, every house, but Acacia
Villa, displayed proudly these
modern äids to the fiatural beauty
òf: the landscape. Alone amongst
ali of them tue garden of 'caeia
"Wireless,'' shouted Mr.
'.Viila was given up entirely to
Gumplethorpe.
cahbages - and 11orers,
liilst his
chimne' pots serve no niore useful
purposes than to provide a way Gumpletliorpe, "wireless. I won't
out for tite smoke, and in summer have the subject mentioned in my
a convenient hesting-place for the house. Go to your room at once,
starlings. Perfet peace would, I 'sir, and never let nie hear you talk
think, have reigned at Acacia in that way again." Horace vent
\ illa
Cuinpiethorpe to his room a little crestfallen and
Edward
would have seen to tltat---and the was joined very shortly afterward3
house might have remained for by his younger brother, Benjamin.
ei,er destitute of an aerial if
A Partner in Crime
it had tiot been that the son
and heir of the family, young
As a punishment Mr. GumpleHorace, was packed off in Septein- thorpe had decided that Horace
ber last, his eyes streaming with should have no tea. Ben, howtears and his cheeks bulging w-ith ever, who,e lips liad not been
drops, to a preparatory sullied by talking about the f orSChool.
bidden subject, was not inclued
A Strange Tongue
in the programme. W'hen he failed
Thé establishment which he to appear for his 'usual hearty
adorns lias the pleasant custom meal his fond parent saw at omice
of releasing its young gentlemen that something terrible must have
for a few days holiday at half happened. In tue ordinary' course
-

I

-

I.

O

-

of how he had seen little birds

fold up their wings and fall dead
as wireless waves caught them in
the neck; lie would prove to his
own satisfaction, if not to yours,
that listening-in caused deafness,
spinal curvature, gout and flat
foot
he would show that the
outbreak of the recent smallporc
epidemic vas coincident with the
increase in broadcasting
Anyway, Mr. Gumplethorpe was about
the most prejudiced, case-hardened
and bigoted anti-radioist that you
could find if you were to spend a
month of Sundays iii your search.
A Loud Voice
He had instilled his own high
principles into hi family with
great success, for since he possessed
a loud voice and a masterful
manner, iione of them dared say a

.

.

.

.,

-

-

.

.'

.

.

-

.

-

-

Eyes streaming with tears, and
cheeks bulging with toffee.

- that .wireless was entirely respon.
sible.. I-e went further than
this. According to him men's
ittiuds becante warped and distorted
owing to their continual immersion
in ether waves, with the result
that. strikes, wars, rumours of
wars, political listubances, and
horrible crimes vere of constant
occurrence
F

The Terrible InI lu'ence ¿f

-

Wireless!
I ata quite sure that in his heart
of hearts he vas convinced that
th twopence-farthing added at
the end of tite last half-year to
the rates of his native town was
etitirt1y due to tite terrible influence
upoa everything of wireless in
general and broadcasting in par'-

-

'

-

ftee
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of events it would be easier to
keep a duck from water than

-

young Ben from anything that
looked like a tea-table.
Mr.
Gunipletliorpe went upstairs to
investigate. Ben was not in his
room. I-le went to Horace s room
and turned the handle. The door
did not open, being locked on the
inside. With loud raps and still
louder shouts Mr. Guniplethorpe
demanded instant admission.
More Ti'ouble
There was a kind of scuffling
noise inside the room.
Drawers
were opened and shut, cupboard
doors banged, whilst excited
whispers were distinctly audible.
At the end of about a minute the
door sas oiened by a very- redfaced Ben, who asked instantly if
his father wanted to come in. Mr.
Gumpletliorpe strode into the room.
There was a rather guilty look
upon the faces of both the
youngsters, but ''liat attracted
bis attention still more was a
-

.r
-

-

-

.

.

.

And what is that;; sir?"

length of wire protruding from
Horace's coat-pocket. ' And what

that, Sir ? " lie asked. " Oli,
just a bit of Wire, dad." A rapid
is

examination of other pockets disclosed the preseiice of lots mor&
bits of wire, and yards and yards
of it were extracted from those of
young Beii. When I say that Mr.
Cumplethiorpc opeiied his mouth
and let himself go you will understand his small sous liad a pretty
rotten time of it.
At the end of
a lengthy lecture, in which he
pointed out emphatically that a
continuance of their present conduct would infallibly bring 1he
to the gutter, lie sentenced both
'to further detention and departed,
locking the door this time upon
the outside.
Fixing Up the Set
No sooner had the sound of his
footStel s died away than Ecu,
wiping hic tears from his eyes, said
softly, "We are all right now he
won't be back for hours and
hours." Then from drawers and
cupboards caine telephones, condensei-s, inductances, a detector,
and yards and yards more wire.
After a number of abortive attempts
tli'efgot the outfit rigged up and,
ith the help of a wire slung across

February,

tue room as an aerial and with an
earth made iii the most bare-faced
way to a gas-pipe, they managed
to pick up 2L0, only about five
miles distant.
Recognisable Sounds
I am not going to say that their
reception was perfect or that
signal strength was all that it
might have been. Still, they did
manage to hear the words every
now and then, and music was
distinctly recognisable as a tuneful
noise.
After a long period of
listening-in their heads began to
nod, they could hardly keep their
eyes open, and before long both
were sound asleep upon the bed.
It was very shortly after this tlitt
Mr. Gumplethorpe tli9ught tlat
the tiijie liad come to visit tlié
culprits once more to see if they
were in a better fraiiie of mind.
'
He Listens!
Opening the door quite softly
lie stepped in and smiled as lie
sav the two sleeping figures.
Timemi his eyes travelled round time
room, and on time table by the
window lie saw time unholy contraption that they liad rigged up.
He knew, as I have said, nothing
whatever about wireless,
it he
did know a telephone when lie
saw 011e, and there on the table
was unmistakably a pair of
recei ers. Making quite sure that
both boys were asleep, lie moved
softly across and picked up the
'phones.
11e fitted them rather
clumsily over his head just, as he
told himself, to see how evil the
thing was in order that lie might
be able to rub it in better when
he sjoke to the boys the iiext
.

morning.
About an honi later Ben nudged
Horace very softly iii the ribs,
whispering iii his car, '' Don't
make a sound, you silly ass."
There at the table, in full view of
both his sons, sat Edward Guniple-

1)2

therie with tire

'Dilones unon his
head and a serafhic smife upon
his face.
He was leaning back
in his chair, whilst his right foot
beat time softly to the strains of
the Savoy Havana Band. The.
boys were to all appearances sound
asleep, though a careful observer
niiglit have noticed that each of
them opened an eye from time to
time and gently nudged the other.
'Ihe Complete Conversion
This is the true story of how
Vdward Gumphethorpe received his
first introduction to wireless. The
wholeS tale was told to me amidst
chuckles of joy by Horace and
- Benjamin as they sat in my wireless den. They have hopes that
bèfor very. long, the. reproach of
being the only un-aerialled house
-inthe district will be removed
fi'om Acacia Villa: and they have
iiigéd iie to «o rouiid aid see
their father. 'I'lLey feel quite sure
that if I lead gently. up to the
-

.

.

t

-

1

-

-

-

__________

-

-

-

Beating time to the Savoy
Havana Band.
topic of wireless I shall find that
lie has been pretty badly bitten.
I think so, too, and latcr on
I hope to be able to report that
1dvard Gun;petlmorpe has joined
time ranks of time great band.
If
lie is not arguing about the
respective merits of reflex and
straight circuits by that time, I
ant quite willing to eat my hat, and
you, reader, may come and see

medoit.

(More about Mr. Gumplethorpe s/zorlly.)

A FE W SPECIAL FEA T URES IN
OUR NEXT iSSUE:
A NOVEL FORM OF DOUBLE AMPLIFICATION CIRCUIT
By Mr. JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, FJnsl.P., A.M.1.EE.

A TWO-VALVE- LOUD-SPEAKER SET
By PERCY W. HARRIS
HOW

THE" TA-T" HIGH FREQUENCY-METHOD WORKS
HOW TO OBTAIN HIGH SELECTIVITY
IN YOUR SET

-

ANOTHER GOOD CRYSTAL RECEIVER

AERIALS FOR AVKWARD PLACES
-

.
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ISSENJUM'

akaway

he

The loud speaker which

o
a:tt:

not

Use a LISSEN CHOKE coupled amplifier, and it will take away the roar
in its place a pleasant tone and clear refined volume.

LISSEN CHOKE amplification

is

and

a

bring

Amplifiers may consist

rapidly becoming popular.

-

of LISSEN CHOKES throughout, connected up as below, or a combined transformer
(preferably use one of the LLSSEN types) and LISSEN CHOKE amplifier can be evolved.

LISSEN CHOKE coupling of L.F. valves is a convenient wy of obtaining pure sound
without the disadvantage of using the high H.T. voltage necessary when resistance
capacity coupling is employed.

How

to :coinect:

1IJII

One terminal of the LISSEN CHOKE is connected to the

plate of the preceding valve, the other terminal to the H.T.
battery. A fixed condenser of 01 capacity is connected
letween the plate of the preceding valve and the grid of the
L,F. valve and a grid leak (preferably a LISSEN VARIABLE
LEAK) i cdnn'ècted between the grid of the L.F. alve
and the L.T. negative. Grid cells should be introduced between
the Grid Leak and LT. negative if they are found necessary.
Each succeeding stage is connected in the same banner.

'i''

t' r c e
Øf
1-

'

-

I

I

Those who think there is room fòr improvement
in their ioud speaker reproduction, should try the
effect of a LISSEN CHOKE AMPLIFIER,
one, two or more stages.
Not quite so loud per
stage as transformer coupled, 'but very pure.
..

I

Put a fine edge. n
your tuning
wit/i LISSENSTAT control
,

LISSENSTAT MINOR ..
LISSENSTAT MAJOR

316
7/6

LISSENSTAS,UVERSAL

10/6.

j

I

J

WHICH TRANSLATE INTO
SOUND THE INVISIBLE ACTIVITIES OF
MINUTE ENERGY-build with all LISSEN
parts-there is one for every vital place.
PARTS

LISSEN
ana

e ns.itivity

iS
______

i

a Iii e d

LISSEN Variable
Leak
..

c o n t r o!

LIMITED

.Teegrmo; 'L1uenjm, Lozs&on"
3380, 3381, 3382, 1371
LISSEN PARTS-WELL THOUGHT OUT, THEN WELL MADS
Telephone.; RIverside

-

..

to adverlise?s.

I

I

30-32, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road,
Shepherd's Bush,
LONDON

Grid

In replying

I

le2se mention TuE

WIRZT..ESS

°e"'

CoNsrRcroR.
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him contentedly amused.
No longer will it be a problem to keep fit the tender head with
-Brandes "Matched Tone" Headphones
they ensure will
ease and comfort, and the clarity of reception
with quick appreciaenable him to grasp the Bed Time Stories
withstand his immediate
tion-and they are constructed to comes
from."
curiosity to find "where the music
naturally to him. He is
The Table-Talkeì speaks gently and most
friendly vòices and is
to catch the kindly inflexion of the deepgood
Dealer has them.
enchanted. Get Brandes for the home-any
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Getting the Most horn.
. Your Crystal Set

ÍÍIJft
>

By G.P. KENDALL,
I

.

iii

i

JI1IIil1liL

general

impression

that a crystal set is just a
crystal set, capable of giving results
of a certain standard and no more,
and able to give those results
regardless of the way it is treated
and of the efficiency or otherwise
of its details. Actually, however,
crystal sets respond remarkably to
ditïereiit 'treatment, and it must
not be forgotten that there are
many expeimenters who are able
wider favourable conditions to
receive quite a number of the
B.B.C. stations without the use of
valves or any other amplifying
device. Such results, of course,
are only possible where a really
efficient receiver is used, and where
due attention is paid to all those
small details which in tite aggregate make so great a difference to
tite performance of the set, however simple it may be. I propose
in titis contribution to give sonic
miotes upolt these details, and show
how real efficiency cati be obtained
with a very small expenditure of
trouble, provided that the set
itself is reasonably well designed.

L

11

ive it a
quality.
its
In .he firt place, it must-be .realisà
that dust and grease are fatal. tG
òod reu1fs, and the greatest ôf
áie must be taken to preve-the
yst-al surface fromii thiemn. Dust is
fairly easily excluded by keeping
crystals carefully shut up in boxes
until required, and using a glass
or paper cover on the detector
itself. Many excellent types bf
crystal detector are now available,
of course, upon which a glass cover
is piovided as a stamidard. Grease,
however, presents a more difficult
problem, for tite simple reason that
one's finger, ho ever clean they
it with sufficient tare to

chance to

ral

shmov

",

furnishes amiot her argu nient ii1
favduf of .the .totally enclosed
crystal detector, ?nd it should be
borne in minci as du explanation
óf the weakening of signal strength
which may take place when a
ërystal lias been in use for some
umontims,
When this happens it is
often possible to rejuvenate the
crystal by breaking it open to
expose a fresh sürface, provided
that the specimen i large enoigh
for such treatment.
Various
remedies have been proposed f rom
time to time for titis failing, such
âs careful heating, washing in
yarious chemicals, and so forth
but when it is remembered that a
specimen 6f crystal may only cost
from a few pence to perhaps is. M.
it hardly seems worth while to take
so much trouble.
-

Mounting the Crystal
Herle

Rtho.

'

It

e

A tiny crystal set, one of the signs
of Continental interest in Radio.

may appear to be, neiertheless
carr a microscopic film of moisture
and grease at alttiost all times, and
a crystal which lias once been
handled is almost certain to have
suffered. It should therefore be
made a rule always to handle
crystals by meamis of a pair of
tweezers, and imever to touch them
with the fingers. This may seem
a tiresome procedure to those who
are accustomed to carry their spare
crystals in their trousers pocket,
but only in this way can one make
sure of preserving the crystal from
containinatitig influences.

Exposure to Air
Mere exposure to the air is also
apab1e of injuring certain types
of crystal, and it is therefore cus-

tQmry to supply the better types
encloed in an ahigit box, usually
with cotton wool packing.

is undoubtedly in the fidng

of the crystal in tite cup that many
èxperinietiters go wrong; but tite

The Crystal
Good results are obviously impossible with a poor specimen of
crystal, niici it is well to confine
oneself to one of the w-ell-kuosvn
varieties, and even then to obtain
several pieces and carefully try
them to iiiake certain that one has
a suflicientiv good specimen to
make it worth while to devote one's
attention to the other details of
the receiver. \Ve may not all
think it worth while to attempt to
-receive distant broadcasting stations with only a crytal set, but
it' is well worth while to sek
efiìciencv even vliere only th
loudest and clearest possible signals
are desired from the local station.
-Many crystal users unforthnatelv
never prosper in their search lot a
really good specimen, for the simple
reason that they have never learned
how delicate a thing a pièce of
ctystal. really is, and do not treat

B.Sc., Staff .Editor

An anide which should be. read by every
nelL comer lo hie ari

...

.

THERE would seem to be a
very

THE WIkELESS CONSTRUCTOr

This

blame should perhaps attach rather
to the manufacturers of the corninoner types- ¿f crystal detector.
To provide the crystal cup with
three screws for gripping the crystal
is a direct incitement to the user
to employ that vers- unsatisfactory
method of mnountimig. To mount
tIme crystal in this way is to sacrifice a certain degree of efficiency'
with considerable certainty, although the difference may not be
noticed where signals are normally
strong.
Such refinements as we
are now dealing with are of most
importance, of course, at such a
distance from the broadcasting
station that iguals are not very
strong. The best method from the
point of view of efficiency for
crystal mounting remains that
which employs the metallic alloy
known as \Vood's metal, although
many experimenters are loath to
employ this method on account of
what they consider its troublesome naturé.
Nevertheless, so
loñg as a good class of Wood's
metal .i employed it is really a
quite easy matter, all that is
.
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necessary being to place a small piece
of the metal in the crystal socket,
to heat this very gently over 'a
small gas flame until the alloy just
melts, to remove any scum froni
the surface of the melted metal
by means of a match stick, and
then to drop th crystal into the
cup and allow the whole to cool.
Wood's Metal
The import ant property of Wood's
metal is its ldw melting point,
so thiatth crystal can be huinersed
in the molten metal without injury
from lient, and it must on no
.lccount. be thought that ordinary
Solder can 1e employed as a substitute.
It is further necessary
to specify that a good quality of
\Vood's iiictal he employed, since
tiere is quite a considerable amount
d this material upon the market
which lias ali unduly high melting
point, which involves a certain
iisk of injury to the more delicate
types of crystal. On no account
bould the cup be overheated
duriiig the mount ing process.
If the experimenter rctaiiis a
stfong objectioii to the Wood's
metal method, a compromise cql
bê achieved by first gripping the
,fystal securely betveeii the screws
of tlie cup, and then .packing all
iouiid it very tightly with tinfoil.
I do not advise this method, since it
seeiu to 111e that the \Vood's metal
method should be adopted as a
standird, but good results cali
certainly be obtained by the use of

always reniiiid me of a watchmaker
attempting to operate upon a
watch with a poker.
Renieinber
always that the majority' of the
nmodern types of galena ,crystal,
that is to say all of that class
which are given fancy naines
mostly ending with "ite," require
an exceedingly light pressure, and
it - is- ractically. impossible to
obtaiu such a pressure if the catwhisker is at all stiff.
AIjusting the Detector

-

I

-

-

--

-

tinfoil.

-

- -

"'r0 adjust a crystal detector,"
say time text-books, "lower the
point of time catlmisker gently
upon the surface of the crystal,
trying different points until a
sensitive one is found."
What.
could he siniplr ? As a matter of
f att, it is just liee that skill and
practice aie called for in operating

iñov,

it transversely, and again
lower it. Oiie niai in this vay
saniple the whole surface of a
rvstal without doing it any injury,
and one will ultimately light upon
a good spot, provided that the
point is lowered very. carefully and
delicately, so that when it finally
comes to rest upon the surface of
the crystal it will do so \',ith the
lightest possible pressure. With
a really good crystal, no doubt,
this searching process is alniost
unnecessary, because t lie crystal
may quite possibly he uniformly
snsitive all over, so that all that
is required is a little .practice and
care in the operation '6f l9wering
the ctwhiisker point iii such a

manner thàt it shalFoiil rest very
iightl, upon the sui rface: 'fie
ease o- othervise of this operation
depeiíds rery iargely' upon the

S-

S

-

-.

S

S

The- Catvhisker
Although almost aiiy mtal point
pressing upona crystal ihI produce
results of a sort, it is useless to
expect the best niiless a -reahl
good and suitable catwliiskér is
ethploved.
In the first hice, it
vill be fornid that if a suitable níetal
is employed much better atid iñore
permanent results are obtainabl and gold, silver or one of the sedal
alloys sold under various fancy
liantes is preferable.
Metals
such as copper and brass will gi e
quite good results so long as they
are perfectly clean and free from
tarnish, but they are really nuore
trouble than they are worth, silice
one must be perpetually brightening
the point by niens of glass-papér
or cutting off a short length. tó
expose a fresh surface. The other
metals mentioned are niore or less
non-tarnishing, and thcrefore need
io attention. The main secondary
requirement in a catwhisker is that
it should be light and springy, and
hence ,it follows that only a very
slender wire should be employed.
Sonic of the catwhiskers that one
sees novices attempting to adjust
thick and stiff and
ar

fito
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Bedtime stories.

that otherwise simple thing, a
crystal set. It -is no! a simple
matter to lower the point of the
catwluisker lightly upon the crystal,
trying different points, until the

desired sensitive one is found, silicethere are a variety of ways of
doing this, and the right one
requires a certain aiuuount of
delicacy of touch, and also a
-knowledge of the correct method.

Don't Scratch!
One must, above all things, avoid
scratching the point of the cat
whisker across the surface of the
crystal, since in this way the sensi-

tive points are destroyed. The
object should be to lower the
point straight down upoir the
surface, and if this point does not
prove to be sensithë, lift it agii.

:

U
.

-

type of the crystal detector, and
thiere are a iiuniber of excellent
vat ieties now upon the market
in which it is made as easy as
possible by the pro\ ision of some
form of screw adjustment or other
slow motion for advancing either
the catwhisker point or the crystal
cup itself, so that the degree of
pressure when contact is made
can be adjusted to a nicety. Tite
use of such types of detector is
strongLy to be advised, since they
eliminate a good deal of the need
for skill. All that is needed in
their case is the knowledge that a
light pressure alone is required.
Let me again emphasise the
fact- that it is the rubbing of the
catwhisker point across the surface
of the crystal which must be
-

----- 4Coninucd
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ACCUMULATORS
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flE-CHARGED
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FREE
¡n

your own homo

Why spend good mcney every week to I,av your accu mutiler,
re-cha, god when you can do them ycurceif at home, FREE O
LL COST?
Why cutter the annoyance 01 being loti With accumulator,
down ai-d the trouble o? carrying them to a charging otitlon,
when you can keep them always tuily charged and in perleit
condition in your own hçme?
II you llave a Direct Current supply of electricity of soy
voltige in your honte either for lighting or locating purposes,
ali you nccd to charge your own accumulators at home li the

ri.

Psic .

4V-!
frse
t%SST.

tosnplet

witt,

uimple

us

,tr,sctione

The D.C. Home Battery Charger
which charges your battcies automatically
whenever you have Ights radiators, electric
irons or vacuum cleaner in use in any part
o? your house, witlout consuming any extra
current, and therefore free of cost.
lUustrutesl
mp1slet und full parcsdan

TheOrigi-

'nil md
ths

eiÇ

oust free en request.

Trade e,,0uhirs invited.

(RAN-CCLDMAN
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TI,

EisVICE

(Dept. C.4)
FLE(T STREET

LONDON,

EC.4

OBTAIN the BEST

'i

FROM YOUR. VALVES
L.

F.

The ordinary type of valve hold sr is the cause of short-distance
paralysis, flat tuning, distortion and Lack of power in your receiver

TRA SFORMER

PATENTS APPLIED

WORLD RENOWNED FOR ITS CONSISTENT
HIGW QUALITY & FINE PERFORMANCE
PRICE 18/-

-
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NOVELTY OF
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TI-lE

FORMO

7/6

PORTABLE
AERIAL
7/6

-

Type A (above panel).
Thls mcdal especially appeals tothcss
who 'preist aboye-panal mounting.
Template supplied.

CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, .N.W.2

Scottish Branch: 22, York Place, Edinburgh. And at Birmingham, Manchester,
Newcastle. Bournemouth.
Scie Atents for Bristol and Cardiff: The Sloan Electrical Co., Ter.p!e
Street, Bristol.

1/9

.. 1/8

l'or ecoS amilo frequency ampilecatian uso tise ETC. CF. Troniísrmsr
ial.

The ETC. Fixed Detector banishes
Crystal troubles.
Every model to
tested on actual speech and music reception d is ctmpared to a .tdord

--

-

ComirletIli

ype C (below panel).
The special advantage of this type
is the method of mounting-bslow
panel. Template supplied.

Baseend

Gel
U

H.T.C. Products from your deale.

¡J ocy difftculty send

H.T.C. ELECTRICAL
2a, BOUNDARIES RD.,
2
Trade Enqutries Inyited.

-

direct
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to:-

CO. LTD.
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Telephone:
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Ter

' ....................................................

A

rcplyíiig io

(above panel)
(below panel)

Cartridge only. PaiC. 31

Chief Office and Works:

-

B

Pice

Admiralty, War Office. India Office, Air Minislry and
Post Office.

.

A

(Templates and Soldering Tags
supplied.)

-

&
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Type
Type

-...

FORMO COMPANY
THE (Arthur
Preen
Co., Ltd.)
the

inelacencies.
Electrical contacta
arc widely spaced reducing the
Capacity in the valve panel.
In
receivers do.,igised with multi-H.P.
Stagea it is equally important to
reduce capacity to the Irreducible
minimum as to widely apace
wiring and dispose components to
avoid capacity effects between them,
But one type you should use-they
aro proved highly efficlent-th,
B.T.C. They are consistently used
In the original designa of many
Radio Press Receivers

--

-

/

SEAS(5N

This 'aerial can be eiected or taken down in a few
moments, and may be erected in or out of doors,
on a car, on a punt, or any other desired position.
Guaranteed to receive up to IO miles from Broadcasting Station on a Valve Set.
UT many users are receiving on a Crystal Set
up to tins distance, and on Valve Sets, all
B.B.C. Stations and most Continental Stations.

Contractors to

capacity valve-holder rida
tise heart di your receiver of these
Tlc low

FOR.
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PÖLAR RÄDIO COMPONENTS
THE.
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I

POLAR
BOBB N RHEOSTAT
Wireless is progressing very rapidly. What held good a
few weeks ago is out of date to-day. Thus, for instance,
in the early days of broadcasting few peopie used interchangeable coils; slider inductances and variometers used
to be the thing. Who is using them. now? As th
experimenter was progressing he found it necessary to
shake off all annoying limitations involving unnecessary
cxpense. The up-to-date experimenter does not use
inductances which give him a small band of wavelengths.
He fixes in his set a coilholder and use plug-in coils, so
to be able to obtain any wavelengths he niay desire.

HL.

as

-
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-

.

-

I

.

.
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.

-

-

-

.

-

-

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

-

-

s

'

Filament regulators with resistances that cannot be
charged are just as out oLdate as the slider coil inductance.
ordinary valves
You may use various makes of valves
to-day, dull emitters to-morrow; you may change your
filarrieñt voltages. Such alterations, so important during
experimnts, cannot be carried out quickly and cheaply
This
uiuless you are using the. Polar Bobbin Rheostat.
you
which
incorporate
rheostat consists of a HOLDER
in your set as you would a coilholder. When your set is
wired up and nished, all you have to do is to slip on the
required resistance bobbin without disturbing your wiring,
just as if you were plugging in an interchangeable coil.

r

With the use of the Polar Bobbin Rheostat you are
maldngan important step forward in your experimenting
methods. You have at your disposal a resistance for
every make of valve and every voltage used in practice.

f

"THE ANGLO-AMERICAN SIX.'

The following types of resistance bobbin are available

RECEIVING SET
Described in January and February

TYPE.

VARIABLE.

A

5

s5ues of "THE
WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR" has been

C'
B

successfully built on the POLAR
BLOK system, and a descriptive
illustrated leaflet can be obtained
application free of charge.
on

D
E

-

10.

15..

30
15

FIXED.
.

-'5

10

PRICE:
BDBB!.N

-

2/9.

RADIO COMMUNICATION CO., LTD.,_34-3
316
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HOLDER

2/9.

COMPLETE

NORFOLK ST., STRAND, W.C.2
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the electrical contaQt. but this is
actually not the case, and titis
expedient is one which is conunonly
adopted in electrical laboratories.
The filin of grease appears to
protect the metallic surface from
corrosion, but the contact point is
able to pierce through it to the
metal beneath, and a perfect electrical contact is still possible.
Similar treatment should be givn
to the slider, bar, and the path of
tite slider which bears upon it, and
also to all other points of sliding
contact in the set, such as switch
studs and switch arms. All terminais under which wires are

(Continued from p. 314.)

-

avoided above all things when
adjusting tite detector. Take pains
never to earn tite title of crystal
opproscratcher,"
sometimes
briously applied to users of crystal
sets.
General Maintenance
There are a number of other
little points about the receiver
which must be given their due share
of attention to obtain the best
results, and one of the most important of these is the keeping
clean of the various rubbing contacts which may be included in time

causing very criotts leaks upon
ebonite panels, in coils, variable
condensers, and so forth,
if
there is any reason to suspect that
the situation of the set is a damp
one, the instrument should be
periodically gently dried in front
of the fire. It should be protected
from dust by means of a cover if
possible, and the panel should
be dusted over occasionally with a
soft brush, such as a shaving brush.

ad

Are You a Beginner?
...

...............

If you are a new-comer to wireless, you may find it a little diffi-

,

j
-

-

cult to understand the technical
terms used in the articles in this
magazine, to grasp the mode of
operation of the, various sets, and
so on.
Why flot enhance tenfold
the pleasure you derive from your
hobby by spending a few hours in

..
The portable set used by Captain
Plugge in his recent visit to the
Continent.

instriunént.

'1,

hir

example, where
it is most vital
that the bared track along the
coil upon which the sliding contact
travels be kept absolutely clean
and free from dust. The difficulty
of maintaining such cleanliness is
oiie of the most serious objections
to the slider coil, and necessitates
the frequent use of flue emery
paper, which should be carefully
rubbed along the track of tIme slider.
until a really clean and bright
This, of
surface is produced.
course, results in the depositing
of a certain aniount of metallic
dust in between the turns, and this
should be brushed out by meaiis of
a stiff brush, a toothbrush being
suggested.
The Slider
The contact point of the slider
should be treated iii a similar
maniler, and when both have been
reduced to a thoroughly clean and
bright condition, a trace of vaseline
should be rubbed over both surfaces, which serves to preserve the
parts from further corrosion, and
imparts a smooth movement to
the slider. It might be thought that the use of an insulating
material in this way would impair
a slider coil is used

-

f

J

-

.

-

f

U

The trip was fully describe4 in our last month's issue.
secured should also be cleaned
whenever they appear to be at all
dull and tarnished upon the surfaces at which contact should take
place, and wherever else contact is
made between two metallic surfaces which are merely pressed
together. The only other point of
importance in the maintenance of
the set would appear to be the
matter of preserving the instrument
from dust and damp. A combination of these two is capable of

obtaining a working knowledge of
its elementary principles ?
Two
most interestingly-written little
books (" Wireless for All " and
Simplified Wireless ") have been
specially prepared by Radio Press,
Ltd., to facilitate your progress.
They are written by John ScottTaggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E., and
they should be read in the order
given. Their respective prices are
9d. and rs., and they can be
obtained froni any bookseller. -
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Our Readers'.
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SEVEN

CIRCUIT

CRYSTAL
-

Sm,-Ialnpleacd

tó infórm you

St"

as described in ThE
WIREI,ESS CONSrRUCTOR, Vol. I.,
No. 2. - 1. get good reults on two
pairs of Brindes' headphdnes, being
able to distinguish dearly every
word poken from Manchester Station, or relàyed from London, via
Liverpool. Orchestral music from

either station is quite loud. This
is not bad consiaering I am 22
miles from Manchester and 32 infles
from Liverpool. I should like to say
that this is my lirst venture in
'wireless; in fact, a week ago I
shouldn't have known a valve from
a crystal, until I bought your book.
My aerial is of the double-wire type.
30 ft between insulators and 30 ft.
high. The cost of making set was
is. (exclusive of headphones and
aerial).
I think your book TUE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR is the thing for
a beginner.
Yours faithfully,

.

\VM.

J.

Crrespondenc

and nothing cheap has been put into
the set. I took great care with the
soldering, and the following are
some of the results
Local relay station, no aerial or
earth, 3 valves: Iloderate
loud speaker.
Ditto, ditto, 2 valves
Loud
'phone.
Manchester, Bournemouth, Newcastle, 6o ft. aerial (40 ft. high),
3 valves: Good loud speaker.
Ditto, ditto, z valves: Loud
'phone.

last night I picked up Schenectady,
U.S.A. (WGY). -Every word *as
readable, except when interrupted
by Morse and atmospherics. At
one time it was loud enough to be
heard with the 'phones 6 in. from
the head.
I have spent upwards of a year
trying out d.illerent two and threevalve circuits, but have never found
one to touch this. I am absolutely
delighted with my results, and
Mr. Percy Harris wifl have to put
something very tempting forward
to induce me to pull this circuit

:-

that I haste made the "7-Circuit
Crystal

Interestinl

.Viei's

:

-

t.

i

CLARKSON.

Chorley, Lancashire.
THE "WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR"
NEUTRODYNE SET

-

SIR,-I have made the Neutrodyne receiver as described in your
journal, and I thought you might
-be interested to know the results
obtained.
I did not follow strictly the pnel
lay-out, as I had a 20 X io panel
which had been used for the "All
Concert," and I used this. However, I carefully spaced my coni.
ponents always with a view to
Ieeping the high-frequency part
of the circuit as short as possible.
i could not get a Neutrodyne
condenser in Hull, so made one
from an old vernier condenser..
I used one- fixed vane and one
moving (cutting the moving vane
away slightly). Ail my components
are of absolutely the very best. All
rariab1e condensers have veru.iers

This. apparatus was used at a demonstration of "Seeing -by
Wireless," given recently.
Glasgow, Aberdeen, London, Bir- down and try .another. I have a
mingham, 3 valves: Always three-valve resistance capacity
very loud 'phone and somecoupled amplifier, which I used

times moderate loud speaker.
German, Spanish and French
stations, 2 valves: Good
'phone.
Ditto, 3 valves: Loud 'phone.
In addition to the above, I
picked up the transmission from
the s.s. "Leviathan" when she
was testing. She was then
o
miles west of Cherbourg. I have
had \VBZ Springfield, twice, and -

preceded by a crystal detector for
loud speaker on our local station.
My next step will be to adapt it
so that I can couple it up to my
Neutroclyne and so obtain loud.
speaker results from every station
without any loss in purity.
Wishing you every success,
Yours faithfully.
E. BIJI.TON,

-Hull.
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Inap3rlal and Continental markets.
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.

The DUODYNE II!. (Instrumnt only) Panel Type
£10 o o
The DUODYN V
(Luttruinatit only) Panel Type
£18 19 0
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connection is described under.
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WI7HTHREE -STAGES

A. NEW RECEIVER

OF HIGH-FREQÜENCYAMPLIFICADION
By PERCY W. HAk'RIS, Editor

j

\

.'-

:.

In ih5 a' tide further constructional
details, pratical.operäting-hinis añd-.-.
results obtainedgiven. Last
month ire dealt iiih - the ciVcuíir
diagram aid: the mtl,ods adopted
in desi.ning hie instrument
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(Continued from p. 213 of hie JafllfarylSS?f&)

/

I__________________
II

IAIL writing this article a very
few days after the January issue
of TuE \VIRELESs C0NSTRUCTR
was first placed on sale, but in these
few days I have received plenty of
evidence that the "Anglo-American
Six " lias aroused considerable interest. During the past mouth I
have spent a good deal of time
in experimenting with this receiver,
and have introduced one or two
slight improvements which add to
t1t ease f handling.
Before discussing the results, however, we
will continue the description of
how to build the iitrurnent.
The panel will probably be
bought by,most readers ready cut
to size. The first step is to mark
it out to suit the components you
have purchased. A f nil sized blue
print of tite front of the paitel (corresponding with the diagram published on page 211 of the January
jSs1te is obtainable froni tite Sales
Department of The Radio Press.
Ltd., price is. 6d. post free. This will
be of great help to you in laying

-.

f
k

'-lt.

(-.

(;

I

--

These may scc;na difficult proposition to many readers, and I would
like to point out at once that
cutting such holes is a very easy
matter if only you have an ordinary
inch carpenter's centre bit and a
brace. First drill a hole of about
in. diameter in the centre of the
disc which must be cut out.
In
this hole place the point of the bit
and carefully turn the brace vheii
the outer cutting edge of the bit
will describe a circle.
Cut halfway through the panel, then turn
over and cut through from thé
other side. - The centre piece will
then drop out, and you will have
made a fines -clean-cut hole, over
which you can place your window.
Now motuit your filament resistances, variabie and neutrodyne
condensers, together with tite jack,

out the parts to best advantage.
The val ve windows will require
X in. holes cut in the ebonite.

--

.--..

.

-

:

f

4'!':;3

a

by lifting the lid the valves and plug-in units are readily accessible.

-

variable grid leak and on-and-off
switch.
The three neutrodyne
condensers, as you will notice, are
placed synnuetricahly with regard to
the other condensers. A good deal
of mv time during the last month
has been spent in trying different
makes of components. in .this receiver, not because the parts first
used were unsatisfactory, but because some niakers are very much
behindhand in their deliveries, and
I- know that my readers will not
desire to delay tite construction of
this set very long by having to
wait for a certain part. I mentioned in the list issue that tite
l3owyer-Lowe and "ragnum"
neutrodyne condensers work quit;
as well in this set as the Gainbrell.
I now find that the Polar "Micrometer " condenser and the Colvern
neutrodyne condenser are both
satisfactory here.
Peto-Scott's
also make a suitable condenser.
Since last month I have added a
slight refinement in placing thi-ee
(olverii variable condensers in
parahiel with tite neutrodyne con(lensers. It should be noted that
these are ordinary Colvern pattern,
and not tile Colveru netitrodyne
condensers.
The object of these
three parallel condensers is twofold.
I find, for example, that in
this particular method of neutrodyning a fair amount of capacity
is needed.
'['hat given by tile
ordinary neutrodyime condensers,
while sufficient, is not quite enough
for convenient handling. I have.
therefore, paralleled the three Colverns with tite ordinary ncutro
dyne condensers, which allows me
to have the fine adjustment of
these latter with an additional advantage in adjustment, which I
will explain later.

-
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If you examine the circuit diagram in page 204 ol
the last issue you will see that no fixed condenser is
shown across the primary windings of tle inter-valve
transformer, although there is one across the resistance
in the secönd stage of audio frequency amplification;
Do not think this is an error. In a set in which we use
reaction from the detector plate circuit a shunting
condenser is necessary. In this case we do not introduce
reaction in the plate circuit of the detector valve, and
the main object of this condenser immediately vanishes.
I have, however,since introdüced suchacondenseracross
the jack in such a position that when the telephones are
plugged in it is across the telephones. When the plug is
withdrawn the ondenser lies across the primary of the
transfornier. The condenser in this case adds slightly
to the stability of the set, and is perhaps just as well
included. The condenser across the resistance may or
may not give improved results; the value is quite small
I
('000i mfd.), and it is illustrated in place in my set.
suggest that the reader wires up without it, and tries
out his receiver first of all. It cañ then be added to see
whether any improvenent arises. In my own receiver it
seems helpful.
..
When all the parts have been mounted up on the
ebonite panel, lay this aside and secure the various cornponents to the baseboard. It will be iloted that the
terminal strip is held against the back of the baseboard
by three wood screws. The terminals are i in. apart,
and the dimensions of the strip can be seen from the
illustrations in the previous issue and from the figures
given in the iist of components.
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Wiring-up

For a multi-valve set this instrument is quite simple
to wire, and if you follow out the wiring diagram given
in this issue (as usual, it is obtainable in blue print form
full size) you will not find the work at all difficult. II
'ou use the Polar micrometer condenser as your neutroayne condenser, you will not need to have any additional capacity in parallel, but if you use any of the
other makes of neutrodyne condenser suggested, I
rcornmend three Colverns in paral)el with them. You
must use your own judgment which of the two arrangements you adopt. The cost of a neutrodyne condenser
of one of the well-known makes plus a Colvern is less than
the cost of a Polar micrometer condenser. On the other
hand, it is convenient to have both fine and coarse adj ustment in one condenser. Either method is fully efficient.
Be very careful to wire up the valve sockets and the
transformers sockets exactly as shown, This metLol
will be correct for McMichael, Bowyer-Lowe, Magnum,
and Peto-Scott plug-in transformers. I may mention
in passing that I have already arranged with these four
hrms to wind special Lransformers to which I have given
the name" neutrodyne unit,' If used in, say, a Transatlantic set, as ordinary plug-in transformers, they will
tune from 250 to 550 metres. In the present instrument
they will cover the broadcast band adequately.
Another point to notice is that the grid leaks are not
across the condensers, but are connected between one'
clip ofthe condenser and separate clip which Ï have
i'tiounted on a small piece of ebonite, All the cornponents Phave used are self-insulating, with tile c-xcep
tion of this particular clip, but if you use valve sockets
which re noi made for securing to a wooden base, you
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Royal Palwe:,

"BELUNG-LEE"

IVINDSOR.

-r'

RADIO REFINEMENTSa

s.

ROTATING DETECTOR
(as described in tile December issue of "M0flRN \VInELESS"
iii

"A Low-Loss Crystal Set" on page

802.)

Knob

J Thisrotates

Adjustable
Screw.

-.

-

o

Terminal.
-

Crystal.

j

L-j-

tLLUNLfE'

.

s

:

'

'-.

lid.

'.

-

Nickel Plated finish

only,

16

.

Uiiversal

ball soelet
and chuck
head.

3/9 each.

'-s.'

H'!:'
Patent No.
31d. Brass,

r"

E--

Dutproof/
removable
En

-it_i

4d. N.P.

-

If it were witliinyour means to test for yourself the many
types Qf low-frequency transformers, would you not
choose th4t one which proved itself of super excellence
Au expetiment such as we suggest is costly and unnecessaty. Manufacturers of Sets Aristocratic have
condticted these tests to exhaustion, and now they
standardise on

Price 4ld.each.

different enravings.

16

hilt

different engravings

ií1tll

"I

"11oaI

-

.Patent

No. ¡9423/24.

-.

6d. 'Biass Sd. N.P. per set.

Silk Wound,4/6.
Cotton
.1Solid Wood

Without peer, thc Royal gives
you power and tone-brilliant,
clear, and liquid in il pui!y.

A!I

J

Registered Design.

5807/24.

'

-.

LOW=FREQUENCY
Super Transformer

e,

Rotor.

£1

Price
Our Crystal Receivers embcd
all the comp 0nents shown here,
and are mounted

O

O

As used ¡n the "THE SINGLE VALVE REFLEX RECEIVER'
described in the current issue by Mr. Percy W. Harris.

ANOFFER

pianc-finirh
mahogan7 boxes,
rubber feet on
in

box bases.

r

erm

--

..............................................

are soconfident of the supreme quality o? the
"Royal " Low Frequency Super Transformer that we
are willing for you to test it against ANYother on the
strict unaerstandlnq that wo will refunri the purchase cost on return to us wIthin 14 dayS post pa?d.
We

-

Price 25j each.

FULLY GUARANTEED.
R. A. ROTH ERMEL, LTD.
-

IIANUFACTURERS
KINDS OF RADIO

Your dea'cr ¡ia' stocls, or will order for
you, but ¿J not wr!tc direct
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The Anti - Phonic Va1ve Holder
Reduced in Price-Now 5/Anti-Phonic Valve Holder, a novel component
which Mr. John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
THE
A.M.I.E.E., has comménted favourably,, has now
been reduced in price to 5/-.
The big demand for this
Burndept Component has eñabled us to make a saving on
on

manufacturing costs; the benefit of hich is being passed on
to the public.
'nti-PhonicValv H'older entirèly éliminates micronoises in dull-emitter valves and vill prolong thelife
type of valve. As shown in the sketch on the left,
ve holder. proper is slung on springs, this method of
effectively preventing .vibfatiqn being conveyed
mechanically to the valve. The valve sockets are
countersunk,',the possibility of short circuits thus
being eliminated. Those who construct apparatus
will appreciate the advantages of using AntiPhonic Valve -Holders in any type of receiver.
-

Latest Catalogue sent FREE
WHATEVER you are wanting for radio reception,
you can look it up in the comprehensiv Burndept
Catalogue, a copy of which will be sent free on
receipt of a postcard. This 84-page publication contains
illustrations, descriptions and prices of all Burndept Apparatus-components, auxiliary apparatus, accessories, reNo. 401. Anti-Phonic Valve Holder, for
panel or ht., mounting, in carton, with
ceivers ready for use and receivers for home assembly.
Icrew, 5/The Burndept Components you can buy for your own
4ppratus are exactly the same as those used in Burndept
instruments, *hich are renowned for their efficiency. By using
Burndept Comonents you ensure getting the best possible results.
Under the Burridèpt Guarantee,any component or piece of apparatus
developing a fault within twelve months of purchase will be replaced
free of charge.
Any Burndept Agent will willingly demonstrate Burndept Apparatus
to you and help yàu in all radio matters.
.

IF you

FBU RN-DEPT

have alternating current.
electric supply you can chage
your accumu ator at home by
means of the Balkite Battery
Charger..a new Burndept accessory. W'rite for lull particulars.

No.491. 8alkite B.ttcry Charger1
200-240 volts, 50-60 cycles (alter.
eating current), without acid or
oil, £5 15.. Od.
.

BURNDEPI LiD., Ald.ne House, Bedford
Telejllione: Gerrard 9072.
.

Stret, Strand, London, W.C.z.

Telegrams. Burndept. \Vestrand. London.

12, Basinghalt Street (near City Square). CARDIFF:
67, Queen Street.
NORTHAMPTON: 10, The Drapery.

LEEDS:

Purchase Burndept. by its name-substitutes are not the same
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when the same HT. bttery is used
with other sets. Use one condenser
across each HT. supply.
The second special point is that I
do not recommend one high.
tension battery for the whole set,
unless it is a high-tension accumulator. The reason is that the total
H.T. current taken by the plate
circuit in this instrument is much
greater than the average hightension dry battery can be reasonably expected to give. I recommend you to use one high-tension
battery for the H.P. valves, one
for the detector and first note
magnifier, and a third for the last
note magnifier. If you have them

valve set such as this that no
provision is made for shunting
condensers across the HT. battery.
I have come to the conclusion that
the average experimenter who is
likely to build this set is also likely,
to have other sets on hand and will
probably experiment with still
further instruments. As it is most
unusual to use more than one set
at a time, and as furthermore
most experimenters are limited in
their supply of H.T.
batteries, it seems to
me quite superuluoùs
to place shunting condensers in each instrunient we use. It is

(Continued from p. 322.)

should, of course, mount them on
adequate insulation, such as a Strip
of ebonite. In particular, do not
change the position of the high-fre-.
quency transformers with the idea
of saving room. The spacing of
the transformers is deliberate, as I
mentioned in the last article,
When you have wired up, you
should make very careful tests on
the instrument.
I particularly
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The p,rrots are not affected by

an American Zoo.

-

it is still better to use separate HT.
batteries for the HF. detector and each

-

recommend follôwing
the method about to
be described, as it will
save you time in the
long run and obviate
damage to valves.
First of aliset all mament resistances and
the on-and-off switch
Lo the
off position,
Place a valve in the
jrst socket, turn the
¿witch on and carefully
turn the knob of the
A hearty
filament resistance to
see whether the valve
lights up. If it does
light satisfactorily, turn the filament
resistance to the off position and test
the next and subsequent valves in
the same way. When you have
satisfied yourself that ail filaments
are properly controlled by their
rheostats you can see about testing
other points of the set.
Note on High Tension Batteries
It may have surprised som
readers to find thaf in a multiL

L

note magnifier, making four in all. Do
not think this is an extravagant idea.
Your high-tension batteries will last
much longer and give far better service
if you take a relatively small load from
them.
\Vith regard to the high tension
voltages used, I recommend you to
follow the maker's instructions in this
matter, as there are considerable variations between the different makes of
valves. There is no need to have very
-_high Voltages on tile Ingli-trequency
valves, as the fluctuations here will
grunt which was heard
not be large. The detector voltage,
for many miles.
too, should be kept fairly low, say,
highly important to use adequate 40 or 50 for the average general
shunting condensers across the purposes valve. The plate voltages
H.T. battery, but quite unnecessary of the L.F. valves should be couto provide each instrument with siderably higher (somewhere in the
its own set of shunting con- neighbourhood of? ioo volts, when
densers. I therefore reconnnend using the ordinary general purposes
you to connect your Mansbridge valve). Personally I use the new
condensers -(they should have a dull emitter type of power valve in
capacity of not less than i mfd
the note magnifying stages (B. ,
each) across the tappings outside D.E. , &c.). They give admirable
this receiver. You can thn_
results, and, are quite ecouomical
the same shunting condensers in filament current.
-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-
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I have rçceived WGV

(Schenectady) on a loud
speaker on this set, using
valves of the o6 type
throughout, even in the
note magnifying stages,
but you will get higher
efficiency by using the
25 ampere type of dull
emitter in this set. Best
of all, unless you cannot
get
the
manage to
necessary "juice," I would
recommend bright emitters
for the high frequency
and detector valves and
valves of theB.
DE. 5,
&c., type for the note
magnifiers.
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preliminary tests I

suggest that you short drcuit the grid bias terminals.
When the
is found to
be working satisfactorily
you can experiment with:
grid bias according totlie
valves you areusing., I)o
not expect grid bias vill
give you greatly increased
signals
the object of
using such bias is to reduce
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however, grid bias my
improve signäl strength
appreciably.
Reverting to our preliniinary tests, connect a
pair of high resistance
tèhones to the Elwell
plug (these plugs have
special forms of spring
clips, which grip the tags
of the telephones quite
securely), and plug into
the first jack socket.
Light the filaments of the
first four valves (do not
turn on the last two filaments yet), screw out the
neutrodyne condensers as
far as they will o (by
the way, do not conduct
these preliimnarv tests

w

----

o.

.

p::

©

L

z

distortion, if present, and
to reduce the plate current required to run the
set. In the case of the
very dull emitters 9f the
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during broadcasting

hours), and plug in a suitable coil for broadcast
wave-lengths in the coil
socket (25, 35 or io). You
will know the kind of coil
to use-from your previous
experience with
other
receivers on your own
aèrial. Plug in three H.P.
transformers or neutrodyne units (if you already

.
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have plug-in transformers for the first half-hour of trying. After an
broadcast band, try these first of evening or two in adjusting the
all), and adjust the three con- set you will find that everything
denser dials until you hear signals comes delightfully simple and, in
of some kind. It may sound diffi- fact, you will find it quite possible
cult to tune on three condensers to pick up three or fourbroadcasting
simultaneously, but you will find stations by turning the middle
hat you can do most of the picking condenser alone, subsequently bringon the first two, the third con- ing them in full strength by
denser being used to strengthen adjusting the aerial condenser and
these signals. In a moment or the second high-frequency contwo you are sure to pick up some denser. You will most likely he
signals, and it is highly probable struck by the remarkable purity
the set will burst into oscillation of the distant stations, for, perhaps
hnuiediately. You can judge if this for the first time, you will be
listéning to them without reactioii
is so by a rushing sound in the telephones and a loud plonking noise being pushed up to the hilt.
You will now be ready to test
when you touch the aerial terminal. Notice, by the way, for the note-magnifying stages. This is
parallel woi king of the aerial easily done. Connect up a suitable
tuning condenser, that the two high-tension voltage to the tenuilower terminals on the left-hand nais shown, light the two filaments
side of the panel are short circuited Sand plug into the second jack.
by a piece of wire. Now gradually There should be a very great
screw in the neutrodyne
condensers (each by
about the same amount),
and turu your condensef
knobs backwards and
forwards. You will find
a tendency to self-oscillation is reduced, and after
a time, by manipulating
the three neutrodytie
condensers (and if you
are using the Colvern
by keeping this "all
in ''-i.e., with the
plates super - imposed)
you will find a position
where very little selfoscillation takes place.
A final adjustment on
all three condensers will

best adjustment of HT, voltage
änd grid bias to suit the valves
you use.

Results

Now foi the results of this set.
The sensitivity is such that I have
been able to pick up Madrid in the
telephones, using the first foûr
valves only, on a 2-ft. frame aerial.
On a small indoor aerial at
Wimbledon, Bournemouth cornes in
at full (ahiiiost too great) loudspeaker strength while London is
working without any interference
from the latter, using all valves,
loud-speaker
adequate
while
strength from the same station is
(Rereceived on five valves.
member, this is without forcing the
set with reaction.) On the outdoor
aerial, when 21.0 is not working,
Madrid comes in on the loudspeaker with such strength that
several visitors have mistaken it
for 2L0. This, again,

t

sthiise

tl

pt

f'(t11

pletely. You will

A
probably find that the
critical condenser is the
middle one, the next critical the one
nearest the aerial terminal, and the
least critical of all the one next to
the detector valve. 1 am sotry I
cannot give you more detailed
instructions on this neutrodyning
process. The only way is to speùd
an evening at it, after broadcasting
hours. You will soon find there is a
critical position on each, and when
you have got the sét properly
adjusted you will find that a slight
turn of any of the three Coivern
condensers will cause the set to
oscillate.
These Colverns thus
act as a ready means of introducing
reaction into any of the three
circuits, and in practice you, will
greatly appreciate the fine adjustment Possible here.
\Vitli the
Polar micrometer. condenser a
slight twist of the knob vill have
the same effect.
Do not be disappointed if you
do not get fist-class results in the

happy group iñ the Aberdeen studio.
increase in signal strength in this
transfer and, by p1uging into tite
second note-magnifier (last jack),
you will get a tremendous increase
in volume. Notice the two terniinais on the, right-hand, side of the
panel are connected in parallel with
the last jack. This is for the
purpose of attaching a loud-speaker.
If a loud-speaker is kept permanently connected to the terminals,
you will find that it is automatically
cut out of circuit when you plug
into the detector or first notemagnifying valve. Voti can listen
in on the te) ephänes and make
your tuning adjustments in this
way. If the valve filaments of the
note-magnifiers are lit, tite act of
withdrawing the plugs from the
first jack will automatically place
the loud-speaker after the two
note-mgniflers. When the note
magnifying valves are working
satisfactorily you can make tite

1

VVLLUUI.LI

pt.00ASS5

41,..
LSA'

set to any great extent.

Very much greater

-

obtainvolume was
able, but, when more
reaction was used, a
certain amount of distortion was introduced.
I mentioned in last
month's article that one
of the great features of
this set is that one can
get adequ ate volume
f roui
distant stations
without recourse to the
last limit of reaction.
Iii this way we can
preserve the purity of
the transmissions and

hv

ì1,.vvs

"sometlhinQ'

in hand."

Another station which

lias been mistaken for
21,0 so far as quality and
strength is concerned is Zurich,
while all of the Continental stations
come in with wonderful volume in
the telephones, using only the four
valves. The real joy, howe er, i
in the reception of American broadcasting on a favourable evening.
Let me say at once that neither
this set nor any other (even the

most elaborate super-heterqdyne)
vill bring in American broadcasting
every evening, but, when conditions
are at ail favourable, the AngloAmerican Six will justify its name
to a remarkable degree. Those
readers who are used to receiving
WGV, KDKA on the longer wave,
WHAZ and others will know that
loud-speaker strength is generally
oniy obtainable with a considerable
amount of distortion due to the
pressing of reaction to the last
liifiit. In this receiver, without
recourse to reaction, we can get
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uy anhi«g in
of
BowyerWhen ry o
Lowe Square Law Condenser
wire1es bearing our name you
The improvement. . are assured that your purchase '
writes
effected in my Three Valve All
the finest modern
Concert Receiver has practically- ;r.epresents
engineering
a nd eIect ricaI
valve."
given me
another
practice.
Bowyer - Lowe Square Law
Condensers comply with a stanB ° w e r - L o w e parts make
dard which is reached by all
Insist on hiving
better sets.
our prcductions-they aretested
them.
for perfect reception.

195

r

A purchaser

:-

-

:

'

S

Use these Tested Parts
I TWO and
I HOLDERS

I.;

'

ThREEWAY 'COIL
for

Panel

Mounting.

Substantially niadofroin P.0.Urade A
All conEbonite and solid brass.
acribas at back of panel. Drilling
Two-way 8/
template supplied.

........

Three way

12/-

¡

STUD SWITCH PARTS incomplete

8

', ANTI-CAPACITY
DERS to

.....

t

.1

MATCHED u.k'. TRANSFORMERS
Plug-In type, each guaranteed to
match perfectly every other in same
lauge, Alleonneetionsclearlymarked.
Ranges cover all wavelengths troni
150 to 300 metres and up.
7/..
Uniform Price

-

-

9

---------

;"

.

-

heavily Nickel Plated VALVE WINDOWS. Rounded bezel with gauze,
back plate and all nuts, etc. inner
d.iam.
outer diam. iV

l,

Frico complete

.........

Od.

........

Minimum capacity practically
Price
5/NKUTItODYNE UNIT. A special
HF..Tr,uisfor,ner to cover tue broadcaat.band in place oLthe iwo usually
required ir, noLLtrodync circuits.
Raigo 300 to 60ff metres All conaections clearly marked,

.............

.......

pLed. Each set sold in box bearing
Price 2/
our name

VALVE ROLgive greatly incrcascd
epecial1y
on short waveefficiency
lengths. For fitting to panel withoift
nuts. Theebonitebaseplateistapped.
Puce 1/2
Lacquered Snisli

C(NDENSER

int*de Io give rosuJt* of high efficiency
in ueutra1iiiig circuit of Neutrodyrte

seta.
zero.
-

2 sets for making any swildh from two
to tea way. Drilling template sup

0

NEUT1IODYNE

10

Price
7/BOWYRII-LOW E TESTED EBON1TE is guaranteed PM. GRADE -A.
Frce from metal and may be used
without rubbing down. Scnh-mitt
d. l)CC square inri,. Polished one
sido and all edges ld. per sq meli.
Drilled and engraved for any Radio
l'resa Set (except OMNI) 14d. per sq.
inch. Sold in sealed packages only.
THE BOWYEIt-LOWE WAVEMETED. is a Three-in-one Testing
Device invaluable to every experlmonter for calibrations, wavelength
rheeking and uso as wave-trap
Mounted in Polished Mahogany Caso.
Full instruCtioussupphied. .. £4 4s. Od
COIL PLUG AND SOCKET. For
panel mounting. Supplied complete
with nuts and soldering tugs for
fitting connecting vircs, in box vItli
drilling template. Each
Od.

-

.....

Bowyer Lowe
Tested Components
Obtainable

from

all

good

dea/era or direci from

Bowyer-LoweCo., Ltd.,Letchworth

'
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of the other broadcasting
stations for your local station when
you get tired of the local programme.
I shall be delighted to receive
reports from readers oli results
they obtain from this set, which has
given me more pleasure in operating
than any I have pre iously built.

one

-

:

AN EFFICIENT
RECEIVER FOR
FAMILY USE
The design of a receiver for
family use is by no means an easy
matter, since it must 1e thoroughly
simple and straightforward in
arrangement and mode of operation yet it must be capable of
giving good etiough results to
satisfy such members of the family
as may be possessed of sufficient
technical know'ledge to be critical.
Obviously, it must work 'a loudspeaker, and be capable of using
dull-emitter valves if suitable filanient resistances are fitted. Further,
it must be sufficiently sensitive
to give good results when used with
an indifferent aerial.
These stringent requirements are
remarkably well fulfilled in the
instrument designed by Mr. Percy
'W. Harris, and named by him time
Four-valve Family Receiver."
This set is described in Radio Press
Envelope No. 2 (Radio Press, Ltd.,
price 25. 9d., post free), with the
usual wealth of detailed instructions, working drawings, full size
blue prints and photographs.
;

NOT the new London station, but
-

the same

beautifully pui reproduction, and
on the first occasion I tried the set
on American broadcasting, a talk
'on the necessity of early mailing of
-letters at Christmas time was se
clearly received that the speaker
might have been in the next room.

atrawlerwith the

"cil-sin."

Continental reception is still accoinpanied by the roar of Morse signals
around the 450 metre hand, and
this I am afraid is inseparablé
from such reception until ship
station apparatus is moderuised
and stations keep to the wavelengths allotted to them.-

Selectivity
The selectivity of this set is
much higher than that of the
Transatlantic series of receivers
I have previously described. At
seven miles from zLO on a goodsized outdoor aerial it is still not
sufficiently selective in itself to
cul out all traces of London when
Bouritemoutli,
receiving
Manchester or Cardiff.' Madrid and
Newcastle, however, are easily
separable (a fairly good test), and
on stations above Bourrieniouth
wavelength London can be cut
dean out without any difficulty.

Wavetrap
I have had very remarkable
results using a wavetrap with this
set, and have found this method of
reducing interfereiice and sharpening the tuning much preferable to
the loose-coupled method. Next
month I hops to describe a companion cabinet to be put alongside
the Anglo-American Six with a
wavetrap arrangement which can
be used to cut out the local station,
even when this is very close. \Vith
such a w avetrap in circuit it is a
very simple matter to substitute

-

What Readers Think of the Set
Many thousands of these sets have

been built by honie constructors,
and the correspondence columns of
Wireless

¡Veekly,

Modern

¡tireless

and this journal furiiisli re inarkable
testimony to tjie excellent results
which, they have obtained.

PROOF POSITIVE!
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How

to

Tune a Simple

Valve Set
By

STANLEY

Member

G.

I.R.E.,

RATTEE,

Staff

Edítòr

A helpful article for the man who has recently taken
up the hobby

THOUGH the various forms
ol tuning would at first
appear to be dirterent from
each other, they are in effect' precisely the same in that their
objective is to tune the receiving
aerial to the frequency of the
desired oscillations emanating from
a particular transmitting station.
\Vhether the adjustments are made
upon a variometer, slider coil, a
plug-in coil and condenser, or a'
tapped inductance the effect is the
-same-namely, to add to or reduce
the electrical length of the receiving
aerial until its frequency is equal
to thatof the aerial circuit of the
desired transmitting station.
A Popular Circuit
As a guide to what to do and how
best to do it we will take a popular
circuit of simple design, and proceed to tune it to the long wave
station of the B.B.C. on i,600
metres. The circuit is shown in
Fig. r, which illustrates a typical
single-valve reaction circuit; the
coil Li represents the aerial induetance, which in the present case
will make a plug-ui coil; Ci is
a variable air condenser, usually
of 00005iF capacity, whilst L2
is another plug-in coil, coupled to
J.i to produce a reaction effect.
The values of LT. and H.T. sliculd
be those as recoinniended by the
maker of the valve ; the values
vilI usually be found within the
containing box.
Excluding the
filament resistance Ri. then Li.
1,2
and Ci are the only three
points at which we must make
adjustments for the best results,
the remaining components being cf
fixed values.
Since the wavelength we wish to receive is i,600
metres, we must choose a coil
which, with a 0000j
F condenser in shunt, will best cover that
wave-length, and with the average
aerial it vill he found upon experiment that a No.
coil is the most
suitable. The iixt value ve must

jo

decide upen is the size of the
reaction coil 1,2, and using so large
a coil as No. 150 fl the aerial
circuit we may safely choose a
No. 200 coil for reaction.

move the reaction coil nearer to
the aerial coil, hut very little flea icr,
hien further adjustments are made
upon the condenser for the loudest
results.

First Steps

Warning
adjustments have
been made the receiver should not
be touched, as any attempt to bring
the reaction coil nearer to the
aerial coil will probably cause the
receiver to oscillate either then
and there, or else when further.
adjustments are made upon the
condenser. When these final ad-

The set is now ready for tuning
and assumning the aerial, earth,
telephones and batteries have been
connected, and the valve inserted
in its socket, the aerial coil and the
reaction coil should be spaced as
far apart as they will go before
lighting the valve by means cf the
filament resistance.

-A

Once these

L
C3
C2

B2

.1

F

Fig.
-

i.-A popular

single-valve reaction circuit.

\Vith the valve bUrning' at a
suitable temperature, the condenser Ci should be set to read at
zero upon its scale, and slowly
thrned towards its 1800 mark until
the signals of 5XX are heard.
Once these signals have been
picked up the condenser should be
varied even, more gently until the
best results àre obtained, when the
reaction coil should be slowly
moved nearer to the aerial coil
until the signals are made slightly
louder.
At this point leave the
reaction coil alone, and again vary
the condenser ever so slightly, when
signals will be Iciider still, Again

justments have beeii ful6hldtlie
receiver will be working to the best
of its ability, and should be allowed
to remaill so ; any attempt at
increasing the value of H.T. or
turning up the filament resistance
ffl at once set the receiver in a
state of oscillation, and instead of
improving our results they will
become distorted.
Weak Signals
In those cases where it is not
possible to pick up 5XX with the
two coils separated at their greatest
distance, the reaction coil may be
moved a little nearer, though not
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"A. E.,"

Mr. L. V. Clark, of
Experimental Station
BT Chiswick, reports

Bakewelj, rselvei Manchester (.8
miles) ose s Neutros
plain cryshsl circuit.

a

receiving Brussels (200
miles) and Birmingham
(125 miles) on a Neutron, withoul the aid 0/
amplifiers.

"E.

C. D.," York, r.cebe. Chelmsford (16e

'i

¡/,,

R(L

miles) on s cingle cUSir
crystal set with a Nase-

.

Mr. C. S. Miller,
Belliugharn, S.E., reBir7uíng/iam
ceives
and
miles)
(125
out/i
(go ,niles)
Bourne,n
on a Neulvou without
amplifiers.

Radclj9e, r,Liverpool

(40

cgar-&x

Ni-

i, with

ll6
If you follow these simple hints you can reach the same standard
of efficiency, and either bring in the distant stations, or (if a towndweller) double the strength of reception from your near-by station.
I-lavé a single-wire aerial for

The

Aerial, choice

stranded and enamelled wire, with leading-in wire of the
same material is the best. Look to the
insulation, and avoid running the
leading-in wire too close to the wall.
See that wet weather does not cause
leakage from aerial to earth.
The
Run a stout copper wire to a
Earth. plate, buried in the earth, for
preference. If connected to a waterpipe, run the wire downstairs and con-.
fleet there if possible. Avoid gas-pipes,
which. have faulty connections.
If
you use a water-pipe, use one that goes
to earth, not to a cistern. Use an
earth-clip.
The
Use I6gauge wire, cottonCoil.
covered, straight-wound (on
cardboard, not ebonite) or spider;

-

wound. Use no shellac or wax. Variometers are often inefficient through
damping when the coils are in opposition, and through capacity between
the coils. Use a coil of nearly exact

tb

size, rather

tapj?ed.

than

s

.

good

E

aerial,

Don't
due to faulty phone-leads.
remove ear-caps; thet are often
adjusted for maximum :sensitiveues
by the makers.
The
The circuit given here is not
Circuit. a freak circuit, but lust a
good standard circuit, exactly as used
by Mr. L.
V.
Clark

¡e port

(see

above).
Amateurs

are advised
to use the

bestmaterials through

out-the
dierence

in price is
only small

compared
with

from trouble, and the greater satt.faction which good components yiel&

R

t...)

MM,K

Stocked by the Best Radio Deal'
ers.
Packed In tin, with oBve,

-

.

.

Concert Tested and Guaranteed.

In replying

to advertisers,

the

f r eed o

mus

(Cn

hea':y-gaugs,
iciently-wound coils, minimum
self-capacity-all these count
TIAOE
but most important of all ¡a
your Crystal. There are many
efficient Crystals, but you may
try twenty before you find
a good ons-unlas you ask for NEUTRON, in the black'and-yellw tin. 1f
you lake this precaution you will undoubtedly secure a crystal that will
gi-ee you full effitiency first time, requirinc no "searching" for sensitive
3pos, and giving You continued joy in listening.
A

a long-wave coil

If you

want long-wave
stations, bring them in with a removable loading coil.
Var,sble
Avoid cheap composiConslensers. tion end-plates. Ebonite for preference ; or if metal-ended.
see that the washers are ebonite and.
large in diameter. Use as small a condenser as possible, having the coil large
enough to require only a small amount
of condenser for tuning.
Connect
moving plates to earth end of coil.
The
Enclosed type for preferDetector ence. One that is ilot easily
vibrated out of adjustment. Micrometer type, if possible.
Neutron
requires very light pressure. Ensure
good contact between crystal and
crystal-cup. Set in Wood's metal, or
pack tight with tin-foil-not lead-foil.
High - resistance
The
(4,000
Phones. ohms). Be sure tó obtain
good leads. Poor reception is often
-

's

eats-whisker. Insist on Ntutroa,
In the Black and Yellow Tin. II
unable to obtain, send 1/6 With

-1/6

dealer's name, and this wondetnl
will
b.
crystal
mailed by return.

-V. Zeitlin & Sons,

Sole Distributors
144, Theobalds Road, London, w.c:l. Phones Museum 3795 & 6Ml,
Produced by :-Neutron, Ltd, Sicilian Hbise,Soiithatnpton RiJw;London,
IW.C.i. 'Phone: Museum 2677.
I

please mention

O
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LEDION

LOW

-

192

Fc'bruaiy,

DIAMOND

WEAVE
CAPACITY COILS

:i1hhh1hhhluhhhh

(Calibrated by Faraday House) Trade Mark 452008

RIGINAL Manufacturers and Producers of the

(J Famous Diamond Weave

since 1921. As shown
in use at the first Central HaU Radio Exhibition,
192 i,on Reception & Transmission Work carried out
by J. Ford for L. E. Douse, the originator of the coil.

-FINSTON FIXED CONDENSERST
--Stand the Tesiof Time

Ledion coils are wound with special èlongatlon tested
.wirea of highest conductivity by special and original
method of tension winding machinery. Rigid (self-supportIng). No wax or shellac used. Uniformity in windings,
sharpness in tuning, low self-distributed capacity. Maximum
air space. Accurate calibration (Faraday House certificate).

-

ç.'-'__.

-

THE

-

5 Coils 155-820 m.
(-in.for ordinary plug mounts)

Guaranteed within 5 per cent. olsiated capacity

Set of

t.i(i

l-A

w

a

L

Giving sharp tuning and having
low capacity, Ledion coils are
the coils you need for selectivity.
This accuracy has never before been obtainable by the
public. Buy one. Test one. It will prove our
statements and thoroughly satisfy you.

Price ... 2/3 the set.
Set of 5 Coils 155 - 876 m.
( in. for Basket Coil Mounting)
Price ... 2/- the set.

Supplied

Cartons clearly
marked wit/i wot'elengths.
in

7L

LEDION 5xx
COILS

4i

Supplied In Cartons clearly
marked with waweongths

t

-,

'-

'

CRYSTALSNo guesswork in our meter test. We
reject all cry tais below our standard
test so that you receive guaranteed
sensitive cr stais only
Sold in Gold

Box Sealed

Price

wilz Green Label

safe

"LEDION"

t
t

to

enjoy

Radio

to

the

r

J (l'i

al1

A handsome unit of th Finston serles of components Is our sqñare
law condenser. Thoroughlyefflcient and possessed dl those cjualitles
wh!çli serve to make all Finston
product.s immune lrcm trouble in
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much, and-searching agaiirmade as
before, with the variable condenser.
Before moving the condenser, however, toti'ch thé aerial terminal
with a wet finger, which,. shquld
the reaction coil have been sznQved
too near to the aerial coil, will
precluce a distinct "cluck" in the
telephones when the finger is removed, indicating,that the receiver
In these circumis oscillating.
stances the two coils should be
separated to a safer distance

-

Shorter Waves
Should the receiver be required
to cover the shorter wave-lengths
(lien the operation of tuning is
precisely the same, but using
different sizES Of (óil. Apart from
the long wave station at Chelms.
ford, the B B .C. wave-lengths may
be regarded as being between 300
and 400 metres and between 400
and 500 metres. In this way we
may be safe in remembering that
for. the 300.-400 metres band a
No. 25 or 35 coil should be used as
the aerial coil (according to the
size of the aerial), and a No. 50
for the reaction coil
for the,
400-500 metres band a No. 50 coil
should be used for the aerial and
No. 7 for reaction.

-

nipt

Ci will in

i

.

be made upon the two. condensers
Ci and Cz simultaneously, tuning
being sharper upon Ci than upon
\Tariation in the reading of
C2.
these two condensers should be
made until the loudest signals are
received, and it must be remembered that very rarely will the two
readings be the same, meaning, if Cr
is at 300 it does not necessarily
follow that C2 ought also to be at
300; Ofl the contrary, Ifl 99 cases
out of ioo it will not be.
Having tuned the signals to
their loudest by varying Cr and C2
we now bring L3 a little nearer to
Li, remembering the precautionary
remarks about reaction, and again
tune with the two condensers for
the best results. Finally we bring
L3 nearer to Li and once more tune
with the two condensers, that is,.
if we can do so without oscillating.
H.T. and LT.
long
as
we are not oscillating,
So
in which case L3 must be moved a

receivers be of

0000jF capacity. The value of
the coil L2 will, in relation to Li
and 143, vary with the wave-length
- desired,
whilst the condenser C2
will jn the majority of receivers be
one of 00003uF. The tuning of
a circuit of this t'pe is a little more
difficult than that in Fig. i on account of the extra controls and its
- natural tendency, to oscillate. \Vitli
care and a little patience, however,
the operation of such a circuit need
present no difficulties to even the
begiiiner in radio:
Tuning Two Circuits
With the various external con:nections made, such as telephones,
batteries, &c., the two coils Lx and
L3 should be separated as much as
possible and suitable coils inserted
in the coil sockets. For purposes
of example we will again choose
5XX as the station we wish to tune
and insert therefore coil No. 150
iii the aerial socket, coil No. 200
Ç

.

-

L

I

L2

Oscillation Tests
In 'connetion with the adjustment of the reaction coil, should
this coil be brought too near the

aerial coil, a "rushing" noise will
be heard in the telephones, when,
a wet finger is applied to the
aerial terminal, the set will be found
to be oscillating. If we persist in
bringing the reaction coil nearer
the aerial coil then the receiver
will eventuâlly give the too-wellknown i,owl, but it must be understood that the receiver will be
oscillating long before the ho ling
condition is reached, a point which
far too many listeners seem unfamiliar with.
Another Popular ciircuit
Another popular circuit .w1icjj
many readers will have incorporated
in a receiver is that shown in Fig. 2.
We have as before the aerial circuit
Li, Ci, with a reaction coil L3
coupled to Li. The first valve in
this case acts as a high-frequency
amplifir, meaning that the' received oscillations are amplified
before being detected by the second
valve. It will be seen that in the
anode or plate circuit of the first
valve we have another coil Ta
shunted by a variable condenser
Cz which readers will recognise
as a tuned anode. As before, the
value of Li will vary with the
wave-length desired, as also will
the reaction coil; the condenser

CONSTRTJTOR

¶C2

V1

-

R3
C1

i

.ì

R1
it

L,

Fig.

B

:..
'

'

?.-Another popular arrangement.

for reaction.

As in Fig. i we tune
the aerial circuit to the frequency
of the incoming oscillations and
since we are to amplify our received
sighal before detecting it, it is
necessary also to tune the circuit
L2' C2 to the frequency of Li Cr,
otherwise nothing will be heard.
It is during this process of tuning
the two circuits Li Ci, and Ta Cz,
that the receiver shows a tendency
to oscillate of its own accord, and
extreme care, therefore, is called

for.

¶R2

Coil Values
Using such a circuit as Fig. 2,
experiments will show that for the
reception of 5XX the best value
for the coil Lz will be a No. 200;
we have, therefore, No. 150 for
Li, No. zoo for Ta and No. zoo for
L3. With Li and L3 at right
angles to each other, we now light
both the valves, when tuning must

little away from Li, then the
receiver should be left alone for
that period during which we wish
to receive 5XX, as apart from the
condensers and coils, any alteration
in H.T. voltage or any variation in
either of the filament resistance will
cause the set to burst immediately,
mito oscillation.

'

-

The tuning operation is the same
no matter what the wave-length
may be, and for the guidance of
readers the best coil sizes to use
for B.B.C. stations other thati
Chelmsford are, for those stations
with wave-lengths up to 400 metres,
No. 25 and 3 for the aerial, No. 50
for reaction with a No. 50 or 75
for the tuned anode. For those
B.B.C. stations below Chelmsford
and above 400 metres the aerial coil
should be a No. 35 or 50, the reaction coil No. 50 and the tuned
anode allo.
coil.
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Jòhri 'Ánstrutheì'

of à series of c/ts on wireless
The first appeared in our January
issue.: Each articlé is complete in itself.

TIe second

:

subjects.

tuning is sharp, which means that in niusi, and spechiis inclined to
the next problem: He explained you can eliminate unwamited be ' rather woolly."
I was just coming to that,'
that lie had just made up a set signals better. And then there
of his own design containing'three is the point about the big replied John, ' but, before I do so,
valves, amid that he was not satis- A.T.C. A very small movement tell me if the set is not inclined to
fied with the quality of the signals of the knob means a comparatively be just a little on the noisy side."
"Well, it is certainly not so
received. At John's request lie large change in its capacity. This
drew the circuit, which is shown in being so, you thav find it difficult quiet as I should like it to be,"
to make the very small alterations Painter answered, "and, though I
F'ig. i. John took it and looked at
it steadily for a minute or two, iii capacity required to tune in à have tried severâl things, I do not
weak signal, or to tune out a seem to be able to get rid of a
pufihmig away at his pipe the while.
'l'lieti lie took a piece of paper and -- moderately strong one nearly oit certain amount of 'mushiness.'
How have you placed your two
drew tite diagram which you will, the sante wave as that vlich you
see in Fig. 2. Fig.' r shows a very are trying to get. Except for the low-frequency traitsforiirs.?
ordinary straightforwàrd circuit
consisting of a-.rectijying valve
3
In
with two imote immagnifiers.
Fig. 2 the sante circuit is seen with
''
12 C4
..
a few alterations, which, as Joint
explained, make a very great deal
î
2
of difference to its working. " It
B2
you put the two circuits side by
C5
side," lie said to Painter, "you
II
vill see that thought I have not -. V2
3_._
altered the general run of yours,
I have made two or three rather
R4
R3
important changes andof additions.
all, what
R1
Let me tell you, first
/
I should imagine to be the faults
R2
which you have to find with your
own design.
-rn-:'
J
T vas Painter wlio put forward

J

'

',.

.

-
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-
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.
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'
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I
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Loose Coupling
Iii the first place, your igtial
strength is probably iiot so good as
it ought to he. This is because
you are using a large aerial tuning
condenser in parallel with the
inductance. Por short waves I
suggest putting the aerial tuning
condenser in series. Next, I do
n t think that you found your
set very selective. This is due
to two things. In the first place,
you are using a single circuit
tuner, and, secondly, your A.T.C.
has a large maximum capacity.
A single circuit tuiier is not
iiearly so selectie as that which
consists of two circuits loosely
coupled to each other. The looser
the coupling the more selective
the set becomes. By placing
apart you
141 and L2 (in fig. 2) far
can so arrange matters that your

-

¿

t
Fig.

-

:.,

i.-The

circuit used by Painter.

very long waves, the variable
tuning condenser with a capacity
of ooi1iF is quite out of place in
the receiving set. You will find it
much better to use a -0005/F for
A.T.C. and 00025 1F or 0003pF
for the closed circuit or circuits."

Flat Tuning

"You. are absolutely right so
far," said Painter. " I certainly
.

did find my tuning difficult, and I
was wondering in what way I could
manage to improve it. But, at
the saine time, when I do tune in a
powerful telephonic transmission
I find that I get a good deal of
distortion.
You know what I
mean there is a certain harshness
;

asked John. "Are they fairl
close together, and have you
mounted them with their cores
parallel to one another ? .".
Painter looked a little surprised.
"Oli, I have got them pietty far
apart," he said, " but the eores
certainly are parallel, for I did not
think that that mattered ery
much."
r
John nodded, and went on to
tell us something abóut transformers. We learnt that when two
are used in. a set it is almost
impossible to prevenf sòme slíght
interaction taking place between
them owing to the magnetic and
Capacity couplings which exist even
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As this one- piece casing offers apparently considerable advantages
to permanency and independence of damp..hssh temperature, etc.,

an exceedingly strenuous test was applied to one of the samples, which
was actually placed mit water nearly at the boj ing point for the bctter
part of an hew'. After this heroic treatment, the cordenser showed a
capacity wh ch did rot differ materially from that shown before and it
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"What," queried Morris, "is tite
effect on plate current of increasing

when they are separated by large
distances.
Interaction, however,
can be kept down to something so
small that its effects upon reception
are not noticeable if certain precautions are taken. The first of
these is to keep the transformers
well apart and to mount them with
their cores at right angles. The
second is to earth their cores by
taking a° wire from them to LT.as shown in tite diagram.

the high-tension voltage ?
I'll go further into that on
another evening when we come to
disctiss valves in detail," said John,
"but, very roughly, the effect is
this.
Suppose that we apply
30 volts to the elate of a given
valve and keep its grid at zéro
potential we shall find that, say,
half a milliampere of current is
passing through the valve. If now
w raise the plate voltage to 6o,
there will be a considerable increase
in this current. We shall find also
something else. Whereas with a
plate voltaé of 30 we could stop
tije flow, of éurrent altogether by..
making the grid 2 or 3 volts
negative, with 60 on the plate we
can make the grid 3 or 4 volts
negative and still have a very
respectable amount of current pass-

Noisiness
But though stiay couplings
may be responsible for both distortion and .nojiness," he wut on,
"there are other reason. why
Painter is not . satisfied with the
quality of his reception. IL you
look at his circuit you will see that
he is applying the same high-tension
voltage to tite plates f all three
valves. Now, one of these valves

.

Test Report of the

"Polar Blok"

Anglo-American Six
By

the

EDITOR

THE remarkable flexibility of
the ".Polar Blok" assembly

system is well demonstrated
in the make up of the AngloAmerican Six, which; by the courtesy of the. Radio omthunication
Company, I have had the opportunity of testing on my ownaeriai,
in conditions with which I am weil
tcquaiiited. The set when ssembled foritis a panel (orj rather a set
of interlocked panels) measuring
over all
in. by 8 in. For neutralising the Polar Micrometer condènsèrs are used, andas closely s
possible the layout fo!lows the
driginal set. - - - - Of course some efficiency lias
to be sacrificed in any such
nient as this, as the wiring cannot
be disposed quite as in the original.
On practical test, however, the loss
of efficiency was found to be small,
and excellent results, comparable
with the original set, were obtained.
Madrid, for instance, was clearly
audible on four valves, using a
2 ft. frame aerial.
With six valves
small-room loud-speaker results
were obtained. Owing to the very
great sharpness of tuning, the
tuning in of Madrid in this way was
difficult, and required experience
not possessed by the beginner.
On all the B.B.C. and many.
Continental stations excellent re- suits were obtained, with perfect
control of oscillation by means of
the neutralising condensers. The
same clarity in long-distàn reception which is such a feature of
the original set (due to reception
without recourse to strong reactioìi
coupling was in evidence, and the
selectivity was also high.
Several dierent makes of plugin transformers were used in the
tests, of the type originated by
MeMichaci's, and now obtainable
from a number of firms. All
worked well.
Sunimarising the reoxt, I can
say that while the set is not quite
so efficient as the original AngloAnierican, it falls little short of it
iii results, and can be recommended
to any reader who prefers the unit
method of construction to the completely finished type of receiver,
of which the Anglo-American Six
is an example.
arranger

C,

L

-

00O3pF

Fig.

2.-How Anstruther improved the circuit.

the
other two are note magnifiers. In
the rectifying valve we want a gôod
flow of what is called grid current.
On another evening we will discuss
the way in which the rectifying
valve works, but to-night it will be
enough to say that we cannot
obtain the best results possible if
we apply thé sanie H.T. voltage to
all valves. You are probably getling reasonably good signals, howis acting as a rectifier,- whilst

Is that so ?"
"Fairly good results,"

ever,

Painter.

said

.

Not the Best

-

-

"I

will take your own words,
'fairly good results,' "replied John.
"That is jtst what you do get.
Vou have to find a kind of compromise voltage with them, so that,
though all the valves are doing
their jobs in some sort of way, none
of them is really doing

it properly.

you want efficiency you must
make the best use of every valve."
1f

-

Now, the more negative the
grid the more we cut down grid
current. If you look at the two
note magnifiers in the circuit that
I drew you will see that I have
placed a small battery so as to
make the grid of each rather
negative. Thus by raising the
plate potential and making the grid
negative we keep grid current right
down and avòid distortion. You
will see that I have provided a
separate high-tension tapping for
the rectifying valve, which enables
us to adjust its plate voltage
so that best results are obIng.

tained"

-

--

The hands of the clock were now
pointing to almost midnight, and
though we were all burning to ask
more questions we felt that it
was time for the meeting to break
up. Each of us is preparing more
problems for John Anstruther to
deal with, and I will record next
month the answers that lie gives
to them.

-
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YOUR PLUG-IN COILS
THE RIGHT AND WRONG WAY OF HANDLING THEM
I

__

r

Place the coil in its socket this way, and

pull it out like this.

, .

1t

L.
If you try to insert it in this manner you
will spoil the coil, while . . .

-

337.

pulling out your coil in this way is
sure to injure the windings.

.

-
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THE: DOUBLE VANICON
Mny startin the raie, but it

is the finish which

reveals the winner.
And whether we consider racing or wireless
apparatus a good "finish" tells of the long days
of training and practice, of the close attention
to detail and of the constant guard against

the encroachment of slackness.:
Examine the finish of a Dubilier variable
condenser notice the even, spacing of the
plates. Turn the dial, and you will find that
the action is smooth and free from jerks. In
fact, you will discover a dozen small points

about it which speak of thoughtful design and
patient workmanship.
The Double Vanicon illustrated above is a
typical Dubilier Product. It is designed' with
the object of controlling two Tuned Anod
circuits simultaneously. The capacities of the
two sides are, within very fine limits, equal;
any slight differences either between them or
between the coils employed can be regulated
by means of the balancing plate. This is
controlled by the small knob at the top of
the instrument.

THE DOUBLE VANICON.
Price with balancing plate
...
..
,,
...
without ,,
...

25/6
23/-

...
...

r-

J

(i;'

-.

j
i

BILlE
CONDENSER

North Acton,

$4

4

CO.LT'

London, W.3.

i
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COPPER WiQ

.,
now to Make- a Simple
Change-Over switch
.

Fig. i.-Thecomplete.switch.

himself,.is.'th 4iiple-little switch
to be described:
The proper iaaíne of such a switch
singepolechange-ovr
as this
switch," and, tbòugh its ises are
many,. tiçd -3urposés to which it

-

*

-2

J.

.

.-A

2: -- ¿-'k .
2.

y

.....

-

Fig.

L2
.

....

-Drilling diagram:

An arraùgement such a this,
though extremely simple; i suffident to permit the cutting in or
out of, say, a low-frequency valve,
tie connections for such a circuit
being given in Fig. 3. It will be seen

that with th centre termiñal

cori-

nected to one side the reaçtion
coil is coinected direct to the télepilones, in which cáse the first valve
ouly is in a circuit; on the'other

i

S

fl

-.

____ -.

-

-

-

-

j
J

of the ebonite

'X1

L .......... --

.-

i

-

C4

*

\,,
't

in. or in.
the ebonite being
tliick,-squared up and treated.with
a rubbing of emery paper to remove
the possibility of suiface leakage.
The three teiininals are mounted in
the ordinary.way and- secured by
means of nuts and washers. The
connecting arm is connected to the
centre terminal, as shown in the
illustration; and by means of slack
iag off the milled heads of all three
terminals the connecting arm may
be used to join either the left. r
right hand with the centre;
'
r
.---.4BACEARANci

l4

.

*

encased in a ball of sea1ing-w4x
form a handle,

-

-

-

.

formaringandtheotherendbeing

L

be used.

obtained where. no switching of
any kind is used in that part of
the circuit -where H.P. currenta
.' are being utiised.
Another sug
gestion which may. occur to readers
is. that -tus little arrangement
might. serve as an aerial-earth
switch,,- in which case the reader
must -'dismiss the suggestion ai
being an impracticable one.
The
purpose of an aerial-earth switch
is to conduct heavy chargès in the
aerial to earth, and in order that
this may. be 'ione s ith safety any
swiich used for the purpose must

-

-

___________________

11111

-

A Useful A N' lication
Still another purpose to which
the switch may be put is that of
changing over from telephones to
loud-speaker, as showii in Fig.
The telephone terminals of the set
are connected to the two outside
terminals of the switch, as are also
one lead of the telephones and one

-

TheBase'..'

.

11111

is
nected to the other side of the
switch, the reaction coil is connected --to -the primary of the
transformer, when both valves ma'y

-

-

{IlIIIIIIII

if

The.first ulgure shows the makeup of the switch, wherein it will b
seen that- thre ordinaty terminals
are used, mounted upon a siian
piece óf ebonìte sheet. The
necting ami, or what -wpuld be the
"knife" irr a- commercially made
switch, is. niade- from a short length
tinned copper
of No. 16
-. wire, one end being.turned so 4sto

m10ae

.

..................................
hand, the centre-terminal con- the design the best H.P. restilts are
i1iiIII

,:..

nìaybe put,are-gisrexi herein.

-

.

j,

STÄJ'TLKYG. ¡ATTEE, -Member

-.

't MONG the mhy Utlethins
that the constructor
n making
finds uithrest

..-,,-.

,-

-.

:.

'.¡í
r

....
>

C3

,-

R3

-.

.

T,

T
I

.

R
i.'!

:

'

I

e','

j

T

T2

j

.

112

.

.

-.5-

..j,,,..
.

i...
*

.Fig..

B,

.

--

3.-A
usefuLapp1jcatjn of the switch.
-

iead of the loud-speaker. \- The
remaining leads of both the telephones -and the loud-speakeF are
coi uected to the centre terminai of the switch. By means of this
arangement moving the connçcting.
arm from one side to the other
automatically changes over from
telephone reception to loud-speaker,
the connècting arm short-circtiiting
WliiCheVet is not required.
A Warning
Though this or any other singlepole change-over switch may suggest
itself for :many' more, uses than
the two given, it is not generally
advisable that switches of this type
should be incorporated in the hiTg'hfrequency side of a receiver, as the
capacity introduced by such in-,,
elusion will in all probability
render the set inefficient both as
regards sensitivity and tuning;
in fact, it may be said that except
whère great care has been given to

.

be capable of carrying very heavy
currents, and is consequently considerably larger than the device
n any case, the safest
described.
-

LS.

:i

-

-

-:

.-----

j.
-------

Fig 4.-Telephones or loud
speaker. ' '

method is to disconnect both aeriti
and earth -from the set, join the
two wires together, and to throw
them 'put of the window clear
the house. -
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MANY

D

'PHONES

IN

CRYSTAL RECEIVERS

Some interesting Practical Tests and Measurements

R

-

By A; D.'COWPER, M.Sc., Staff Editor

DoDDmornoDDrnoErn000uornrnomrnDuoJ
IT

has been suggested that the
familiar diminution in signal
strength observed when two
or more pairs of phones are connected up to a crystal receiver,
either in series or in parallel, would
be reduced (or even obviated) if,
instead of merely putting' the
different pairs of phoues in series
with one crystal across, the tuning
inductance (as is usually done),
each phone were given its own
crystal, and the several crystals
were then connected in parallel
across the inductance.
Wrhat was Expected
It would appear to be directly
contradictory to the generally
accepted "principle of Conserva!
tion of Energy" that a number of
pairs of phones could be added on
to one crystal receiver without.
diminishing the amount of signal
energy avai1able for the first one
connected, the energy collected by
the aerial being the whole source
of it
unless indeed by some
means the aerial operated more
efficiently as a collector of radio
energy in the latter condition.
Experience with certain types of
valve-crystal dual circuits will convince any careful observer of the
very heavy damping one crystal
arranged across an induct ance
gives ; though in this case the
addition of a second crystal is proportionately less noticeable. It
was conceivable that in a crystal
receiver, with the heavy damping
of the first crystal already present,
the addition of a second crystal
with its high-resistance phone circuit might reduce the signal
strength in the first pair of liones
by introducing some additional
damping, to a less extent than the
partitioning of the already rectified
current from a single crystal
between the several phones would
directly diminish that signal
strength.
Accurate Measurement
Iii view of the quite hopelessly
inaccurate nature of mere casual
observation of relative signal
strength (such observations being
subject to a percentage error runfling into several hundred per cent.
upwards, and fifty per cent., at a
uaoderte estimate, downwards,

-

when there is the slightest delayor distraction of the senses between
two observations), the only way
to determine this, question is naturally by actual quantitative measurement. Fortunately we have a

signals is, of course, a definite
fraction of this.
Arranging a circuit as shown in
Pig. I, the reading of the microammeter was taken, first with one
pair of 4000 Ohm phones in series
with the first crystal, at optimum
setting seond with the second
crystal and pair of pilones in
parallel with the first, the second
crystal being also given its optimum
setting. The receiver was connected to au indifferent test-aerial
miles from 2L0, at night.
3
Measurements were also made on
XX, who was about the same
distance away. In each case really
efficient tuning arrangements were
used for the short wave a tapped
inductance of No. 15 S.W.G. dcc.
wire was used, which gives by actual
measurement the otimuin signal
strength of all devices compared
quantitatively with it.
Some Figures
With one pair of phones, on
2L0 the Curieiit through the
phones was 5.5 microamperes. \Vith
a second pair of 4000 ohni phones
and a second crystal, the current
was 0.2 microamperes in the first
paiI
and the signal strength was
noticeably much poorer. On lifting
the second cat's-whisker, the microammeter needle jumped back to
the original reading of 1.5. microamperes.
On 5XX the readiiig with one
pair of phones was 5 microalnperes;
with two pairs of phones and two
crystals in parallel this was reduced
to 2.5 niicroanìperes in the first
pair of phones, and the signals
diminished very noticeably.
;

70'

io'

-

NI1

4000.

i

V

.

N215,

)

-

,i.'cç'o
[MErfR.

-r-

9.)

j

;

i.-Th fist test circuit.

Fig.

very simple mflid,whicli lias been
practised regularly by a few serious
investigators for a long time and
is gradualiy creeping into the
current literature that of direct
measurement of the whole rectified
wave (i.e., the rectified current
gIven by a crystal from the carrier
wave) by a microammeter. The
local B.B.C. station gives quite a
measurable current in this way
up to at least 3 miles on a very
:

M
S

ítQ.

./NGL( CRYSTAL.

(oo.4

d

V

I

Fig. 2.-Measuring loss of signal
strength with second pair of telephones in use. Switches S1 and S0
put second pair in series or parallel

ordinary aerial. By putting the
microanmnietcr in series with one
pair of phones, it is possible to see
by the reading of the instrument
precisely how much current is
being obtained from the whole
carrier wave and the modulated
portion, which gives the audible
-

Phonesin S!ries

-

Using one crystal, but putting
the two pairs of 4000 ohm phones
iii series, the current was cut down
from 1.5 to 1.25 ni.icroampercs on
2LO; with the phones in parallel
oui the saine good crystal from 1.5

to about 1.3 microamperes. In
the first case, there was a noticeable
diminution in signal strength, but
not so much as with two crystals
in use in the second case tIme drop
was quite small, and would easily
have passed unnoticed if the attention had been distracted at the
moment when the change was made.
(Com1inucd

on

p. 345.)
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CHARGER.
BATTERY
.TUNGA
Simple, Salo uni Economical. No
moving parts. Requires no attention.
lo Garage, OwuerDrivcr, or W roloss Enthvsiast should be without
ene. Will charge frets Ito IO. 6-la

I
e

TJMIIC
(7,4e

j

volt batterica at a tino.

Delvorios
froiis s eck. Descrip Ive book.It ree
en applicatien The leudar Balte'y
Chisogor is suitab o for use on Alternttivg Curoest supply only.
OWainaWe 1,-o;,, your Garujo er Etootriciin.

Concert Grand.

The BRITISH THOMSßN-HOUTON Co.L'd.
Mazia lIous, 77, Upper Thames St., E.C.4
ii
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4Dul1 Emitters

REE
One

tubo

ii

j
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Headphones

H..

Absolutely Ditortionleoo and non.mieroplionio
Post

-6.iOO
andTN'?3
LiçjhtuJeight

beautifully finished Coil Holder or a
of "Holbornite," the Super Crystal

¡OUR FAM)US DULL EMITTER VALVES
((s'iL LO-SV-GO amp. Plate-CG--100v. Ay. 00v.)
The Finest, Cheapeel and Most Durable
I

1

free
Iii.

The above free gil to will be given
away with the firat 500 vaIns eald
::
Don't deay
Order now

EXPRESS
10,

RADIO SERVICES

Featherot.one Bldgo., High Hoib., London, WC.
Phone Cloancerg 7010

YOUR

L

i

CABINETS

The original Houas Cor hand-nmde and poliohed
Mahogany, Oo1 an,l Teak Cabineto to cuatomers
own dealen. AU Timber angol in my cabinets io
eurefelly selected and guaranteed THOIIOUQHLY

scaoucd.

:::

THE REWARD OF VIRTUE.

YOUR PANELS

Fricot quality Ebonite cut to size and fittc.i. l
peruqmrc inch. This Ei,ónite is guaranteed Britjsh
lade to l'ont Otter Goule "A Specification which
is ths best fur wireless purposes.

" infinite capacity for taking pains" is a virtuo that has
brought us, at all events, it very material reward for we are so
flooded wih orders foi' tho TruoMusiC Minor that we must, in selfAis

ANNOUNCEMENT

defence, stop advertising it.
We are going to try instead to turn your attention towards the
TrueMusiC Concert Grand-right at the other end of the scale.
The horn of this magnificent instrument is of electrolyticaUy de-posited copper. It is finished in a beautiful tone of nigger brown,
with the litside polished and lacquered. It is 30k in. high and the
resistance is 4,000 ohms.
Tite tone and volume of the Concert Grand are both unequalled. It
'is a really liigh.class instrument, and the highest of its class. Iti
price is only £6 10 0.
T.M.C. No. 3 Lightweight Headphones woigh only 0 ounces. Ventilated car.caps, balanced magnetic circuits, decently long connections that won't catch your pipe-all show that attention to detail,
that "infinite capacity for taking pains" that characteriscs all
T.M.C. products.

Owing to the increasing demand for sitj' specially
moxie cabinets and ijanela i hare extended this
de xort,nent in order to maintain my usual prompt
detieeriea. Individual attention i5U to all

enquiries.

W.

-

1f.-

QR

Míanufaclurerof Tele phone & Radio Appa.ealus
Tel: Landau Wall 3305
19 Whiteoross Place. Wilson Street, EC,2
PARI3 *140 OTHER STATIOSS
Clearly imeani on Loud Speaker near London,
oniog the 'MIRACLE MASTER 2 Valve Set,
£3 12w 64. pino RoyaltIes. 1.2. 3
Valves.
Trade supplied. Send stamp for Insrtieulars.
WORLDS WIRELESS STORES, WAT,LINOTON.

ti

-

LOUD. SPEAKERS.
TrueMusiC
TrueMusiC
TrueMusiC
TrueMusiC

COUPON

"Minor"

"Junior"
"Standard"

.. £1

"Concert Grand"
T.M.C. No. 3 Lightweight Headphones

QUESTIONS
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..
..
..
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0
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0
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22/6

AND ANSWERS
This Coupon must
be
accompanied with a 2/6 P.O.

"Wireless Constructor"
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1G RANIC-FRESH M AN
Fixed Condenier

:i-

II
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T-T'1T

-

Variometers

B

& BL

Types

ON AtRI Therein lies the great
feature of this new type Igranic Variometer.
Tb. windings are self-supporting without the
a.ed for moulded insulation. Self-capacity is
low and mutual induction high. Windings
ers protected by a paxolin tube and one
bI fixing is provided for. Type B is f&
B.B.C. wavelength ranges and Type BL for

WOUND

IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES INCLUDE:

Prices:
-

BL
-

2tûtob50metreo
700 to 2,400 ,,

-

Honeycomb Coils, 'Fixed Condensers, Variometers, Vario Couplers, Bi-plug Coil Holders,
Tri-plugGoil Molders, Filament Rheostats, Battery Potentiometers, IntervalveTranstorner..
Vernier Friction Pencils, etc., etc.

Chelmsford, Radio-Paris, etc.

B

Variometer and
a new Condenser'

In these latest Igranic achievements you will find that Igrania
craftsmen have elimiated the failings of earlier variometer and
"
condenser designs.
Both have proved their sterling merit in exhaustive and
searching experimental work and now we can confidently say
(as we do of all Igranic devices) that you will "build a belier
set" if these new Igranic Components form part of your receiver.

IGRANIC
-

A'

Write us for List Z.368 which illustrates and describes the complet.
óf Igranlc Radio Devices. They carry a cix motbs guarante.
and are stocked by ail reputable dealers.

12/8

18/-

range

THE

-

-

IGRANIC-FRESHMAN
Fixed Condenser

designed upon an entirely new princIple
cad sn constructed as to render variations
le

to capacity neglIgible. Will withstand high
voltages and is eminently suitable for usual

reception purposes and low power trans.itting. Dielectric losses almost non-existent.
Frices:
(.0005 mId.
.0001 mfd.'
.0002 mfd. 2/- each .001 mId.
mId.
.0003 mfd.)
1. .002

-

-

149, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON
Works:

BEDFORD

BRANCHES AT BIRMINGHAM, CARDIFF, GLASGOW, LEEDS, MANCHESTER, NEWCASTLE
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'A11 Concert
is t1e
Receiver "). Since then I have iiad
Evidently, when made the sub
jet of quantitative measurement, twçuty different stations, details
time effect of a second crystal \vitlm
the phones arranged in series with,it is to produce far greater loss of
signal strength by heavy exta
damping timan results from multiplying the number of phones connected to a single good crystal.
Measurements of this type can
he readily made with any really
sensitive laboratory type of refleeting galvanometer: 'fliose in
question were made with a tablee
type of needle-indicating micro-P
ammeter mimade by Messrs. Pyc &
Co., of Cambridge, readimig single
mimicroamnperes up to 40 on an open
scale.

.

as described, with two
éxceptions, which are --AIL parts
mounted ou one ebonite panel, and
Ihiave included a switch for cutting
out the note magnifier on loud
signals.
All coils are home mmmade and
vave wound, time loud speaker is
an " Amplion,'' aerial full length
single wire and about 30 ft. high.
The stations rcceivd are as
follows the first eleven I have liad
on the loud speaker and the leiimaining nine at good telephone
umade

:

streimgtii.
ÔLV, 5N0, 6BM, 2ZY, 5XX,
2LS, 5SC, 2L0, Petit Parisien,

Radio Paris, and Konigsberg, on
the loud speaker; and
6KH, 6FL, 51'I', 5XG, 2EH,
Madrid, \'oxhaus, Radio Belgique,
and School of Posts (PTT) at
good telephone strength.
I hall be glad to read at any
time of readers experiences with
this circuit. I myself am more
than satisfied, as I think it is a
fine all-round three-valve set.
Thanking all concerned
i remain,
'tours truly.

:.

I,

RLCEI VER
S1R,--31y thanks arc due to
Radio Press amid Mr. Harris for the
splendid results I am getting from
uy three-valve set made by myself
idingto the instructions °'

..__-_
A

---

,

FINE TUNING J
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December 17th. 1924:
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COLLINSON'S PRECISION SCREW Co., Ltd.
Macdonald Road, Walthamstow, London, E. 17.
Telephone-WALTHAMSTQW 532.

"
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send his liante auJ address when ordering.
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CIRCUITS

Tite accuratC.tuniag whlcli tue COL VERN gives
persuades tite utmost range, power and select,kity Irons your receiver. The advantage of
circuits designed to give razor-sharp tuning are
therefore within the reacia of every set builder,
liemember when next at yo tir dealers purchase
a CGLVERN-it gets the best front your set.
¡1 your faca! deaic, cantu4 supply, kindly
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/
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tnoduftcnttion intendono! lately by 5l ik W. Harrte, ttnlitg o muela.
room HF. plug-in tranaformer for anode anA

VERNIER

r

r

.

:

OiaU

f

;
:

teutrodyning coil together, aatinfretor3 neuter-

:

ri-:

7.-

Laucs.

night otortetl tgarcleiing round with it; to m greatest surprim I heard o good hefty
come glrnng ilarket Quotatn na.
To he able to pick np WItZ on the only three nighta I have yet tini once itting
a (lobeen certainly proveo the great valor of your component itt giving tite critical
tuning ne00000ry fm s otatnon, nadrotnent se WJSZ.I
C. W. IILAXE.
As used by Percy W. Harris in the
ng/o-A merican Receiver."
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efficient type of amáteur

'rhe set was completed last week-

makes

wlth'li are below. The set is
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that the down-lead is between the

What You Want

to.

transmitting station aiid the free
end of th&aérià
What is- the différence in sound

Kno*

SOME INTERESTING
Why is it-that the-Enamel Insulation
on .aü Aerial Wfredoes not prevent it from collecting energy
from the passing waves?
-Electro- magnetic waves pass
fréely tmiroughi all .insulating substances, hut are partially absorbed
and- partially refiectedby. conductors.
-

-

r'at
,tpe

-

-

-,

.

you ¿oiisider' is the best
of - outdoor Aerial where
spate is strictly limited
A single wire aèrial of restricted
Ï

length and height-will have a short
iatura1 wave-length., and will not
intercept and collect much energy
froni passing -electro - magnetic
%vaves. If the dimensions are par-'
ticiilarly small, a large amount of
inductance (iiï the 'tuning coil or
coils of the receiving set) will have
to be added in order to tune it to
the desired wave-length, and the
resistance of these turns will cause
considerable damping. Under the

circumstances the best thing to do

is to increase the number of wires

in the aerial, thus increasing
the capacity and consequently its
natural wave-length. A good effect
can be obtained by the use of
spreaders, say, 7 ft. 6 in. long,
carrying four wires spaced 2 ft. 6
apart, or even six wires arranged
on huons to form a "sausage"
aerial. The down-lead should 'lso
be of four wires joined together at
the point where they enter the
receiving room.
Does the directional effect of a
Receiving Aerial affect the
strength of signals ?
Yes, to some extent, but in the
case of comparatively small aerials,
erected to comply with the requirenients of the Post Office, the directional effect is very slight. It is
most pronounced in the case of an
inverted L type aerial, which
responds most readily to signals
in line with the horizontal portion

between Spark and Continuouswave Morse signals P
Spark sign als do not ais a rle -)
possess a very musical sound, but
may range between a harsh buzzing
,sound and a clear whistle. Their
pficli is not altered by varying the
tuning of the receiver, and when the
set oscillates they are all heard
with a rough, scratchy sonnd.
Continuous wave signals, on the
other hand, cannot be heard at all
until the set oscillates or a locil
neteroayne is usen, ana nave pure
musical notes which can be adjusted to any pitch between the
highest and lowest audible by varying the tuning of the receiver or
the frequency of the oscillations
generated by- the' separate hetero-

-

d'ne if- the- latter-isused.

What is the best time for attempting
long-range receptions-?
When the area.. betveen the
ttansmitting and rècçiViúg stations
has been in darkne for as long as
possiblê. This uhially means, of
cóurse, thát a sliòrt tirie before
sunrise is the most poiii.sing hour.
-

[MACNUMI
4..

-

\,

,

THE

-

THE 4-VALVE FAMILY.
(Envelope No. 2.)

These HF. Transformers
are specially designed
and recommended for the
Anglo-American Receiver
described in titis issue

'

-

j ib. Hank No. 16 D.0
Wire for P. W. Harris
Crystal Set 3/- post free
Anode Coil', tapped and
complete, as used In tite
'SimplIcity 3 and TAT.

r

u

(Y.

jJ

III

I

8/-

'iii

post

Weekly.

I:;

'THE SIMPLICITY 3.
(Envelope NQ. 3).

December

'ht,.gsum" Plagia HJgh'trequency Trausrormarl.

On teat, the range Indicated was exactly covered with
s 0003e' 5' (actual) tuning condenser, and the two
ausuptee showed quite cloue correspondence In their
The insolutionreaietiuice between windtuning.

lags was excellent. In actual reception the usual degree
of ainplifice.toon associated with fine-wire plug-in trenoformel's was obtaiued; and in the moslificationsuggestesl
by Mr. Marros of the writer's neutrodynesi tuned.ssaoda
coupling, using the one winding os a tuned anode und
the other as the neutrodyne coil, good stable amplificotion resulted with s very small neutrodyning candeuser
In a circuit loose-coupled jo the aerial. The finish and
workmanship of these transformer, was all that could
be desired,
rance, with a '0e03 mfd. varoabls

No.0
No,sA

free.

No.

I

No.

3

No.2

II

-

s

ALL CONCERT-DE-LUXE.
(Envelope Iso. 4.)

......
......
......
......

MAGNUM NECrI'RODTNE CONDSNSEL

Recommended forait Neutrudyne Circuits.
4.6 (Postage 6d.).
Send stamp for fllustrated List and cet of lea4lcts
,leaflng with Esilio Presa Apparatus.

150-300

-

EN'-'64J0

550-1000
5000-3000

Price 7/- each. Guaranteed correctly matched
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R.P. Hot Pad Transfers
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matters

NEUTRODYNE UNITS
for the

AigIo-American Six
The New Receiver with 3 8tages of
H.F. Amp1ification described in this
issue iiid in the January number requires

Watch an exert deliberate upon the choice of n
lnstrument be is guidel b, the so cifica ion. To hi.
experisnced mind the efficiency o! demis as'ues the high
efficiency of the whole. Gia.sce through he I' acts which
comprise a LB-no small wonder thoy simpli y tuning.
End plateo guaranteed hand polished
ebonite free of surface leakage and of
low dielectric loss
2. (If metal end) Top and bottom Insu.
latln bushes of Post ORco GRADE A
Ebonite sod t" diameter.
3. The Osaximum capacity je guaranteed.
4. A very low minimum capacity.
5. Negligible losses 0.05 ohms.
S. Specially designed sparers.
7. PrecIsion epindlo and bearings giving
a delightfully smooth movement to
1.

the centre vanes.
the practice of expert
Designers-St J.B. Condensers.
Follow

three of our HF. Units specially wound
for the purpose. These we have pi-odued and they areas' illustrated below.

I

-

.

-

Set

SQUARE LAW.
001--

00075
gi5

9/6

.00025
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.0002

-

6/9
5/6
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0003

-
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___s
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416
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-

8/6

001V

.

5/9.i

.00025.

.

-::-
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.:..Q0075

619

0003

Vernier

4/6

--.-

R.
Cosidgnoers are obfajnabl.e
theonghotet f I.e weld. 1/ eosy dif.
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illustrated Catalogue

NEUTRODYNE

UNITS

Matched in threes. (077) 30/- the
Wavelength 300 lo 600 nietres.

A.6

POST FREE

Set.

to the Home Radio Constructcr

Thousands of Experimeriters have written
for this wonderful
reference list of our
stock lines and only
a limited number
of copies are now

DUAL CONDENSER
Each section 00003F for tuning
the H.P. Units (170) 19/- each.

Send fo;' our Components Leaflets /o juil range
o! parts used in l!;is A ng/o_A ;nerican Six Set.

available.
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Publ.cations

E!

.

.-.'==-

-

.

_;

pleasure in announc\ VTE llave
ing
this
month the

appearance of four new
publications, whith will be on sale
a few days after this issue of
ThE
\VIREIJISS
CosTRuc'ro!.
These consist of three new Radio
Press Envelopes, with the usual
wealth of elaborate detail, including the fullest instructions,
blue prints, working diagrams,
and generous photographic reproductions of the instrument
and its construction. The fourth
item is a book on the lines
of the now well-known "Pictoi-ial

-

\V i

rel ess

out to terminals upon a board
upon vhicli the circuit can be
wired up by means of slioit
flexible leads. To each of these
terminals a number is allotted, and
wiriug keys are provided consisting
of tabulated numbers, iidi:atiug
which terminals are to be ccnaected
together to form any particular
circuiti so that quite elaborate
circuils can be wired up by persons
with only slight knowledge.
This instrument is described in
Radio Press Envelope No. 5 (The
¡Vireiess ¡lcekl'
Oinni " Receiver,
by Johju Scott-Taggart, F.Tnst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E., price

experimenters who like to liare a
set with a neat appearance, and
vhich may be readily operated by
other members of the family than
themselves at all times.
A remarkably successful solution
of the problem has been devised by

John

-

Scott-Tagart,

F.Inst.P.,

A.M.I.E.E. the Editor of ÏVireless
lVeehly and of Modern Wireless,
and by him christened the " ¡Vireless ¡J' eekly Onini-Circuit Recei'er."
This instrument is extraordinarily
flexible, siiice literally hundreds of
different circuits can be tried, and
yet it always- retains the neat

Cirnf

í1pfiIl,

-d

which

will be
found in a later
paragraph.
An Experimental
Laboratory
One of the most
difficult problems
of the genuine experinienter is to
reconcile the flexibility of a real
experimental outfit with the requireinents
of
appearance and
convenience-when

required

which

'j

will

iaving

be

"

the

-

panel, and aJso
a sheet of cartridge paper, carry ing the numbers of the terminals,
so

that the term-

inal board cali be

marked out iii
this way if desired.
A large
number of new
wiring keys which
-

l.,..-,.-.4- l.4-l.,..-4,.
t&U C ¿tUL IthiliEl LU

'Pl.,.
j,

...

found a special
transfer for " en-

fo;
LIC

ordinary outfit
The
consisting of com-ponents upon a
bench, wired up to form any
desired circuit, lias many drawbacks, some of the chief of these
being the unsightliness of the
resulting installation, the number
of stray vires, and the difficulty of
tracing faults resulting from something coining adrift.
Such an
installation can certainly headapted
to any new circuit which appears,
and much experimental work can,
no doubt, be done with it, but
there are a very large number of

-

.

tails being given,
in addition to

general broadcast
LCLC1JLLflJII.

.

f,-'-i
'' .tng1L'""

',

-

r-

-

published
been
are also iiicorporated.
appearance of a finished set.
As may be seen from the
Furthermore, it is an extremely accompanying photograph, one of
easy matter to wire up any one of the greatest attractions of the
the possible circuits, and the operaOmni " set is that, when the lid
tion need never take more than a is closed to cover the terminal
fewminutes. The instrument has board, the set lias thé handsome
been appropriately described as appearance of a closed-in cabinet
"an experimental laboratory in a receiver, there being little to indisingle cabinet." It consists of a cate that it is au instrument of the
complete. equipment of the neces- èxperiniental type, yet it will he
sary component parts, mounted iound by the owner that there is
upon ebonite panels, and Ihe scarcely any iiiuit-to 'the- iiumber
various connections are brought
(Cnztinned. on
351.)
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PRESS
using

S.A.C. CABINETS, PANELS & COMPONENTS
Oonatructors specially eatered for and Cabinets mad.
to customers' designs.
All cabinets ars best seasoned wood, hand-made and
pollahe& Panels are guaranteed electrically, matt non-metallo
Inish, edges squared, accurately drilled and engraved.

PANELS

RADION

A

SPECIALITY

Send 2d. stamp for loo page list and leaSets descriptive
of Radio Presa Sets.
"15, Red Lion Square,
" S.
London, W.C.1
Telephone:Chancery 8042.

A. CUTTERS,

I

CONO

k:

at

same price

NEUTRODYNE
'RECEIVERS
have

should

the

as our

O R III

leak

grid

VAR IABLE

NARY

PRICES.

Contemporary design le favouring the Neutrodyne principle, whIch lt
will be remembered, Involves a method of neutralising Internal valve
capacity and lessening the tendency for a receiver to self-oscIllate.
Adjustment of the neutralislng condensers is critical within limit and
lome more delicate control is occasionally required, more partIcularly
on dlstant signals.
A variable grid leak oera a good solution, since Igna1s to which tisi
r.celveg can previously be blind may actually be tuned In by the
control which a variable grid leak gives_It secures fluai adjustment.
Incorporate a variable grid leak in Ne'ütrodyflTe Receivörs-butbe lure
lt Is a WATMEL.
-

[tel. No. Cap. Price
12(6
WM.123 -001
\VM.144 00075 11:9
WXL1-24-000S

10(6

WM.125-0003

c:s

7:9

WM.145 0002

Vernier 216 cxtra

-

f
WM.124
VARIABLE GRID
Anode Reolotancea
fitted with. corn.

-

All good.e
this mark.

:

of our manufacture

It

tea?

is your only guarani e.
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.pressing

spring which
assure, good contact ou
Us, plunger.
-
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proved to be exceptionally reliable
in action and has sell-cleaning
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notify liii trade and publie that their
Variable Grid Leak Patent AppUcation No. 206098 wie contested in the
Comptroller's Court, and on Appeal;
in both instances the Patent Grani
was upheld and coste awarded

E

aim of this Company to
ir the
Protect graders', euotoinerz', and also
its own lfltrests by securing Patent
protection fo, 1h. noreitia in it,
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¿nvcnted bis experts and exhaustively
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PROOF.

MA7lY
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PROOF.

.

,

TAUNTON.

LYME

"With your Crystal and

"I

a

one Valve home made H.F.
Amplifier I get these American Stations direct. They
are quite loud on Phones."

REGISa

must write to

4aSMty Atom

L_____________________________________

BEST PROOF.
'

rT

is a

senittve

-

IT

your

jutifled.

ON YolJJfl

"The Mighty Atom" ¡sali it
is claimed to

be-

Britain's Best Crystal..

SET;

THE CRYSTAL WITH THE SIGNED GUARANTEE

EVERYBOX.

IN

SpecialCats-whisker in Tube, Tweezers, Directions and signed tester's slip. See that the seal
Obtainable of all dealers, 1/6; if'any difficulty, write direct to

is

unbroken.

BRITAIN'S BESTCRYSTALLTD., 234/5, Sa!isburyllouse,London \Vall,E.C.2.

KINGAli QUALITY

.

-

the name impliee.

- -

-

S

9.

quality. The real test of any product is in the
service It gives-photographs prove nothingand we are more than willing to abide by the
verdict of service.

,..ee$IiiÑe,
54I

KING QUALITY. RHEOSTATS

-

Single Hole Mounting

The design is our own single hole nounting
type which has proved so satisfactory for the
past three years. Bases and knobs are of
/
¿'
genuine Bakelite and supplied in black finish.
All metal parts are heavily nickel plated. The
._'*'e.
Contact is of a specially designed sliding type
11.630 which reduces valve noises during ad juatment.
The compact design and solid construction of the instrument. combinedwith
the fact that only a single panel hole is required for mounting, makes it
particularly desirable for use by amateurs building their own sets.
R630 61 ohms 4/7 Current carrying capacity of 1.7 amps.
,
,,
,,
R632 25 ohms 4/1
amps.
R634 40 ohms 4/7 gives accurate control of .06 valves.
R631 6 ohms (Vernier) 6/3. KING QUALITY Potentiometers
Designed along linea very similar to those of
the Rheostat. The compact and sturdy conefruction and the single hole mounting make
ft ideal for pse in experimental sets.
i
rR590 400 ohms 8/6
-

I

I

-

KING QUALITY Inductance Switches

provide a smooth running contact
and eliminate the usual necesaary
job of soldering connections. The --.1W-switches are made of genuine
Bakelite throughout and are sup-'
plied with straight knob and
pointer. The design of the base
p-i
is auch as to make mounting very
easy. All metal parts are nickel
- c
11.752 plated and polished.
asTh2 with Knob and Pointer 8/4.
R75 Terminals, Black Bakelite Knob, nickel base, Od. each.
Plats & Jacks, liaIs, Switch Levers. Valve Seckets & Valve Adaplers
t.SOLD BY TII
iJEST DEALERS ONLY.
Insist On genuine King sslity Products If you want the best.
-

-

'

A FEW biS
AGENCIES
GASTON MARBAIX
nityg

-

OPEN.

FizU Cahdognse upon request to Sole Europea es Representative
27.28, Annng St,
E.
,
Loni'on. E.C.2.

-
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Radiax

i. instantly fixed to any:paneL
NJ, Transformers and

.The 'New

TUNEO ANODE INDUCTANCES SAME RANGE ansI PRICES as TRANSFORMER.
For two or more staees HO'. use RadIas Traissformers on liest sInes up to 500 metres.
Tuned Anode Coil os-er Seo, For second and further stages Radias SemI-Aperiodic
Anode Coil sintuned. l'blu gires a perfect system which does amplify and doesn' t
oelf-oscl,liate. Prices Od. each extra op to 900 metres. i/O each extra over 500 metre,,

Make Your HF. Valves Efficient.

The Nosy Radiax Reaction Unit (Regd.) schieves a remarkable elliclency; with perfect control can be used on any transformer, but ils
conjunction with the ItADIAX HF. Transformers or Tuned Anode
Coils it- makes an average set into a "Super "-wIthout the super's
difficulties of control. Probably no other method will enable coupling
so close to ocillstion point without distortion or reradiatlon. Height
Is Instantly adjustable. With one-hole 6xing perfect finithnnd guaranteed unifoimity, suitable for 300-1,600 metres, tise price Is 6/9. Extra
coils instantly Interchangeable, 100-300, 3/3, 1,600-4,000, 3/9,

TAPPED ANODE INDUCTANCE.

as part of our Registered Reactance System.
isamootconsenlentTuned Anode unitfeirlss-3.000 metres
stia perfectly made ami calibrated, while its neat dessiend switch brings in the sections one ates time 25/-.
LISTS AND CATALOGUES-Please send stnoip for oeo
tional lista and descriptions of Ill Reactance and HF
Couplings; /2) Radiax Reeeising Seto. Complete or In
parts, orilt. otampa foc full Catalogue including AccessYour
orles and Components.
dealer can supply all Radiax

Designed

A
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44. RADIO HOUSE,
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specialities,

TOTFENHAM
-

R75

The New

REACTION UNIT

Tuned Anode Coils aro the result of
two yeare' concentrated experiment
and experience on HF. Valve Coup'
'
linge. The proportions of primary
and secondary poovide a deftnite
and effective potential Step-up,
Which Is often talked of but seldom obtained. Tuned with a .00025
Variable condenser the marked wave-length range is gutsrassteed. Post
Office quality ebonite wIth all surfaces machined prevent-s leakage losses.
or best reaction results use Anode Coils above 1,600 metres. 11F.
Transformers 05-180, 3/6; 170-330. 3/6 ; 300-500, 3/6 ; 500-000, 4/3;
Ooo-t,000, 4/9; 1500-2,600, 5/6; 2,600-4,000, 6/6.
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instrument of ordiiiary selectivity
will not sulhce to perform the
necessary separation. The expedient commonly adopted and

(Cønlinued from p. 34S.)

of circuits which he can wire up
on it, either from a circuit book, or

from the numerical wiring keys
which are constantly appearing in

the Radio Press journals.

-

'

The Interference Problem
To the really keen experimenter
the pleasures of listening to the
local broadcasting station are some
what limited, and he very soon
realises that his principal interest
lies in receiving the more distant
ones with the simplest apparatus
and with the greatest possible'
perfection. Nevertheless, the, mere
construction of a set capable of
receiving the distant stations is by
no means the end of the story for
him, hou ever, since once a suitable
instrument is built it is quickly
realised that this alone does not
sum1ìce to enable the more distant
stations to he received with ease
and certainty, since there is always
the problem of interference by the
local station, and, however good
the receiving set may be, it may be
quite impossible to receive the
more distant stations whose wavelength lies anywhere near to that
of the local station, simply because
the stronger transmission cornphetely swamps them, and an

Maxim

um

,

u

/ ::
,

ç
''

.

The A.B.C. wavetrap.

'

recoinniended in sonic qaarters is
to increase the selectivity of the
receiver itself, but, since this in-

Results!
CHESHIRE,

The Universal objection to the Ct'ystai is the
need for continual Re-adjustment.
With
Gamage's Genuine PERMANITE this operalion is reduced to the irreducible minimum.
It is this extreme sensitiveness, coupled with
its stability, that has kept it 'right to the
front since 1908.

/on a home-\
macie set

)

your good 'Permanite,' and the set used was of
my own construction, using very thick S.W.G. wire. I shall
now recommend your Crystal as being the BEST Out of
T. WILLIAMS.
other makes I have ttied."
In use was

-

.

t

.-

GAMGE

-

'I.

Minimum Re-adjustment

'

21-11.24.

'You will perhaps be interested to know that last
night, November 20mb, at 9 47 p.m. on to about 9.56 p.m.,
I was listening on a crystal set to BRUSSELS. The Crystal

BRUSSEL S

variably complicates the operation
of the instrument and may in many
cases actually reduce its powers of
long-distance reception, a good deal
of experimental work has been
done .al9iig the lines of wavetrap circuits, and Radio Press is
flou in a position to publish details
of a particularly successful instrunient, which in the great majority of
cases completely solves the problem.
This is the "ABC. Wave rap,"
described in Radio Press Env elope
No. 6, price is. 9d., post free, by
O. P. Kendall, TISe,, staff Editor
of M odem ¡Vireless and of lVircless
Veckly, who lias devoted a great
dcal of experimental work to this
particular pr& em. The author
has found that a low-loss inductance
is most essential to success in
wavetrap ciucuits, and he lias
incorporated a very simple, but
effective, inductance in this particular instrument, and a combination of switching and terminal
devices is provided which enal)les
any one of the three most successful
types of w'avetraps to be' tried.
Tite instrument i3 exceedingly
simple in use, can be added to any
set, and is so arranged that it can
be kept permanently wired to a
set and svitlied in or out of use as
required. It can be put into any

e.

.

A-'

cRYS1AL

1

RegdÑ?43834/.

.

-

No other Crystal is 'Just as goOd'
If your dealer is out of stock of Garnages Permanite, .firmly
refuse to be put off with any other make. If he does not stock
"Permanite," let Gamages know. If you have any difficulty at
any time in getting

PERMANITE locally-send P.O.
size required to

A.

A

Silver Catsw/,isker

(I

ç

.1,
z,

Large

Si2e

]fkee;

-

W. GAMAGEI, LTD., HOLBORN, LONDON,
Or

at

BNETFINKS,
In replying

I

for

LOOK FOR THE
CIRCULAR BOX.
Normal Sue wit/i ¡7

Cheipside, E.C.2.
lo
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convenient type of cabinet, either
sloping or vertical front, so as to
iiiatch the receiving set which is
being used, and is of particularly
handsome appearance. The A.B.C.
Trap is cheap to construct, the
parts costing not more than 3os.,
and in the very great majority of
cases solves the problem of juterference by the local station. It
will also be found of considerable assistance in dealing with cases of bad interference by unwanted Morse
signals between the wavelengths band of 300 to óoo
metres: As usual, elaborate
constructional details are
given, with blue prints,
working drawings and
photographs. -.
A Useful Addition to the
Set
Every experimenter who
possesses a receiving set
capable of giving headphone recep.
tion only must at some time or
other feel that he would like to be
able to use a loud-speaker, but in
the very great majority of cases he is
deterred by the belief that he would
have to build a complete new set,
with consequent expense and trouble, and it is therefore believed that
"A
Radio Press Envelope No.
Two-valve Amplifier de Luxe,"
,

F,ebruary,. 1925

by Ierbert F. Simpson (Radio
i'ress, Ltd., is. 9d. post free), will
solve the problem for everyone in
this position.
The instrument
described in this envelope is a
two-valve low-frequency amplifier
of good standard type, employing
iron - core low - frequency transforniers, and provided svitha very
convenient system of.. switching,

popularity of the smallei power
valves of the semi du11-ernittin
type. An arrangement has therc
fore been incorporated of an interuually mounted grid bias battery of
adequate size, . with a tapping
svitcli and a potentiometer for the
correct adjustment of grid bias.
The Use of Switches
The use of switches in wireless
receivers and wireless circuits generally is a somewhat vexed question, but
there cajai)e no doubt that
-. the large
niajotity of
people are pepared to
sacrifice just a little effici-.
Q
ency to the great convenience given by a moderatc - -:
and judicious use-of good
switching systems. The
latest book of pictorial circuits published by Radio
' Press will therefore have a
very wide appeal, its title
The Two-valve Amplifier de Luge
being "Svitches in \Virewhich enables one, both, or neither less Circuits," by Oswald J. Ran.
of the valves to be used at will.
kiii Radio Press, Ltd., is. 8d.
In this book each
Although the instrument can post free).
be used as a perfectly standard circuit is given in both the theo.
note-magnifier in conjunction vith retical and the pictorial forin, so
any receiving set which does not that the book should appeal to
possess
already
lowfrequency both the avaned experimenter'
valves, it has been realised that ànd those to whom theoretical
provision must be made for the use ëircüit diagrams are as- yet somewhat of a bugbear.
-.
of power valves and high anode
Order Yours No V,
voltages, in view of the increasing
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

AZITE

As!Your1
Dealer
about

Trade
Enquiries
for Radio
Specia/ilies

vied

GLAZJTE

The new connecting wire dispenses
with the old insulating sleeving
F)

Glazite, the ne-w coloured connecting wire, marks a new era in panel wiring. You can dispense with insulating sleeving entirely. Glazite Is made of tinned Copper wire and possesses
exceptional insulating properties. It is damp-proof and flame-proof. Glazite cafinot
deteriorate in use. The simplicity of the W.P. Ezi-wiring system can only be appreciated
when used in conjunction with Glazite.
Supplied in 10-ft. Coils
Made in Four Çolours:
PRICE 1/6 per Coil
RED, BLUE, YELLOW and BLACK.
s postcard for Glazile Leaflet nd n ame of nearest radio dealer carrying stock
'«.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
: ÀIai'ers of'Electric

Wir&ng for oe'er forty years,

CO.

& SMITHS, LTD.

Our mark is a guarantee of quality

Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London,

Telegrams: Electric, Londoi.
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To act as judgment
says is proper
To Porl or Starboard.
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-

"rule of the road" at sea calls upon
the officer in charge.ol the ship in the foreground to "act as judgment says is proper"
¿
in avoiding collision with the approaching
vessel.
To be able to form sound judgment and act on
it promptly i one of the essential qualities of
the sailor; and whether one is driving a car,
playing billiards, or catching the morning train
gcoi judgment is equally necessary.
* j...__.-.
Consider the components you fit to your wireless
set.
Upon them depends not only the success of the
whole set but aleo your reputation as a wireless
expert.
Your judgment- tells you that if you choose the
-products of a firm which has a long specialised
expeiience and a reputation for "making a
sound engilleering job of things " you will have
chosen wisely and well.
It is a mistake to suppose that one make of
condenser is much the saine as another, and it is
a mistake to believe that your set can give the
beEt results if your condensers sud resistances
aré of the just-as-good variety.
Act as judgment says is proper.

BackorStopher-"
A rule of the road
preventing collision

ìspropà'-

s

a
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Experientia
docet!
'THE very first

\/i:1'j

Loud
I Speaker everbuiltfor
country

I/

-a cheap Panèl may be 'the
-

most expensive item in yoür Set

you have built a Set, you may
have experienced the mortification
of having spent several hours in
drilling a panel and wiring it up only
to find that not a note can be obtained
from it. You may remember how, at
great inconvenience, you looked carefully over the whole circuit. How
you tested every component and still
never a sound from your Set. And
then, perhaps, you discovered you
were using a low grade piece of leaky
ebonitè for your panel.
Not everything masqyerading as d,onite
s worth using as a pànel-in fact, it is
difficult to conceiye a greater test for
any insulation material than to use it
in a Wireless Set.
The extremely we&k mpulses received
upon your cenaI, when conveyed to
.yourSct. so readily leak away that the

IF

¡-Radion
I

I
I
I

Size

greatest care must be taken o preserve
them if you are going to receive any
signals at all. That is why a cheap
panel can be easily proved to be a
waste of time and money.
Radion is the highest grade of insulation in the world, and has been specially
developed for wireless use. Its highly
polished sùrf ace, which need not be
removed before use, enhances the
appearance of the finished instrument
and prevents the formation of dust.
Radion is sold in black and mahoganite-a beautiful colour, very similar to
old mahogany-with dials and knobs to
match. lt ja packed in stout en velopes
in the convenient sizes shown below.
For your next Set choose Radionevery panel is stamped-then you can
be certain that it will look better and
work better.

Sizes and Prices

Black

Maho-

ganits

S'x7'
3/6 4/3
6' x1O' 5/3
8/6
8/6
6' I4
7/.
O'x21' 10/8 12/9
5/3 6/5
7'xlO' 5/9 7/3
l'x12' 7/- 8/6

Size

rxl4'
7' x18'

:-

Black

8/10/6
7' x21' 12/3
7'x24' 14/7'x26' 15/.
7'x30 17/9

P

Note-All

ilahoganite

10/3
12/9
15f-

17/3'
18/6
21/6

7'x48' 28/- 34/6

-k

thick-quite sufficient

'Pries
H1.

12/9
12/12'x14' 13/3 16/12'x21' 19/9 24/3
14'x18' 19/9 24/3
20'x24' 89/6 48/

4000 ohms

pleàsc

£5:10:0

inches high.
120 ohms £2:5:0
2000 ohms £2 8 0
4000 ohms £2:10:0
Q. The de-luxe model
112.

12

£15:15:Oinall

S.G.

BROWN LIMITED

Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3
J

I

s

11
15
67

Showrooms:

MORTIMELS STREET, W.1
MOORFIELDS. LIVERPOOL
HIGH ST.. SOUTHAMPTON

S

Dealers.

-

adverti,ccrs,

inches high.

resistance

owing to Radions

all

21

ohms5:5:O
2000ohms £5:8:0
120

9' x14 10/6
70' x12 10/-

-

to

actual demonstration.

I

8'x26' 17/6 21/3

From

In replying

See it atyourdealer's to-day--examine its superior workmanahi p-but,above all,hear it on

Haho-

Black ganite

Size

PAN

DI

American Baril Rubber Co. (BritaIn), Ltd
13a,Fora Street, London, E.C.2

master craftsmen-that tt
definitely conforms to the
highest scientific standards of sound reproduc.
tion and that irrespectis'e
of purchase pri ce its tone
is perfectly lifelike and
ñatural.

- - -- - - - - -1

L_____________
Special

wireless use in this
was a creation of S. G.
Brown Ltd.- Indeed the
very term Loud Speaker"
was actually originated
by them to describe this
entirely new Instrument.
Its name on any Loud
Speaker is visibleecidence
that it lias been built by

inculion

Gilberl

'1'n

Ad. 1950
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t

Crystal 'Circuits.
Pictures and Diagrams :J

J

iÍ

SimpleArra.ngements.::
t.

/.

e,

CRYSTAL receivers enjoy a
large measure of popularity
owing to the clear and pure
reception obtainable with them.
'flis q.ia1ity given by a crystal
detector is as vet unrivalled, and

\/
T

T

L

ç'
Fig.

-

U

-

w

of a shiffing or so.
-

w

1.-The slider method at
its simplest.

The Simplest Circuit
Tite circuit shown in Fig. i
is one of the simplest. It
consists of a coil with a
single sliding contact, and can

THE

COMPONENTS

ILLUSTRATED

ARE

i. EFESCA HIGH FREQUENCY
TItANSFORSIIOII. Can be employed
immediately preceding a reactance
coupling to form two High Fre,juency
stages or any number of separato
transformers may be used in combmation. Can also be used as a Tuned
Anode Transformer by shunting the
primary with a '8602 mfd. variable
condenser in any number of stages.
Wavelength range. 150-2000 metre,.
Completo as illustration, wound on
Ebonite former. 21/-. Ditto embody.
ing Grid Leak and ('0003) condenser
for use as Transformer connected to
Detector Valve. 25'-.

VEIINISTAT (Pat.
EFESCA
applied for). Of uniitue construction.
the Verniutat gives extremely delirate
contrai and is smooth and silent in
operation and is specially suited to
High Fresssency and Detector Talco
filament control. Resistance 5 ohms,
6/'. each, complete as illustr,sted.
2.

'cl

very easily be constructed by rthe
absolute novice. Tuning is carried
out by varying the position of
the slider, and excellent results
are to be obtained. The tuning
coil, for broadcast reception may

therefore tb those who. live within
Io to 15 miles of a main broadcast
station the crystal receiver has a
distinct appeal. This appeal is
further strengthened: by 'thé fact
that a crystal receiver costs neit
to nothing in upkeep, as there.
are no accumulators to be.
charged, no delicate filaments
to break, and nô high-tension.
batteries to be replaced. The
only probable replacement is
just a piece of crystal that
can be renewed for the maUer

j
'w
Fig

ia.-The first

circuit shown
pictorial form.

in

Ask your Wireless Dealer
to show you

'ONE - HOLE

FIXING

COMPONENTS

Your wireless dealer or electrician will be pleased

to show you EFESCA Components. Ask his
opinion o them, and he will tell you that EFESCA

Components are made with instrument-makers'
precision and so give the maximum efficiencythe purest tono and greatest volume of soundin the hands of the amateur constructor.
EFESCA Components are mounted, by our
Standard One-hole Fixing, which greatly simplifies
panel drilling; write for Catalogue 522/10-it
is free, and full of interest.
lV1iolesae only

LI

EFESCA VARIABLE CONivcs a high standard of
accuracy. Vanes are spaced with
micrometer exactitude, the construction providing smooth action coupled
sviti, stability,
Ono-bolo fixing,
.001 mid. 126, .001 miii, 86. .8603
mid. 7/', .00003 mid. 5j6.
3.

BEZOSEIO

¡n relyingto aciverisers, please 1Ñejion

FALK,

STADELMANN

&

Co.,

Ltd.

Efesca Electrical Works,
FARRINGDON
ROAD,
LONDON,

iC. L and at Glasgow, Manchester and Birminghssrn
83-85-87,
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receivers care snoutu De talen to
keep the sliding contacts clean,
otherwise a loss in efficiency will
result.
Plug-In Coils
For the experimenter who prefers
to use plug-in coils, Fig. 3 shows
the circuit that will be employed.

Fr

A
RLGISTERED TRADE MARK

ADJ USTABLE

PHONES
are

the

still

BEST

.,

'1

5IAGETIO

-.
2.-The use

Fig.

of .two sliders.

-

consist of loo turns of 20-gauge
enamelled wire wound on a 3 in.
cardboard tube, and if it is desired
to receive the ship transmissions
as well, this may be increased to
150 or 200 turns, depending on
the size of the aerial employed. If
the inductance is made large enough
it can be used for receiving spark
transmissions from ships and coastal
stations on óoo metres, and gives
a handy means for the amateur

SHLT PASS
LAMINATED

FIRSTLY :-Because the Po!e. Shoes
are laminated, thus minimising
eddy currents.
Shunt
Magnetic
SECONDLY:-A
Pass is provided, which eliminates distortion.
THIRDLY:-The Vernier Adjustment
is perfect in its action.
-4-

fr

4,000

r

SHOES

S'OLE

-

Ohms

THESE A D VANTA OES' ARE
EXCLUSIVE TO "ULTRA."
I

L

Fig.

3.-The plug-in

coil and

condenser method.

to obtain practice in Morse reception sh,ould lie wish to do so.
The "Two-Slider" Method Fig. 2 shows another circuit,
using a single-layer inductance in
which two sliders are employed.
By varying the position of the
slider connected to the aerial, the
aerial earth circuit can be tuned
to the desired signal, and the slider
connected to the crystal is then
adjusted to give best results. It
will generally be found that less
turns of the inductance are required
in the aerial circuit, thus giving a.
step-up effect to the crystal detector.
When using either of the above

Fig.

ment of Fig.

2.

coil wound with a suitable
number of turns is tuned by
means of a variable condenser,
which may be of 0003 or 0005 zF
capacity. Such a coil may be a
standard one as made by various
firms, or may be constructed by
tise amateur himself. For broadcast reception it may be a 35 or 'oturn coil, depending on the wavelength to be received and the size
of the aerial being used. Different
size coils can also be plugged in
to cover other .waveengths, such
as 5XX or ship and, shore- spar1.
transmissions.
If interfere.
xperienced, a
loose-coupled recéivér. as shown in
Fig. 4 will probably assist in
reducing it. Tlis circuit employs
two coils, which may be plug-in
coils mounted in a two-coil holder
so that the coupling can be varied
between them, or it may consist
of home-made coils mounted in
any way theconstructor may find
A

Fig

per pair.

2a.-The pictorial arrange-

3a.HOw to connect up the
Fig. 3 circuit.

i

ØSK YOUH DERiEH FOH

-

TIIEJII

any difficulty in
oliainïng same, write direci to

Should you have

Messrs.

EDWARD

E.

ROSEN &

CO.,

158/160, City Road, London,E.C.

-

In

Fig.

4.-A little used method
which is quite efficient.

replying lo advertisers, please mention TuE

convenient to get the variation in
coupling. The values of these
coils will be a 35 or 50 coil in the
aerial circuit and a 50 or 75 in the
closed circuit for broadcast receplion. This receiver is considerably
more selective than the usual
direct-coupled set and gives added
experience to. the begitmer iq
tuning.
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The Variometer
If it is intended to receive over
the broadcast band only, a receiver
employing a variometer for tuning
may be used This is shown in
Fig.
The vaiotneter can be
bought. ready made or may be
constructed by the amateur himself.
The construction of a variometer
s not a difficult matter, and the
two windngs can be wound on
short tgeces of cardboard tube so
that ne can rotate within the
other. Wooden rotors of spherical

COMPON!NTS

.

Prof u.ceIy illustrated twelve pvge C.\TALOGUE jnst out. If your dcale cannot
ive you one pend up tard vjt1t hji1ame
and addes to receive It direct FREE
sud POST FREE.

Fig.

-

5.-The varioineter

is

fig. 4 circuit shown
in pictures.

quite close to the coil. The effect
of covering the coil with this copper
plate is to reduce its wavelength,
and tuning may therefore be carried
.oiit by covering the coil more or
less with the plate. A coil cofisist- -.
ing of about 75 or 50 turns may be
bund suitable. This forni of tuning
does not appear to have been used
to any extent, and we- shah be
glad to receive reports as to its

T

Fig.

4a.-The

Prov. Prtccted.

COIL HOLDER
Priee 9/-, on base 1/- extra.
W ith Íteactio,i Reverse and Shorting
Switch incorpora1d 12/6. Postage4d

effectiveness.
Lastly, remember that a feceiver
that gives excellent results on one
aerial may not suit another, and
therefore theainateur will do well

very

popular.
forni can be obtained for a small
sum, and the use of one of these
allows the two windings to be much
closer together, which, of course,
increases the efficiency of the
receiver. Approximately the correct number of turns to use for
broadcast reception below 400
metres is 40; 20 to be wound on
the larger diameter tube (a colivenient size is 3 in. diameter),
which is generally called the stator,
and 20 turns on the smaller tube
which turns inside the other and is

FOR SUprAe
WIRIN"

/

drilling
jig.

_________
BtsSKET

COIL- HOLDER
2d.

1/3 postage

5a.-How to join up
-; variometer.

Fig

a

'o

4°Q

to carry out experunents as to
what receiver will give huit tite best
results.
A hint or two may here be useful.

is

1'

PANEL COIL

HOLDER;

(t)
Don't handle the crystal
with your fingers. There is always
a little natural grease on the skiti
and, if this is transferred to the
crystal, it may spoil reception.

(no-base)
Back con-

s

\, i1íì,
L

-

nections

í

'

cli minat-

f
'
.

ing

flex.
way 3/3 way 5/2

called the rotor. For wavelengths
above 400 metres add ten turns to
each winding.
Spade Tuning
Fig. 6 shows a novel form of
receiver which is very simple to
construct and use. It employs a
method of tuning known as "spade
tuning."' A coil is wound with a
number of turns slightly in excess
of that required to receive the
local station, and a copper plate is
mounted close to it so that it may
be swung over the coil so as to
cover it. It should, of course, be
replyng

Acts
as

HOLDERS

Il-

lu

now used for tuning.

afl

VALVE'

-

-

6.-The metal "spade'

1/6

LEGLESS

'*'
FOR PANEL
YRINC

T

Fig.

CAM -VERNIER

L

lo

NP.

1/-

'j

extra.
Post 3d.

--4F
Fig.

óa.-How to tune

Drilli,,A template with all.
If your (IcalerhaR not gotthem wesend post
free if you mention his nrne and address.

GOSWELL

by the

spade method.
If the crystal "goes off,"
(2)
don't scrape the surface; break a
small piece off so as to obtain a
new crystalline surface.

ath'er's'rs,
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that' appreciates the
lightness and comfort
of B.T.H. Headphones.

H

THEY cannot d.tch in the hair
because they have no projection and there is no "scissors"

i

movement;

they

weigh only 9

ozs.

(with cord); they fit tight]y enough
to exclude extraneous sounds, but
not tightly enough to be uncomfortable; and they can be adjusted in a
second by a single movement, and
without the manipulation of screws.

r

.

-

r'.

.

r

I
-i

-

1

..

Headphone*
I

can be tested in any 'way you like and you will find: them
superior to other makes. Here is one test: Tune dowli
until you can only just har with ordinary headphònèè.
Then substitute B.T.H. Headphones and note thé great
increase in the volume and clarity of repróductiön.
-

Price per pair

25/-

:....
-

(4000 ohms)

Obtanabk from all Ele tricians and Radio Dealers
2272

Adnicrasement

of Tite British

L_____
358
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Workshop Hints
Trouble

screws-Holding nuts

wit/i

-Flux

problems.

pJ

1.

1

Badly Mauled Screws
that one often sees
both above and below the
panels of hornermade set is
that the heads 6f thèzariou screws
are rather badly maüld' "Ï'he screwdriver has slipped whilst they were
being turned home, with the result
that the slots have lost their
original clean-cut look.
Often,
owing to injuries of this kind, little
jagged pieces of brass stand up on
the heads of the screws waitiñg to
catch one's fingers as théy move
over the panels. screw heads are
damaged in this way chiefly through
the Use of badly shaped screwdrivers whose blades do not fit
properly into their slots. The
constructor will find that the screw

kno.

will be well advised if he provides
himself with a screwdriver which is
Sa

b1ad

d.-ii'èr

WeiìWnig4lode.

panel when these srews are being
driven right home. But.the most
important point of all' is to see
'whether the blade of th screwdriver really fits into the slot of
the screw. To 'do this, push the
blade as far as it will go into the
slot of a screw and then hold it up
to the light. A well-fitting blade
will seat itself in the slot as shown
in Fig. i.&; that is to say, it will
go right down to the bottom and

Tao fine

Too coarse.

Fig. I.-How

a screw-driver
blade fits.
.L

FALLON

SQUARE

a really good fit for this size. The
blade should be j in. in width or a
little less, but must not be very
much less or it will not obtain a
good enough grip.' It. .inust. certainly not be wider. if countersunk
screws are used, for, if it is, its
corn'ers will scratch the ebonite

which he most commonly employs
is that
as 4B.A., and he
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FALLON Fixed Condensers

Valve receiver for all wavelengths, described and illustrated
in" Modern Wireless," July issue;
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THE :PREMIER

The New Fallon Square Law Condenser is absolutdlY the last word in perfect
condenser construction. Extremely handsome appearance, all parts being
heavily plated; 068 spacing (the closest possible). In the new model the
overall length of tue '01M condenser is only 4
in, as against 5km. in the old
model, and by a new idea In spacing washers, rigidity of construction, never
before achieved n any make of condenser, bas been obtained.
-SQUARE LAW'TYPE- -STANDARD TYPE
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will fit closely to tite sides. Too
coarse a blade will appear in the
slot as seen at B, whilst one that
is too fine for the work will touch
tIte bottom of the slot, but will
U )t be in contact with its sides as
sien at C. If the blade is too
C tarse it is absolutely certain to
slip when . the screw is being
tightened up, whilst if it is too fine
i
will have a tendency to get
"off centre " as tue screwdriver
is turned, in which case it will be
wrenched out of the slot when
any force is applied. Fit your
screwdriver by filing it until it
seats itself really well. With a
screwdriver that is a good fit it is
easy to do good work, but when it
is either too coarse. or too fine
matters become difficult even for
those who hâve some skill in the
.ue df tools. When filing up your
blade make sure that the edge is
'perfectly straight and that the
corners are square (Fig. 2A). A
sloping edge or corners that are
round both mean that theblade
:wilI be very liable to slip. Always
buy screwdrivers of good quality;
.cheap ones are usually either too
chard, in which case they break when
force is applied, or too soft, which
means that the poiuL soon gets
out of shape ........
i

Centring the Blade.
Damage to screw heads is clone
as a rule either when turning
down a screw very tightly or
when loosening one which has
become firmly fixed. When you
are screwing down see that your
blade is properly centred in the
lot and push it well home before
you start to turn. To keep it
f rom going off centre it is as vell

-

-:

There isa

ThE CORNER.S ML/ST BE SQUARE AS

AT/F THEY ARE

Watch the Nuts

b' THE 8LAOE WILL SLIR

Fig.

2.

to use the left hand as a guide.
Loosening a tight screw, especially
when its head is made of such
easily injured metal as brass, is
always a matter that requires a
little care. The great thing to
remember is that the point of
the blade must be weil seated

RAL\U

-

ROUNDED AS AT

in the slot and pushed right home
before any twist is given. A very
tight screw will often come away
fairly easily if a slight clocki"ise or
"screw up " twist is given before
any attempt is made to unscrew it.
Always press heavily on the handle
of the screwdriver when attempting
to loosen a firmly fixed screw.
Screws whose heads have been
injured need not be thrown away
as useless unless they are very
badly mutilated. Any jagged pieces
can be removed with a fine file and
the slot may be deepened a little
with a hacksaw. Whilst this job
is in progress the screwshóuld be
held in the vice, but, the soft
sheet-lead protectors to which I
have previously referred in these
notes must be used in order to
protect its threads from injury.

f

I

Screws are not the only sufferer's
at the hands of a careless workman.
If you look at the nuts on his set
you will often find that the corners
between the flat faces are so worii
away that the nuts themselves are
more nearly round thañ of
hexagonal shape. This is nearly
always due to the fact that pliers
arè used for tightening down nuts.
Fig: 3shows how poor is the grip

LAND

for eVery Circuit

Rauland have bec6me' ¡he World's largest Selling Transformers because they are soundly designed by an expert
staff of enjineers, after exhaustive laboratory research; because they are manufactured from the most costly
materials; wound upon exclusive machines, devdoped for the purpose in the Rauland factory; and rigidly
inspected before receiving the famous guarantee tag which is your positive assurance of rdiabiliiy.

PoÑer Amplifying

(Push Pull)

Transformers

Exclusive machinery, precision
methods and scientific design, have
made Rauland Intervalve
lormers the
Selling
largest
Transformers in the World. Since
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be relied uoon for clear tone quality.
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ALL AMAX JUNIOR. A homo constructional One Valve Reflex.
£6 6 0
Local stations received on Loud Speaker ALL AMAX SENIOR. A home constructIonal, 3 HF. crystal
detector and 2 L.F. Highly selectIve. Loud Speaker reption
£12 12 0
over lon3 distance

Rauland Radio Key

Book

,

The latest and most up-to-date book published ¿se a manufacturer, how to
hear further asid bette'. 78 pageS crammed full of issforsnation. best
apprused circuits, sent post free with two Blue-prints reflex 1-valve and
Write to-day.
reflex 3-valve for 9d, in stamps.
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Hai o Peculiar eteep-eided
peak, ressnded off at the top,

le as net to distort the side
bands resulting from inodulation. The result Is obby special winding,
tamed
and by mounting, Integral
with the instrument, very
high grade permanent fixed
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To secure great loud speaker volume.
even on distant Stations, add to any set
a stage of Rauland Power Amplification.
Tone quality is perfect because the signal
current is divided between two valves
which eliminates distortion.
25/Type R 30. Input Transformer
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Audio Frequency
Transformers

Long Wave

Transformer
Transmits faithfully
all frequencies passed"
condensers. Contained in
to it by the filter or
paliahed Bakelite case.
Type B 120, 30,,
input transformer,
RADIO FREQUENOT
COUPLER
Amplifies frequencies
(150 to euometre.)
Makes sosolbie a uniform from 4,090 to 20,000
output at any frequency metres without diswithin the wide range of the
Instrument. Fixed by-pass tortion of the side
condenser integral with In nanas.
lu'Uflieflt. Type R 130 (0e.
dilator Coupler), ISo.
Type R 110, 80/-
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high efficiency is due to
the fact that each transformer was designed to
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obtained ou a nut by the jaws of a
pair of ordinary pliers. It will be
seen that they come into contact
merely with its top edge and that
they get no hold at all upon theflat faces. When aijy force is
applied the pliers are almost certain
to slip, chipping little pieces off
the corners of the iiut as they do
Not everyone knows that
so.
special nut pliers such as those
shown in Fig. 4 are obtainable
quite cheaply from any good tool
shop. As will be seen from. the
drawing,
these
obtain a finn hold
on the faces of
the nut and enable
it to be turned
home without iiijury to the corners. A pair 5 or
6m, in length will
enable the constructor to deal
with any of the
iiuts that he is
likely to use iii
making
either
complete wireless
sets or small
pieces of appara- Fig. 3.-A bad
grip.
tus. Better still
is the box spanner.
This is simply a length of metal
tubing one ed of which is shaped
to a hexagon form to make it fit
tightly over nuts of a particular
size. These are now obtainable
from most wireless shops and tool
shops in all BA. sizes from o to 6.
Their cost is only a few pence
apiece. In most cases each box
spanner is made to fit two different
sizes of nut, one end being, say,
4B.A. aiid the other 6B.A. With
a box spanner, if it fits properly, it
is practically impossible to burr the
edges of a miut, and it lias the very
great advantage that it enables
you to get at nuts in all kinds of
awkward corners into vhicli the
pliers will not go. There is, however, one slight drawback which is
not due to any fault of those uho
make the spanners. A great many
of the BA. nuts how sold at very
low prices are made on the Continent and they are not of the correct
dimensions, some being too large
and some too small. This means
that if you buy your nuts from
several different shops you may
find that your box spanners do not
fit all of them as they should. The
remedy is to purchase always fi-orn
reliable firms. It. is, after all, poor
economy to save a halfpenny over
the purchase of a dozen foreignmade iiutssvhose threads are often
very badly cut, with the result
that they are either so tight that
they caiiiiot be forced onto standard
BA. screws, or so loose that they

In replying,

lo
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strip if ally force is used to tighten
them.
Fitting Valves
Many constructors have diffictdty in marking out and drilling
valve holders correctly. It is most
important that the legs when
mounted should be a proper fit
for the pins of the valve, If
they are too loose contact may be
"chancy," whilst if the holder is
too tight a fit the valve can b
inserted or removed only by the
exerise of a certain amount of
brute force, which is not at all
good for its health. There are two
ways out of the difficulty. The
first is to use good hoiders with the
legs already in place, and which
require only one screw to fix them.
This is a satisfactory method, provided that well-designed holders
made of good quality ebonite are
used. Cheap ones not infrequently
make the luckless constructor's
last state worse than his first,
for their legs may be very badly
spaced, whilst the compound in
which they are embedded is occasionally anything but a good insulator. Valve holders made by good
firms have none of these drawbacks, and they may be mounted
with every confidence. TIme second
u ay of making matters easy is to
provide oneself vitli a valve template, of which several types are
now on the market. One very
useful pattern has four little points
correctly spaced. It is placed in
the right position on the panel,
and then .a single tap with a hammer

I
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"Rolls' Portable

THE SIMPLEST, NEATEST, CLEVEREST,
MOST EFFICIENT and MOST PORTABLE
2 OR 3-VALVE SET IN THE WORLD.
EXQUISITELY FINISHED and FITTED IN
a REAL HIDE CASE. Size'15 by 11 by Sins.

£14 14 0

PRICE

COMPLETE ALL READY FOR USE
AND MARCONI ROYALTIES PAID.
Demonstrations anywhere at any time.
3-Valve Model, guaranteed to work aloud.
speaker really well anywhere withIn 10
miles of a Broadcast Station.
Price £18 18s. Od. No Extras.
Test at our expense. Sent anywhere on
"Approval against Cash."
Ordinary Sets built to order at Competitive
Prices. Get our quotation.
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DULL. EMITTERS.
Radio (French) .00 amp., 3 y., 14/II each.
Metal ( ,, ) .06 ,,
3 y., 17/6
Phillips Dutch) .04 1.5-2 V., 176
Fama
1.5-2v., 13/Il
,
) .06
SCV. (AusCrlan) .07 ,, 2-3 V., 12/Il
,,

S.E.10 (

Fig. 4.-Using nut pliers.
serves to mark the centres of the
four holes required when sepal-ate
valve legs are used. Another kind
is really a drilling jig. lt consists
of a metal plate containing four
4 BA. clearance holes properly
spaced to fit the prongs of a valve.
To use this clamp it to the panel
in the required position and run
the drill through each of the holes
in turti. Either kind is most useful,

adverlisrs, please rnenlioiz T

1.5-2 V., 9/li
,,
) .2
BRIGHT EMITTERS.

Radio .... 5 amp 3-6 V
9/6 each.
PhiIIip3 ....... 3-4 V .... 7/li
Metal ....... 3-4 V .... 716
Fama ....... 3-4 V.... 5/O
British Valves at Lest Prices.
All the above valves have been on the
marlet a connlderable thn 'and can be
trusted to give reliable service.
WHY BUY DOUBTFUL NEWCOMERS?
For a charge o! Gd. in the £ we will accept
all responsibility for breakage in transit.
Postage Free.

H.

LLOYD MARSHALL & CO.

8, WESTMORELAND BUILDINGS,
ALDERSGATE STREET, E.C.i.
GOOD TERMS TO THE TItADE.

Send for latest tisi and look- lifl our previous
adrede, in this paper and "Modern
¡I jreless." It will pay you.
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for it removes almost every chance
of error, If lie is provided with a
template or jig, the only way in
which the constructor can go wrong
is in failing to hold his hand drill
quite straight whilst he makes tue
When this
holes in the panel.
happens, the valve holder may be a
bad fit, since, though the holes are
correctly spaced at their point of
entry into the panel, the same will
not be true of the tops pf valve
legs mounted in them, owing to the
slope of their shanks. Should you
find difficulty in drilling, quite
straight, it is not a bad tip to make
valve leg holes with a di:ill one or
two sizes larger than No. 26, which
is the proper size for BA. clearatice.
Before tightening up tite
nuts on the shanks of the valve
legs, insert an old valve into the
holder. Thanks to the play wliieh
the larger holes give the legs will
be able to take up their proper
positions, and when the retaining
nuts have been tightened down,
a well-fitting holder will result.

Typcs.of Metal Screw
The constructor may use any
of tite four types of metal screv
Of these the round
seen in Fig.
head a.nd the countersunk are tite
most suitable for tite upper sides
of panels, and the cheese head is
-

.

very useful for securing coniponents to the umidersides. Time
grub screw, which has no head at
all, Is often employed for securing
pifions, knobs and so oli to spindles.
A grub screw càn be iiiade quite
easily by: cutting a' slot with a

¿1j...ì'

:)

ROOIYDHfAD,

CH(ESfM2-,.W.

cÇi/7FRSL'V/(.

Fig.

5.-FoUr types

of screw head.-

hacksaw in flic top of a piece of
studding of tite required length.
Provided that it is properly lifted.
the comitersuiik screw is the best
type to use on tite upper snrfae of
one's panels, owing to it 'iery
neat appearance and to th& fact
that since its top is flush with the
ebonite, it is quite out of tite way.

Few timings,

tha

195

iioevcr, look worse

badly done countersinking,
when the heads of some screws are
slightly above the level of the panel,
whilst others are too deeply sunk
alid only a few lie quite flush.
Countersinking can be done by
making a few turns with a large
drill at the top of each clearance
This, however, is not a
hole.
method to be recommended, for
ebonite at any rate. Large drills,
if sharp, make a deep cut, and it
is so easy to get' the hollow just
a trifle too deep when they are used.
Further, the slope of the drill point
is tiot quite the same as that of the
head of the countersutik screw,
so that a good fit- is not obtained
as a rule when the required hollows
are made in tItis way. The best
tool to use is a small nieta1 countérsink with a } in. shank, which fits
easily into the chuck of tite hand
drill. These countersinks ate made
with several varieties of slope, but
if you purchase f roui any good
tool shop you will have no dirnculty in getting one hijcli is exactly
right-for 4 BA. screws. The.coutersink should uòt be revolved rapidly,.
or it is liable to polish instead 9f
cutting. Do not use.. too tiincht
pressure and turn tite crank of
your driil at quite a moderate speed,
slowing dou'n at once if tire tool
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shows any signs of failing to " bite."
Before you attempt to countersink
holes on a finished panel you will
be well advised to practise a little
on a piece of scrap ebonite. In
BA.
this make a munber of
clearance holes and countersink
them one by one, taking out very
little at a time and trying a screw

for wireless work, since it has. a
strong action upon brass and copper. If joints ate made with its
help corrosion will occur in time,
with the result that a high resistance will be set up, or even that
the joints may come apart of their
own accord after some time. The
safest of all fluxes to use is, I think,
finely powdered resin. This has no
corrosive action whatever, but it
is not easy to use until one has
acquired a certain amount of skill
with the soldering iron. The beginner will do well to employ otte
of the pastes or fluids obtainable
from tool shops, but he should
assure himself by inquiry that it
is not of the acid type. The great
thing with any flux is not to use
too much of it. If the iron is clean
and properly heated only the
tiniest touch of flux is needed to
make a secure joint. Beginners
generally make the mistake of using
a half cold iron with a dirty point.
With this solder cannot be "made
to run freely from the stick, and
what generally happens is that
large quantities of flux are used
in the hope that matters will be
improved thereby. The sequel is
usually an unsightly and insecure
joint, whilst the panels are covered
with splutterings.

action upon brass or copper. Tinsmiths and workers in many other
trades use almost invariably "killed

at frequent intervals until you are
able to make it lie quite flush. A
little practice of this kind enables
you to discover the right amount
of pressure to apply and the
number of turns of the crank
needed to produce the required
depth. When cáuntersinking with
a hnd drill it is most important
to see that the tool is kept at
right angles to the panel. If this
is not done the holes will be
slightly oval in shape and the
heads of screws will not fit properly

irto them.

Which Flux ?
Which is the best flux to use for
soldering? This is a question that
one often hears asked. There are
numbers of excellent prepared
fluxes on the market any one of
which will be found suitable for
wireless work. perhaps the most
important thing about any flux
used for this kind of job is that it
should not have a strong corrosive

A

pocket crystal set now being
sold in Berlin.

spirits." Tisis is a delightful flux
to use in many ways, for with it
solder Lows well and takes
easily.

Corrosion

R.W.H.

It is, however, quite unsuitable
-o '
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Here is another proved SHJPTON, Product characteristically ,
efficient and mechanically well
designed.and c&nstructed. TheSHIPTON NewT1peVARIABLE
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desirable featdret which expelts
conslder essenflal for the efficientS
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fix with Rawiplugs'
your outdoor Aerial Poles, or
-._
any fitting in any position
without damaging the wall-whatever the material and your Aerial
will be absolutely firm and safe. Ifyou use indoor Aerials fix your insulated screw eyes with Rawlplugs.
You need only make a hole in the
wall slightly larger than the
diameter of the screw to be used,
but the grip of Rawlplugs ensures
a satisfactory job without damage
to the material.
For any job connected with
Wireless where you use a screw in
brick, plaster, stone, marble,
ebonite, tile, etc., always use-
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Take

Care of Your
Accumulators

v// n.Ø«

t/ÁIVI

!

A c1rrying case is reallÑ a necessity, andis
quite easily made, as this article shows

//
.-Siowing the end

slot.

IIIIIIIIIIIII

AN accumulator crrying case is
one of the necessities of the
amateur.
Besides making
the carrying of the accumulator
to and from the charging station
an easy matter, it will, if provided
with a lid or top, keep the battery
clean. If an accumulator is left
even for a short time, it is surprising
how much dust and dirt is collected.
This partially short circuits the
battery, not to any great extent,
but sufficient to reduce its working

'

life.
A suitable case which has given
the writer much satisfaction is

B+Ix2xr

Pieces
(Sides.)

r Piece
(Bottom.)
2 Pieces
(Top.)

thick.

C+xB+1x

thick.

B+iXC+i'X

thick.

The wood should preferably be
teak, but other woods may be
used. In any case all the pieces
of wood should be soaked in hot
wax, or given a good coat of antisulphuric enamel.
Further requirements are
A leather Strap.

:-

-

A novel idea
described here.
has also been incorporated, which
tnakes the lifting of the cells from
the case, when necessary, an easy

matter.

-

Accumulator Sizes
As accumulators vary considerably in size rio sizes will be given,
but a reference letter will be used.
All that need be done, is to measure
up your accumulator and add the
measurements as given here.
A will be taken as the overall
height of the battery.
B will be taken as the overall
length of the battery.
C will be taken as the overall

width of the battery.
The pieces of wood required to
build this case are as follows
z

Pieces,

\ÑI

A+zXC+'X'thick.
SP5

M'(

qnELE
ILL
O1AN5't UIM-ME
I'LL tOT Sperw

I
=

"ß5Hf5

vaseline.
A small piece of wood shoüld be inserted in the slots and the
accumulator lowered into the case,
-,
by means of it.
This, of course, should be removed
when the accumulator is at the
-

%'(
Fig.

.

,-,,

2.-A

,,
,/,-

bottom.

side view.

About
doz. i in. No. 6 steel
countersunk wood screws.
2 steel hinges.
z finger catches.
And two ebonite bushes.
The two end pieces have a slot
cut in. wide and i in. from the
top, as shown in Fig. r.

TRY

C 0M PO

.

..

1

OH

THIS!

the filaments of your
valves begin to filcker, the
securing nuts on your accumulator are probably loose.
Try tightening them.
If

5,LE(1

CR-2.E
Fc
E.1t'S R'6Itr

.

The whole case is, then knocked'
together with small nails. The
constructionìssh9wn in Fig. .
The steel screws are first given
a liberal cot of vaseline, to pievçnt
the acid from attdcking the metal,
and then screwed into position.
The lid is then fitted with,a
pair of hinges, which sh6uldalso
be treated with vaseline.
A Novel Idea
Two holes are drilled in one of
the front battens to take tw
ebonite bushes for the leads.
The leather strap, sufficiently
long to allow of the lid opening,.
should now be fitted.
The finger. catches may now be
attached, and given a touch of

MYWAY_PE.HAPs

TEc5)Pl

WH
vON-t vP8RAIP
Ea WHM 9.A1W Ia6T.
I

:

),

i__

-I-I
LI1

.

i

We're

all

the same!
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H

'T.

*RADIO*

.'

COMPONENIS

'i:

T

H

ANELS

EBONITE

RADIO QUALITY
i

-

-

She.

Price.

.

64xx.

V

"You

2/3
2/10

...

513

..

parts.

TifESE PANELS are of Finest QualityEbonit..
Matt finish and with square edges. ;Each
-

panel is sent out in

-

priced envelope aud

a

ready for use,
Delivery

.

.

.

Guaranteed'

Stock.

frorri

-

7J

10/..''11/8
..

xi

>12

18

-

.. ...

Other sizes to order.

ELL begun is half donemake up you next set from
Ericsson testei partstransformers, condensers, grid
leaks, rheostats, valveholders,
etc.- 'Use short, straig1i.tonnections, solder all joints and you'll
get maximum results, all other
circumstances being favourable.

"tnrn.form'

era

Ii

V

Receiver

C3

with

L,'

tXsi

Al

an

.

x6_X_.j
X6 x

8

build

can't

2/-

V...'

-.

1Ox 8X
12 xlO X
14 x12 x

1/9

-

-

Size.-

-

i.

Condensen of
wonderful pre
Stout
ctsion.
Vane,, narrow.

-

.

M,&NCHESTERc

001

W.

7/6

eaS.

&
'%N.

ratent )Vande
blows

-

------------

-

-

-

:

IBINRwÌ

or when leads get
Plu1 arstia fusa

2/-

U.

t

Co..

R flompaon

CARD°!FF
-

160250300-

100
400

-

830

-

-

-

KINGSWAY,

67-73,

5/.

-

-_

-.-_
.

___

-

7/'.

,.

8/.

I!

.

7/5

.

'-

10

°-

*
*

-

9/8

A Spiral contaci

-

LONDON,

special aïiog

of a

-

rs

rnduded

.

'..

,pr-

Loads

CJear.

Crystal.
....

Triple

W.C. z

.Everlast..

Tested.

.

si., of bi-ight or dull exrnkt.rra.
lmtance can be varied from
Work, like mitai..
S ra $Johmo.
Complote 8/6

-

.-

-

-

tjdualreetotoeallow,the

-

t"

..

-

5/9

British L.M. Ericsson Mfg.Co., Ltd.

-

-

-

5/8

970 to 8,400
1,300 to 4,300
1,900 to 6,000
2,600 to 8.000

super

A

-

-

'

---

4/'.-

For-Distance, Volume or Reflex Circuits
M,

famous Feceioers, leleplro,nes, arid Super Tarie
Loudspeaker.

I

-

-

3/iO
-

-

,ii:

3/U

to
to 1,150
to 1,650
to 2,000
to 2,500

foris

-

.J

3/9

THE IDEAL CRYSTAL

Write as tday or apply to ou, ageets
containingful1informaiiorofthesepartsaedoue

-

k

'-

-

Son.

We,tern Mail Chamber,.

:-

.

600

---700

200

-

KM

Sree.

400
.500
-

-

M

-850 to

-

3/9

350
300
750
850

160 to
260 to

.

125

So., W.,

Form

214. Pears. Street. Dublin.
BELFASTI .. Robortsoo. Ltd..

Cfl.

-

- .60
'75

-

psi Sit ICSSON
Plug

.

('OLCHESTER: 121. Hidh Street.
ScOTLAND Malcolm Broisagan. 57.
Robertson Street, (ilagocr.
14-12, Snow Hill.
_BIRMINGI6AM
3E. ENGLAND Milturn Hooe.
Nowcastle-on.Tyne.
LEEDS: North.Eritlsh Eng1uretho
Equsement Co., Landa louse.

OUt

'01

Khi

.7.

Trotlia

:

-

more

5(

3.

HoÎ'M:
Ltd.,
Street.

12/6
I

-

SELLING. AGENTS:

-

-000

25
85

Il

001 Var. Cond.

---.60

.'-..

est spacing.

Coil.

-

-

Wavelengtbsinmetres R t
when shunted by
14l

o:
of

Ericsson tested Parts are made by a
firm old in the business (our tele.
phones were adopted as standard
by the Admiralty back in 1909).

5'

-

'ROSEBROS

i

.

-.

.

.

-

....
.

..,

.

.;

-

t.

.

-

Sealed boxes

2/6 each

l

British

-

DADTC
I ttI% I

-

-

T'

t.
-.

J

-

'.

Trade enquiries

ROSE BROS.

i

i

i

ieclricai

1G

dertisers,

o.,

r- Wr.ss
8.

In replying

Invited.

piese me n1io

T

S.L

t

.

LODdOfl:25Mi1toa9tEOE1
iIanohesler

BtoI

25-27, Miller
83a, Redeliffe
:

St

-

COSIRC'EOR.
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\Jj THESE GOODS ARE
Foreign
SENT BY POST. Packing
Extra *'CALLERSI
NOTE

IMPORTANT

t(OTICE.
Manufacturers of Sets can be supplied with most proprietary lines at trade
counter.
KO TRADE ORDERS SENT BY POST.
Good stocks of Edison Bell, Diabjljer, Polar, Liasen, Igranic, Cossor, Ediswan,
Marconi Valves, &c., are usually kept.
Noresponsibility for delay in delivery by makers.

Lead-in tube, 6d., 7d., 83.
Valve l'ina & Nuts, 2 a id.
Stop Pins & Nuts, 2 a 3d.
Nickel Terminals .. 2d.
Nickel Contact Studs,
2

CRYSTAL SETS.

Post 1/- each

Wonderful little Set, extra fitting for
Chelnasford, complete with Crystal.
Post free, 10/Re-echo (genuine) Super Set.
Slopink Cabinet.
Extra Chelmsfoid Fitting.
Post free, 17111.

.........
"Baby

Dr. Nesper

Sterling
C.A.V. Tomtit .......
Amplion "Junior"
" Ultra "
i

........
.

,

S HIP TON
Strip Rheostats.
30 ohm
..
..
3/'
60 ohm
3)800 ohm
4/6

(Potentiometer)
Post, 3d. each.
T

21/-55/30/27/6
27)6

DR.

I
I

I

I

......

PARTS FOR 2-VALVE UNIDYNE.
Thorpe K 4 Valves Terminals, 2 Microstats, 1 var. Grid Leak, S.P.D.T.
Switch, '0005 Var. Concenser with Vernier, Cam Vernier 2-way Stand, 2 5-pin
Valve-holders, 2 Fixed Condensers, DEC. Transtormer, Tinned Copper Wire,
Nuts. Screws. &c.
Thelot carriage paid.
£3 15 0
All best quality
COLVERN
BRUNET 'PHONES.
Independent Vernier.
VARIOMETER.
Latest Model now ready.
2/6 & 3/6.
(Not the one with green
West -End StockistLnside Winding.
cords.)
Polar, Edison Bell, Fer-- Beautifully made.
Edison Bell, 10/6.
ranti,
Silcertown, DubiVery COmfy.
lier,Lissen,Energo, UniPost, 6d.
Per _pair, 16/6.
dyne, Eureka, C.R.C.,
Sd. pair.
Sterling parts, etc.

2

Nickel Switsh Arm, 1/.
(one-hole fixing)
Volt Meter
4/6
Gamages Permanite i!.
Condenser Brushes
6d.

BAYMOPD

I

I

.

I

Post Free

T.C.B. 6, 13, 30 ohms ....
T.C.B. 300 ohma
....
Easi Fix assembly
....

Please send Fàst Card
with your Name and

Brunet Transformer

Ad dr e's s for Full

L.E.S.

4J-

53j3

....

Micro Control

13 6

..

3

(Fil-Res.)
Telefunken Type, 4.000 ohms
12
12 yds. Red and Black Twin Flex 2

Postal List.

MANSBRIDGE CONDENSERS
(Fixed).
l'sIi 3d.
Pass all tests.
Accurate, Noiseless.
.. 2/3
05
.01
213
'05
2/ 1
25
..
3/9
..
/6
2 mid. ..
1 mid.
-

6
6
6

SUCCESS.

2-way Vernier ..
.... 56
..
Super Black L.F....... 21/.

FIXED

CONDENSERS
001, 0001, to 0005 bd.
002, 003, 004
.. 1/006,1 '3; 01, 1,9; 02,119
2 y. 40
4 y. 40

..

amps

amps...
4v. 60 amps...
4 y. 80 amps.
..
0v. 60 amps...
6 y. 80 amps...

POST ORDERS FOR SAME.

105 asssps

Nearest Tube:

Leicester Square.

SPECIAL OFFERS.
ay Ccii Stands 1)5,

....

iometers

1/-,

.

Ich Valves

minals completePillar . . ld. lid.

ass
O.

1

000 ohmi

lid.

lid.

Ira large . .2d. 3d.
Ive Sockets 2 for lid.
chine
cut
Screws
Stocked (Best).

to Extra Air Space

iones, 4,000 ohms
& K. PATTERN,

or'Phone id.

soy Patterai bd.

4

6

Ileys

..

.......

4d,

8
aps & Wrench.. 211
riable Grid Leaks
ewdrivers .. .. 63.
Ives for Unidyne i
in ditto
..
13
rcelain D.P.D.T.
4 i).C.C. Wire, per I ib;Sto, S.I'.D.T.
.. bld. 13 g
°" g
°d
F. TRANSFORMERS
8/11 .12 g. .. bd. 24 g. 1/-.
f6 g. .. 1/1
28 c.1/3
TR WON D E R F U
ICROMETER ADJUST-30 g. .. 1/6 etc., etc

-.

........

-

9/

16/6
23)6
27/6

.... 33/-

Dial
..
.. 3/11
Also at 3/11, 4/3, 4/6, up.

.......
.......
.....
.....
.....

H. T. UATTERIES.

Y

1816

38/6
Hart's Stocked. All High
Quality.
Variometers (special) 1/8
Ditto, with clips, etc. 2/3
Ebonite, D.C.C. and
6 y.

.

z

for led.

AC CU M U LATO RS

NESPR HEADPHONES

Adjustable diaphragm detachable receivers,
double leather-covere'd head-springs, long
flexible cords, ni,ckel plated parts. Very cornfortable flttln to the head.
LOOK FOR THE TRADE MARK.
4,000 ohms
13/6
Post Od. pair.

NO

R AY MON D

NAME

LOUD SPEAKERS.

THESE 3 COLUMNS FOR YOU

0 y

CALLERS

0 y

heip'LÏnes Daily
Cost as
an Advertiscment

5

...... 2/-

(DE.)

)itto

to

D.P.D.T.SWI'10EES

261

.

4/6:
9,6
5/6
2/8
1/9

B.B.0
6 B.B.0
y. B.B.0
0

Under

Hohlerl/-!Miorostat

7/S.'

i!Solid Rod Ditto
1/-Switch Arms, 81. to 11-1Mm Panel
On China base
Under Panel Ditto
1fS!Flex(Rëd and Black)
Valve Templates 2d., 4d.I 12 yds
2/- 0n Ebonite base 1/11 ii6
Electron Aerial
1/3lIShellac ...... bd. S.P.D.T. SWITCEES
10,d.
Adhesive Tape Roll 2d.lLoading Coil and Plug 8d. ßiniature Panel
lid.
Copper
Foil
per
Contact Studs, 4 tOr Ud. On China base
1/3 to 1/9
foot ...... 2d. Nickel Ditto, 2 for lid. On Ebonite
illurray Valve Holder 1/3
Fibre Strip i ft. 2d. NiCkel S,itCh Arm
4 a id.
Insulated Rooks 4 for 3d. Sorbo ear caps, pair 1/4 Spring Washer
lOdi
Ditto Staples
1/4 Coil Plug on Baso
5 a id. Tumbler Switches . .
Twin Flex, 4 yds.
Crystal
Set
77i
6d. Phone Cords SIt. 1/- & 1/3 De Luxe
2d.
Twin Silk Smell 6 vds. Oil. Nugraving .... 6d. 4 Whiskers, i Gold
DCC. Bell Wire
Empire Tape, 2 yds. 1d. Coil Plugs (ebonite) 41d
10 yds
5d. Allen Var. Grid Leak lib Ditto
.... 641, 8&
Knobs, 2 B.A. 2d., 3d., 4d. Best Sleeving, 3 yds. 10. Shaped .... Sid., 1ISmall Knobs 6 B.A. 3d. Rubber Lead-in l0yds.1/- 5 ohm Rheostat .. 1/3
Small Knobs 4 B.A.
3d. Thick ditto, id., 2d. & 3d. Various 1/3,1/6, 119.1111
Wander Plugs pair
.... 1111
3d. Aerial, 7/22 100 ft. 1/10 f With Dial
Egg Insulators, each id. Ditto, Extra Heavy
.... 1/9
Ormond
Tape Aerial, 100 ft. 2/- 100 ft ....... 2/3 'Phone Connector.. id.
Valve Windows, 4d. to Od. Anti Cap. Handles
8d. Nuts 2,4,6 B.A. don. 2d
Mica
____ 12 a 1&
_______ 2d. Tumbler
Switclses.. 1/- Washers
_____________________
_________________
_________________
.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

/

.

.

.....

-

RAYMOND
CRYSTAL SETS

I

BUS-BAR

11/10841
18 g sq.

..

12 ft.

BOXES.

Od.

15 ii.

54.

7

x 5

10

s

8

12 a 12

BUY
3x6 9x4
.. 6/il
7/II 9/II 12/II
IRAYMOND
16 D.C.C. STOCKED.
GOODS
.. 6/11.
Ox 6 .. 1,4
x,ss5
Loils
'05
VALVES
..
..
12/6
&
l31l
77, Wymering Mansions,
4 BA. rod, per ft.
O'd
200/2000 .... 15 EBI}hl'IE 7x 5 ..
DUTCH
R "
Maids Vale, W.9.
I- 4 B.A. rod, per ft.
d:
Ox 6 .. 2/25to
100
equal
..
1,11
06
METAL
.15/il
.......
20/8/24.
Basket Holders
.. Old ditto,ExtraAirSpace2i8
8
3/12/S
Also at 104., 1/-, 1/3
Have Just tried out one of yossr MYERS' (universal)
StOCK 10v
6
waxed
1/8
12v
6 .. 3120013600..
MY
ERS
(D.E.)
21/_
......
Squarc-Lasv variable condensera with
2-way Coil Struds.. 437 waxed 150/3600.. 1/11
12v 9
43
Post Sd. each.
8-way ditto
vernier attachments. As an instruSIZES 12x12
53
D.C.C. li-,
- 2-way
ment it fully maintains the high
with ex handles2'Íl Chelmsford
1/3 2/6 With adapter, Od. 3/16 In.
14x10
5,6
3-way ditto
standard of efficiency which to be
L.F. TRANSFORMERS.
Switch
Arm,
12
WE
STOCK
tdIext"a.
45 Batteries
4)d.
found in all Condensers hitherto sold
I-in.
30/- Brass Coil Former /11'Jstuds.12 Nuts, 12 Washers, Cut to size
by you, and I have found it irnap- Eureka Concert Grand ..
Lot lOfd.
EBONITK.
Id. sq. in.
22/6
proachable by any other type for use 2nd Stage
21/in tuned anode circuits.
With all Igranie New Model
Radio
General
83
l5good wishes.
ACCUMULATORS BOUGHT HERE CHARGED FOR II- 103/(Signed) CHARLES HAMBOURO.
Liso see illustrations.
ACCOR»Ir40 TO SIZE

PHILLIPS" R "VALVES
FRENCH"R"VALVES

_

..

....

.

.

..
..
..

is

........
......
..

_

......

-

-.

!JIlUlIIlIIIIflhIIiIIIII!IIIIHhIIIIIIIUhlIUJ.

_RIGHT OPPOSITE

.

DALY'S
.GALLERY
-

DOOR_
-

_

R

Y IVI ()
LI SLE STREET,

27,.
'LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No

responsibility accepted on post orders un'ess cheques and postai orders
are crossed anse maie payob!eto the tir,n. Moneys sent must be registered

In rejlying

!UIIIflIIHhIiIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIUtUIUI

-

HOURS

.

SUA/DAY

1Oto1

1lHhIlII!IIlIIIIIIIHhIIlIIIIltT![lIIlEtt,ii
Phone: GEKRARD 4631.

lo advertisers, please mention THE \VIREI,ESS CONSTñCTOR.
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t}

titIeIttu
by

"
," DE ASLUXE
SHOWN, WiTUDIAL,
-:

001
0005
0003
0002

p

.i

'7/3

.

.

... 5/11'
... 5'/4
4/11
.

.

.

-

POST Sd. SET
VNSURPASSED FORFINE TUNING
ntair,Esq., RexaliPharmacy, Mil1oni

..--

. .

F

.

12/6
12/6

OOO25...
O003 .
OOO5

.

.

ctLio

in

VALVES
SENT

LL
POST

ON

AT

BROS.'
JACKSON
L31
"t
Condensers, Complete
ii Vaiab1e
i
with Knob and Dial.
THORPE K4 (5-pin) 17/6
1

1h

RISK

PHILLIPS 4 ELEC12.8
TRODE
.
(Both for UNIDYNE.)

,.'l

___________________
___________________
STANDARD
SQUARE LAW
¡I

....
....
........
9l

,

18,11.0005

..

Pt ec:tI'. tJzUx'

IPUROHASER'S

SQUARE LAW1
EBONITE
ENDS..

1NOB AND BUSH.

:

a

LONDON'S LARGEST Stockist o!

TWIN CONDENSER

MODEL

,

'aretgz

Gcc,dH

ONSTR1JCTOR

8/-

6/9

0003
0002

TWIN (ordinary)

.5Q

Eqta1unt.sof 00025 oO003, Q '.
- '
says
Comptetewith Knob and Dial.
Condensers are a REVELATION
.
.
to me as a Dealer. Sejt., 1924."
'
C. Wtou,Esq4 Andover
" Tested your Condensers on Megger ______________________________
L

:-

Other sizei

a3

0005
0003
0002

.

......
....:.

advertised by « J.B.»

RIGHTEMITTER.

I
7/-j

i 2/6

8/

each

5191B.T.H

5/- Ediewan

Marconi-Osram

R. Type
,,

A.B.
.

R.orRSV

.

Mullard-Ora ..

,,
lOossor . .
P.1
GOSWELL
STERLING
P.1
Cossor . ..
EGINEERIÑG.
SQUARE LAW.
(Patent Valve Holder 1/6 Myers-Universal
IMullard HF. (Red Ring)
IGos'e1I 2-way Coil
.
With Vernie!. .
andgot 'INFINITY.'"
/MuTlard L.F. (Creen Ring)
3o,'- Holder2-way VerIoo1
DULL EMITTER.
Goswell
25/6
:rIE'v%(
0005
SQUARE
Type
921f- each
23/6 nier Cosi Holder
'00025
With knob and dial.
WITH VERNIER.
B.3
IE.T.H
Goswell 3-way Coil
With Vernier.
78
Ediswan
.
A.R.D.E.
Holder
AL'MN
EBONITE
POLAR.
DER.
IPanel
2-way
LMarconi-Osram
.
8/6
Goswell
001
ENDS
ENDS j.00i var.
Condenaer 1O'6ì Mounting .
. .
3/i
251 each
Type
... 6/11
0005
oo
1OI6Goswell3.waypanel
0003
8/6
10/6 ;0003
B.5
B.T.H
io/O Mounting
,.
5A.R.O.8
Ediewan
.',
. . .
6/6 O003
8,'11
OOO5 11/6 Cam Vernier way
Goewell 3-way Cam
D.E.3
IMarconi-Osram
DIAL
and
With EBONITE
. . 11/Coil Holder
Vernier
Mullard
D.F. Ora
With Knob and Dial. Post Od.
TwoRnobs Post Od. Set.
"POLAR"
DULL EMIrTEW
LISSEN.
MICROMETER
2/6
POWER VALVES
Variable Grid Leak
,,
..
HEADPHONES.
CONDENSER.
5/61
2/6 For use with A.R.D.E.
Resistance
_______________. Anode
n
We can recom-î
.. 3/6
and DER. Valves.
No.H,3',
Liasen Minor
7/6 Marconi-Osrssn. Type
Plug-in
mend these as
i.
10/5 D.E.6, 2.25 volt, 25
Do. Universal
'EMERGO
2/9,
I
amps. 25!-.
2-way Switch
being excellent
F'
3/9 DULL EMITTEU
Series Parallel
Transtormers.
Headphones, with
3011
Translormers ..
POWER VALVES
No.1. 150.450 .. 3/6
AC&ÛMZATORS
T2,
25'T3, 18/6 ; For use with 06 Valves.
a great reputatloI.IFOR CALLERS ONt! atNo. 2. 250-700 .. 3/1
Coils 23, 4/10 ; 30, 35JB.T.H. Type B.6 ., 35,'4/3
450-1200
3.
List/NO.
40. 4/10 ; 50. 5/- : 60.IMarenni-Oiram
B.T.H. 4,000 ohinsPresent. See Callers'
43
im
41
A anis anna
TYPeD.E.4 30fBASI<ET 5/4 75, 5/4 ; 100,6/9.'L
ASIPLION
... 25 n
5-point Switch
. .
2-way,
4/-)Muilard,Typefl.F.A.230Fly.
,
No: : 2200-5000 . : 4/11 Dragon
Limen Choke
. . lO/_J
.
. 4/11.
25/VALVES.
POWER
G.R.C. 4,000 ohr
LAux.Res
0m
's
For use with Bright
... 20 ,.
'
-.
47 BuCks
Emitters.
"R I " B.T.H. ..
Powquip,"
35,' -.
B.4
McMICHAEL'S HF.
' '
BRANDES. 4,0( a
NEW
..
.
Marconi" 12'8
TRANSFORMERS.
35MODEL
Osram . . D.E.5
ohms
(Matchi
-_Ja..nes..
150- 300 VI
.,-,
INSEALED ?b0lln5 . . D.F.A.1 35/300- 600
tone).
25
* eachr
1.100-3,000
BOX.
'06 French Metal 16/11
'
BROWN'S. 4,0(
136
(Manutacturer's: Don't Buy Otherwise. 06 Dutch .
. .
14
' 21
I
advance.)
Phillips 04 Type 16/ 1
Voltmeter C and S, one(fetherweip'ht')25, Post
F
ree.
O m
¡
hole fixing, 1/6
5 FILAMENT RHEOSTATS
Sanchester
Fi'xeI
'Powquip," Ormond ___________________
32
2 meg. Leak 2/6» BABY» COIL STANDS!
ohms ...... 25/.
.
3/
- Both with clips. 2-way on base
ALL POST FREE.
on base .. 4/9
DUb L E K,
,., , (brassex..fittings)
e
.001 '002. 003;004, -.
il iI n 2-war handles.. 4/6m
Iv,,
s T.,,4....
,.'.. .,,-".
56
3-way do
'005, 006 Fixed..
16
44
New
s
Laminated'
ohms
3-pole
IGRANIC
-'
fittings)
each.
(nickel
0001, 0002, -0003,
Rheostat,
Bretwood, Magnets, which ensure an2-way Cam Vernier,
Plain Type 4 & 7 4/6 '
0004. 0005
2)
with
Dial,
_..Valve-lioldI
r
even
magnetic
pull
and
Vernier
Adjusthigh-class
Type 577, '01
7/
5/OlWith
j59
ndard extra value,
IotUlgreatervolisme,Wind..Seve
4
ment
7/high-grade pat
Grid Leaks, each .. 2/
wquip," "Po W40ip,',
2/6
lingo welyinsulated. Large
terris.
iPlain Type . . 30 7/Anode
Resistance
18/14
lsie earpieoes and leatherl2-wsy . .
1/6
at b'-, 5/SiThe Raymond
O
50,000. 70,000,80,000
2/- j.
at.8/l1, 7/ßlTbe Ormond
headbands ot standardl3-way . .
100,000, on stand
T WO OD (New
Fo r DE or R Valves.
N. & K." comlos,tablel
complete
5)
Grid Leak
New type
"N
design.
Technically,
GENUINE
Resistance
.e
Crown Rheostat.
&K,"Headphonesrepre- DR. NESPER HEADPHONES
Coils : 25, 5/-; 35, 5/FRTÑ6H
..
Wonderful Value.
sent the last word in
50, 5/2; 75 5/6; 101
THOMSON-HOUSTON
detachable
receivers,
Wireless Reception.
Adjustable diaphragm,
POST FREE
7/-; 150, lJ10 ; 201
4,000 ohms Phones.
leather-covered head-springs, long flexible
S/S ; 250,9/-; 300,9/5
Tondertul Tone.
IMPOSSIBLE TO EQUALd0Uble
nickel-plated
parts. VerY comfortable
400, 10/3; 500, 10/6.
lagnificent for
FOR-CRTSTAL SETS. cords,
the bead.
fitting
to
Fil. Rheostat
4f
49
LOOK FOR THE TRADE MARK.
Potentiometer
.. 7/
EDISON BELL.
..
ohms
..
FORMO
4,000
30-ohm Rheostat .. 7/
IÇ
POst Gd. pair
SHROUDED.
to '0005 Fixed 13
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-001
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3/6 Twin
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USEFUL G4DGETS TO MAKE
-

AT.-

HOME

e

Fig r.

A simple soldering-iron Iìeaier-difficuli
a useful Lurnscrew

Simple Soldering-iron

iHeater
/1

i

simple gas solderingiron heater can be made for
AVERY
a few pence.

in the other end. The strip iron
is bent as shown in Fig. 2 and
fastened to the barrel by i in.
- -4 B.A. screws.

A UsefuLTurnscrew
THE insertion of a screw in

The soldering-iron rests on the
brackets formed by the strip iron.

an awkward corner can be,
greatly eased if a turnscrew as shown in the accompanying diagrañl3 is used.

-

3TR/P IRON.

For-Difficult Screws

(
OOTS.

4RREL

zzíí74s

THIS little gadget makes light
-.work of putting a small
screw into positions where
little or no space is afforded for
fihigers. A piece of watch spring
about ro in. long and k in. wide
is bent as shown in the figure. 'l'he
spring should be first heated in
a flame, and when bent, cooled
suddenly by plünging zuto water,
this treatment ensuring that the
spri1gin.ess is retained.

6"

.

2-A

ldering-iron
heater.
The requirements are as follows:

Fig.

good

One piece of in. gas barrel.
One nipple to fit in. gas barrel,
Fig. 3.
One in. cap.
A few small pieces of strip iron.
Three 5/32 in. holes are drilled

in the tube about three-quarters
of an inch apart one inch from

W

5'MALL

ro

hOLt

IN ENO.

TAKE
PIEX/8LE PIPE.

Fig. 3.-Further details.
in. hole is drilled
¿ne end. A
three quarters of an inch from the
other end. The cap is screwed on
to the barrel and the nipple forced

a
A useful device.

not intended that this
should be used as a screwdriver,
but merely as a gadget for inserting
a screw.
The figure also shows the gadget in
use. The two ends are pinched together and slipped into the slot in the
head of the screw; when the tension is taken from the gadget, it will
be found that the screw is held
securely on the end.
is

Fig.

2.-Bent
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ORDER YOUR NEXT

THE IDEAL SALESMAN.
QUICK VLA. -TA(E -flI

first step.

Obtain about 6 in. of in. silver
steel. Tuis can be bought from any
iroiimoiiger' s.
Each end of the rod, after being
made red hot in .a fire, is flattened
out vithi a small liannuer, one
end being flattened at right angles
to the other (Fig. i). The steel
is then bent, by making it red hot,
placing in the vice, and hitting
with a hainnier.
The edges and faces should theii
be finished with a file. Fig.
sliovs the finished turnscre\v. -.
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MAKE YOUR OWN CABINETS
timber Cut accurately to size for
am4teurs to make their own cabjnts. Every
pLrt is
ready for Immediate assembling.
.s aste ura who use these parts will not have
that look amateurly made Out of
I4zare and with jagged edges. Eads part is
.a.nedamoth, sawn square,and fits accurately.
Prtee.o fez Stock Sizes of Cabinets.
Farts per Cab, made up
set.
isd polished.
CabInet.
2/2/-.
6X 6 ..

The

We oupply

elets

..

3/6

..

e/e

.....

6/S

..
lox 9 ..
12x10- ..
9X 8

-

-

j

6/8

8/-

10/S

14/1/16/8/16X12
All postage Id.
Sloping CabInets 50 per cent. on these prIces.
Aik for quotations for special sizes. Nothing
but the best oak or mahogany 1* uedln making
these parts and cabinets.

14x12

. .

J. FLETCHER, Ordish Timber

&

sana

..,*., a,
.p.,o,.,o'..a)c-a p.ffc-o4

!

WI

1(I#

¡fIJ

M

UJ

kW

b5

SECURING
YOUR AERIALS

ovvio r

and a thousand Pur'
poses where great
strength and Strain
Is needed. FLEXI

*i

4.4

.2.

'i
.

Furtkerpectsouiorl
Price £4 loo.
pact rorriago

-

-

.ndpaeking

'

Samt rattern,

70.64.

extra.

in,. whig ingide.
extra.

24

Se.

OAK WIRELESS TABLE
with largedrower and itottoen hell
Length. 25 inc.,
for accumulator.
width lOins., height 20 in,. 2Za. 64,,
r. paid.
sOL

M.

I

,,a$iatLn
-

nr"r

oiP'"

1151CC

ic-i

iii-"

1'iJiC1

,

'na

1350W .P.

sd&.t

!

Reverse it-shake it and
still the acid won't fall
out
The Old/tam "Non-Spill" cone(riicted of best seamless cellsiloi,
willi larga terminals and a screza
vent. Absolutely non-spWpble.

VERSTRAETEN

5/8

I

iyerpool

CABINETS

French polished

i

Plates manufactured nudel the
exclusive Old/sam Special Achvat 10,1 Process. 2-Volts so amp.

,ery low prices for half-dozen lota
Lambert Robinsòn Ci Sone
Gisburn Street. BARNOLDSWLCK

DEINTON,

PANELITE
Will withstand 5,OOO_VoIts.
Black
WILL NOT FRACTURE
n x 6 X
1/-, 7 X 5 1/1, 8 X
X

* t.X 61/6,10

51/4,9

X

The new portable Old.ham Accumulator is so small that it can be placed
in the pocket, and yet its outputfor its size-is so high that it will run
a 2-Valve Set using Wecos, Wuncell.,
or x-volt Oras for 25 hours on a charge.
Por .o6 Valves, two of them in serica
will run au S.T.ioo, for instance, six
weeks ou one charge. Whereas a
Dry Battery when exhausted must be
discarded, an Oldham Portable coste
only .a few coppers to be re-charged.
Go to your Dealer to-day-if he ii
out of stock give us his name, and w
will see that he gets a stock at once,

'lnlsh

02/2,12

5

2/9, 14 X 3.2 4/6, post paid.
Other sizes and thickness pro rata

Other
j

SON,

j

LTD,

MANCHESTER.

LONDON: Gt. Chapel St., Oxiord St., WI.
NEWCASTLE: 1, SL Mary's Place.

1/2,

SpcciaT

X 10

LF. SHROUDED TRANSFORMERS
4-1 and 5-1, 50,000 already In
lasa. New improved 9/6, Super Siodel
11/6 post paid
Send for Price Lint of HT. Batteries,
Headphones, Valves, etc.
RADIO PANEL CO.. Dept. "O,'
143, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

Type

Accumulators

Oldliain
CL.

£ s.L

8$

12/6

OLDHAM &

9

Dull Emitters first came oa
the market a new' era was announced. The accumulator was to be
relegated to the Dark Ages, and aU
alces would be run from Dry Batterica.
This happy state of affairs, however,
has not been realised.
The Dry
Battery has not proved itself to be
the ideal method of lighting th.
ñia.xnent.s of Dull Emitters.
On the contrary-wireless enthusiasta.
now know that the Dry Battery fluctuates in output so much that good
reception is impossible. Apart from
this, of course, Dry Batteries are a
perpetual expense.

--'

j (Deig. 29)Melvill Chambers 5ta, Lord St.,

WIRELESS
Ia
in. Oak,

\TIIEN

i

"MORRIS SOLID
OAK STANDARD
CABINET with Lock
for any kind Of receiver, Bottom
euphoard with lock for accumu'
latoro and atorro. Height 3 Ci.
Cine. width, Sit; depth, laUna.
Zack panal removable,

.

.4

e

5cwt...
cwt...
cwt...

jJSz

0.04

C 5 (0* i.'eln.,

s'I".ni'

BLE STEEL WIRE ROE5 Aeroplane Cabi.
made to Government specification to spedPRICES BELOW
Oid breaking strains.
COST. Orders o? 10/- and over carrlo8U
paid, other wise pleas. add 1/-ter postage.
100 ft.
Dia.
Strain.
N.
4/4
1/16
O
..
10/51
.. 5/32 .. 25
.. 3/16 .. 35 cwt. '.. 11/52
.. 7/32 .. 45cwt. .. 12/53
14/.. 1/4
.. 70
5
.. 20/.. 11/32 .. 100 cwt.
7
StrainerS for use with above, right and lefthand threads, Od. each, or 8/6 per dozen.
sMITH & ELLIS. Ltd. (Dept. 87). 11.LittIS
TeL: City 8994
BritaIn, E.C.1
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Lan. Halifax. Yorks.
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Portable
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Easily

Made

inexpensive way of making any value
fixed condenser up to 0005/hF.

.:iiiI(I

JÇ'

:

COMPARATIVELY few amateurs ever bother to make up
their own small fixed con.
densers, preferring to use readymade components. So long as
they are of thoroughly reliable
make good results will be obtained,
but if they are of poor quality, the
capacity is as a rule anything but
what it is stated to be. Cheap
"0003jP." condensers have been
known to vary when actually
000i jF.
and
tested between
0005 F.
Really good condensers
with capacities up to 0005jF.
can be made very easily in the
home workshop in the way to be
described in this note. Fig. r
shows the finished article, which
consists, as will be seen, of a
length of in. ebonite rod, covered
with copper foil. Above the foil
is a layer of mica round which are
wound a number of turns of bare
tinned copper wire. A flap of the
foil is attached to a short piece of
fl.A. studding screwed into one
end of the rod, and to a similar
piece at the other end is fixed one
end of the wire windings. The
capacity depends, of course, mainly
upon the qiality and thickness of
the mica used as dielectric and
upon the number of tunis of wire
wound on to it.

Fig. I.-The finished Condenser
showing outside winding and
general construction.
To make up a condenser of
cut ofi a piece of in.
ebonite rod ii in. in length. Drill
and tap a B.A. hole in the centre
of each end. Cut out a piece of
copper foil 'k in. wide by i in.
long. At the end leave a little
.

0003fzF.,

s

Grid Condensers
article explains a quick, eaj

:- This

:

OS I)

flap, as shòwn in the drawings.

Shellac the ebonite rod lightly and
roll the copper foil tightly on to it.
Then bind with thin string and
leave in a warm place until the
shellac has set hard. Next, take
a piece of the best ruby mica,
0002 in. thick and cut out the
covering. It is important that the
mica should be of the very best
quality obtainable and that the
thickness is guaranteed 0002 in.
Such mica is obtainable from
I'U7

H-

4' BA.

(FZAP.

/
.-Capptp

Faiz.

57uoO/Na

Fig. 2.-The first stage is to fix
the copper foil with shellac.

advertisers in THE WIRELESS QxSTRUCTOR and is not expensive. The
piece required will be x in. wide
by z in. in length. Roll it tightly
over the copper foil and stick down
the joint with shellac. Again buid
with string and leave to set.
Different Capacities Obtainable
Make a small hole in tue flap
and secure it to one of the pieces
of . B.A. studding by means of a
nut and a couple of washers. 'fo
the other piece of studding fi
the same way one end of a leiigrii
of No. 24 bare tinned copper wire.
\Vind 42 turns eveiily and tightk'
over the nüca so that all are above
the copper foil. \Vhen all the
turns are on, hold the end of your
wire tightly and with flic soldering
iron run a little solder right along
the windings. Do this quickly so
as to prevent the ebonite rod from
being overheated. The end of the
wire may iiow be cut close off.
It will be seen that as 42 turns
of No. 24 wire are required to
give a capacity of 00034uF.,
14 turns are equivalent approxi-

:

:
:

mately to 000jjF. Bearing this
in mind, the constructor can
make up grid condensers of just
the capacity that he requires. It
should be poiñted out that, besides
the main coiisideratioiis mentioned
at the beginning of this note, the
actual capacity will depend upon
the closeness and tightness of the
windings. Be careful therefore to
pitt on the turns as venly and as
tightly aspossible.

Determining Çorrect Capacity
Small variable condensers are
easily made on the_flame lines by
makiiig the wire winngs movable.
To do this .wiud the required
number of turns on to a rod of
sl,ghtly larger diameter, solder
t1iiem, and to the coil attach one
end of a piece of flex, taking the
other to the stud contact. If used
as tuning condenser on the layout
board, the wire coil cali be moved
with the point of a piece of ebonite
rod.
R. \V. R.

Mr. Kellaway, who has succeeded
Managing
Mr. Godfiey Iaa

is

Director of the Mâroni Company.
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WIRFLESS EXHIBITION
FOR YOU

TO INSPECT

SPECIAL FLUX for
Wireless me. Abso-

lutely non-corroais'e
intl a real pleasure to
use. Those not One
.Scient in soldering
boon. BOX SPANNERS, Fits all
will lind it
I
nuts, 5 to 6 BA. All to
especilly when used with our speci
sec e s lb le noti nus be
Solder. Per tIn, 44. Post ad.
tightened by their use.
bolder per stick. 44, Post 24..
Sd.oetof2, Post2d.
Ordinary spanner type, 1 6
Post 24.
FLUSH MOUNTINCS NP. ,MINIATURE .
SWITCHES. Eyceptlossally neat on panel.
i way
1 6
Post lIti.
2
26
list.

Ç?'i

I

u,

s

---......

Set of

4

,,
.,

THE NEATEST COli.

MUSEUM

"out-'.

t CEO.

ÉL CT. R'.0

HOLDER YET

"tension" adjustable.

SIMPLIFIES SO1OERIN

QMP

All Hardware t'ud Iromongery Stores sel
FLUXITE its tins, price 8t1,l/4 & 2,8.

TOTTENMAM COURT

'

Buy n Tiu To-day I
ANOTOIER USE FOR FLUXITE.
FLUXITE. LTD.. 330, Bevington St., Hardenlsg Tools& Case Karen'ng.
London, S.E.16.
4SIfVRLEAFLßToaprored'aetot.

ROAD,

LONDON

H.T. EFFICIENCY

BRITISH MAKE
EVERY ONE GUARANTEED

AS IT "WASN'T
ON WEDNESDAY

REPLACES TIlE
OLD.FASII ION ED

Asked the meaning of the
PLUG,HOLE word revolution, a small boy
said that it was" something
on Saturday as ¡t wasn t

From Dealers

or post free direct

Efficiency. Their use avoids
soldering and che apens cost

WONDERFUL WIRELESS INVENTION

0f complete battery byfrom
25 pee cent, to 50 per cent.
HOVIMO also ensures

i'

GRIP

MAKES

perfect "silent" working,
easy

is everlasting, allows
1 16The
- replacement of units,
Per Dozen

or

-

'

-

14

The "Hovimo" Crystal Valve is a practical new invention which
takes the place of ordinary "permanent" detectors, fiddle-fumble
catswhiskers, and all similar delicate adjnstnients. It can be adjusted
in a moment to suit any and every set eiiiplying crystal detection or
rectification. No batteries are required. Install the "Hovimo" and your
detection troubles arc at an end-no snore fuss and bother, no more worry
and disappointment, but instant and uninterrupted reception, with a
clear and bell-like tone that will snake friends marvel at your success.

27, HIgh Holborn
''London, W.C.l

fl
.

L1i'1I

h'a°aey
8391.

:
",

-

-

(

J

[1JV1

CRYSTAL

VALVE
-

EASILY ADJUSTED TO SUIT ANY SET
ONCE RIGHT
ALWAYS RIGHT, EVEN 1F YOU MOVE THE SET
The 'Hovimo" Crystal Valve must not be confused with the ordinary "permanent"
crystal detector, nor with Silicon-bornite and similar combinations.
C. MOLBACK. 27 High Holborn. LONDON. W.C.1. Phone: Chancery 8391

_

-

CATSWHISKERLESS,
BATTERYLESS,
WORRYLESS,
FUSS=CBOThERLESS
WIRELESS

WIRELESS.

will

take ordinery wander-plug,
and makes, it possible to
keep your H.T. at an equal
voltage.
British made.
C. MOLBACK,

Dealers
Direct,

DETECTOR

3/6

on Weinesday.
HOVIMO COi1NETORs
are a revoIuto in HT.

'

-

FLUXITE

Wig, Sais.

GRAFIO N

QRAFTÓN STREET.

ft is perfectly Simple tO 0CC, and will
last ior years in const,snt use. It
contains a special ''sitla I space"
Soldering Iro-i witis non.hea'ing
metal handle, a Pocket 1310w-lamp,
FLUXITE, solder, e-c., and full
inslructions. Price 7/6. \Vrite to
us should you be unable to obtain it.

Delightful to use astil
FinIshed in
polished nickel piste.
2 c'olI. 3,6; Scoli, 5- Post ad,
Are you on stir mailing list for NEW
Catalogue when printed? Sd.. post free
P E OD

--

¡Ut

SOLDERING

FLUX!TE

HT. BATTERY CASES. If any battery should
become faulty it can be replaced in an Instant,
Beautifully finished In black eOamel, with
H.P. fittIngs. 36 volt. 46; 63 volt, 52. Post 64.
7 Pocket Lamp Batteries for al volt, N for 60
volt, ut 59 doz. Post 64..

-

-

Iii.
35
H.P Screws an.l Nuts for CoIng, 64.

iL0

X

(R

PAY US A VISIT

VZRY LATEST COMPONENTS

CAN DO TM IS

\Vlian you pause
fo; a moment he________
fore a wireless
STRENG
de,sler's window
NO SIMPLIFYING to admire the array of wondersdon't you oilers
wish your own
lit le home-made
set at hon&c hod
such uliat and
diicient iring as
those super-sets
in ilse window.
If you examine
_____________________________
wiring of
SOLDLRINGTh
Use
ihee super-sets you will see etch joir.t neatly soldered. You can do this t'
Just with some solder and a tn of Flux,te. And, apart from the resultant
neatness, the receptive qualities of )cur Sel are onJderabiy improved.
Soldering is delightfully easy h n Fluxite id at hand to help you.
Ask your Iror.msnger or Hardware Dealer to thow you the neat little

Our new Showrooms are naw ispan, and have aptly been described by
Our cLents a ubsvc, They are without doubV the finest in London.
ALL THE

\VIREIEss CONSTRUCTOR

J
I
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There may be other
Green .Çondensers
but

FINER TUN! G

only
one genuine T.C.C.

I

.

.001 ... 13/6
.0005 ... 11/3

0003
.0002 ...

H.

NAYLOR,

Ltd.,

actual test

revealed-

A test on two of these imitations gave the following results
Condenser No. z marked '01 mfds. pioved tobe
017.
An error of 7o%.
Condenser No. 2 marked oz mfds. proved to be
Auì error of 140%.
'024.

10/3
9/6

Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but
¿f you
have .any dijculty write to:

J.

reputation enjoyed byT.C.C. Condenser3the condenser in the green metal case-has
not escaped the attention of imitators. lt has been
brought to our notice that Condensers are being
placed on the market with the same distinctive
coour and design but not of our manufacture.
Be sure, therefore, when you purchase your
iext T.C.C. Condensers that you look for the
letters .T.C.C., for if they do uot appçar, the
condenser is not genuine.
Every T.C.C. Condenser is examined and tested
under accurate scientific methods before being
released for issue. it is extremely foolish to
purchase any unknown condenser that may
cause a short circuit in your H.T. Battery, fori
example, when for only.a few coppers more you
can obtain one guaranteed and calibrated.

What an

Protected Throughout the World

PRI"E S.

-

.THE

ruHE

NAYLOR "FULSTOP" CONDENSER enables tuning to be
carried out with a wider range of
accuracy than has hitherto been obtained;
In addition to being a square law condenser, which avoids the overcrowding of
stations at any particular point, the dial
of the "Fulstop" Condenser is graduated
over the complete circumferénce and
geared at two to one in relation to the
moving plates, thereby giving twice the
rotary movement of any other condenser,
and enabling stations to be picked oút
with the greatest of ease. Further still,
the abolition of all hand capacity effects is
guaranteed unconditionally by the makers.

:theie's

In yòur own interest, therefore, we ask QU to see
that each green condenser carries the letter3
T.C.C..-the sign that denotes.the most acvurate
fixed condenser that can be made. The product
of twenty years solely devoted to the manufacture
of condensers.

WIGAN

TELEGRAPH

CONDENSER

COMPANY, LTD.

MORTLAEE ROAD, IEW_GJRDENS,

-

VARIABLE CONDENSER

For

sa/e1y'

SUQY.

sake /ûok for the

name
QU'er

372
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anyof these Superb

Build

Receiving Sets1 yourself and
save pounds.-.
-

'rho Tran,atlantc

Peto

Scott's

V

'T'BESE pendi'1 Pilot Ree ver repodueng very c!osdy all the de&gn,
described orignaily iii "Modern Wireicis " or other liadie Press
Magazjneq-can be built by anyone without previous experience. Ali
Panels arc drilled. engraved unii cut to fib tim Cabiimes-all thc parts are
maclilac finialied readyto assemble with no other tol titane screwdriver and
ii poir of pliers-and a full size wiring diagram makes the wiring an ab3urdly

-

-

Viireless .J000h
1/3 (post free
1,5) cOritaiiis
many as 80

simple job.
Compare these well-known desgns with other rtceivcrs, n3tc how little they
cost-in iac the price of any of them i; no more t tian the cst of the
nc'ual &-oinponents---and you will appreciate why titoutands of amnat'imrs are
making nao of titis new Piht Service. A hirst-ciass set sully guaranteed to
work well at tite price of only the compapauts.

J

-

II-i

diferent vircu:t

'

diagrams amid
macit ilsetni into

-

day-

you'il

-- -

-

loimnittion. \Vhy
not got a copy

j

-

-

-

flnditcxtrenie-

Choose your

4

-

I1.-ceiver.
Ail

Concert-de-luxe

7

Build your
next Receiving
Set with
"Red Triangle"
Ebonite.

t-'

81

I

¿I

dyne (Valve panel)
3-Valve Neutrodyne (Tuner panel)

-

-

.

G

13

0

19

13

6
6

8

6

5

0

./

-

Reslatcilex, l2xSx
Anglo-American, 36x9x
1eutrodyne Tuner, 12)< lox
Neutrodyne Receiver, 12x lox
3-Valve Dual, 21x1Ox
Rarris Crystal Set, 9x3lx

6

17

0

17

0

O

O

6

£3

0

0
0

(Mahogany 3/

-

extra)

£6 15

0

1

7

6

2

LI

13

6

3
O

O

IO

G

IO

O

Li

2

takeboth paacl
LI

Large Illustrated Folder
Sent Free.
Dont buy a Se or even build eue wit/lent
first sending a postcard for a copy of etc,la ge Pitt Felder which describe» alt ticS
S tv and licei,- performances n aelnat test.
Erect if voit hte never built ce 51 before yoce
Cadi assemble a ¡'Ut Receiver.
1J'rjcs us

V

-',)

ta-clay.

(#!

Finished Instruments.

...........

£

s.

d

o

8

0

Each complete with Coils For normal
B.B.0 wavelengths (and in lime Transatlantic V, one pair of matched H.P.
Transformers arc included in addition)
but without Valves. A!I Marconi

0

15

0
o

9

0
0

i

o

0

9

2

0

8

0

o

t

o

1

o

o

Puriflec
All Britain

0

7

6

4-Valve

o

7

6

0

15

0

0

4

4

Royalt1c paid.

Anglo-American Mix
TrauaaUaut ic 1V

d.
O

II

o

11

....
....

Famly
Transatlante V

s.

13 lO

14 14
17 10
18 18

0

30

0

0

20

0

0

0
0

Tue llesistofle

Send for Large Catalogue To-day.

:

8x12, 6/-;
lo x12, 7/6,
All i-inch thc1c

......
......

£

AllConccrtdcluxg...'

12 Stock Sizes.
12x16, 12/12x18, I 3/l

48 pages of postai bargains. Highest grade
of Radio apparatus, every telO fully guaranteed..
1ndipei'sablc to tue experimenter. Post free 3d. - -

Registered Offices, Mai.Orde,

O.

t

.

&

-

_;;.,,_

Showroom,

','

..

--

,

___1

"!

-

Road, London, E.C.1

77, City

PLYMOUTiI-4, Bank of England Flac).
Branches: LONDON-62, Higi Ho b3rn, W.C.l.
Manchester Street.
Cardiff-94, Quesn Street.
LIYERPOOL-4,
WALTHAMSTOW-230, Wood Street,
--

9
£5 IS
4
£5
£9
5

0
0

10
17
17

£1

I

t,

..........
...........
............
............
............
..........
............
..............
.........
........
..........

All Concert-de-Luxe, l6x8x
Translantic V., 22x llx
All Britain, 16x9x

7x10, 4/3

17

0
0

O

£5 IS O
(Mahogany)
5 0
LI
Receiver Type A
CrSPECIAL NOTE: Where all Coinpncnts and panal arc purchased
together a Marconi Royalty of ids. Gd. per valve holdcr must he paid.

- -S--

(Undrilled)

2/3;

e

£4

-

£4 lO

Prices of "Radio Press" Panels,

5,

6

The AU Coilcert-de-luxe.

13e sn-e to use a guaranteed el)onjk for your next Set.
It
not worth w hic l,uilding up a good set only to fiad that,due to the leaky ebonite-it won't. work properly. "lied
Triangle" Ebonite has been tested by Professor A. M. LOWE
vsho certifies that it has succssfullypassed the most stringent
tests. Every panel reedy tor immediate Ue with a smooth
iatt finish and ail edges equarely cut. Supplied in twelve
stock sizes..
-

lx

i:

£4

4-Valve

T.A,'I'.

Is

ST. 100, l2x92x
Purflex, 14x10x
Transatlant.c 1V, lCxSx

s'.

£416

(Without engraving)
16 6
Transt1antic 4 ,j
3-Valve Neutro- (includ. terminal board)

a
S

.I

V

Anglo-American
Type M

this Chart:
Kit of
t Oak Cabinet
(omp-toenl.. with bbord.

12- 6-.

Puriflex
All-britain
4-Valve Family

Transatlantic

Ç

6
0

13

-

SF100

The Ahl-Brita:n,

from

Sèt

Pilot

Price of Panel
drihld and engraved

Nenia of

.
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DON'T EXPERIMENT with so-calleil infallible 'media for SELLING
Experimenting
your W,eIess Sets, Components or Acceesories.
with Wireless Sets may be-and no ¿oubt is-a lucrative and
instructive hobby, but experimenting with your business and its
capital is another thing altogether. lt is invariably Suicidal. Start
,ight at the commencement of yoxir campaign by ux:ng only
MODERN WIRELESS," "WIRELESS WEEKLY" and the
"WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR." the predominant three inwirelem,
and, incidentally, the only journals that matter irs creating a public
demand for your manufactures. When you have booked space in tb.em
your appropriation is complete and beyond equal.
In substantiation of this statement your advertisement will be,-'
read by no fewer thsn 440.000 wireless enthusiasts-those that are
really keen and are continuaVy buying for new experiments and
home_constructed sets. This figure re?reseuts the certified circulation
of these papers, one of which alone has a circulation greater than
that of all Non'Radio Press wireless papers added together. The
elite and professional men, besides the amateur and experimenter,
are readers and all may, therefore, be safely classed as potential
customers. In fact there is no waste circulation whatever.
Do not tolerate disappointing results any longer-they can be

.

*

s

-4

The

Media

in

:

-

'

-

.

remedied, and speedily too.
'Ph'one: City 9911 (Extn. 9), or write for advertisement rates of
-

Wire!ess

which

Journalism

constitute

"MODERN

WIRELESS."
"WIRELESS WEEKLY" AND
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR" to the Advertisement Manager,

a

BARCLAYS ADVERTISING,

complete and efficient
Advertising Campaign
for Selling Sets Cornponents or Accessories,

u

Ltd.

Advertising Agents, Consultants& Contractors,
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON. W.C.2.
Telephone.

City 9911 (Extn. 9):

j

,
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THE MOST EFFICIENT

"Tangent" Tuning Coils

VALVE HOLDER
EVER PRODUCED

Selectivity

and

would choose your station
and SELECT your programme
without interference from

If you

olhers'ations-

The "MURRAY" Valve Holder is a revolution. Scientifically
designed and in construction mathematically perfect it
provides absolute safety, besides being neat in appearance.
It has a particularly high finish with

You will choose "Tangent 'Coils
because of their SELECTIVITY;
their LOW CAPACITY ensures
fine SELECTIVITY.
Incidenta'ly there is no snore

low SeIf-capcity.

The

efficient coil on the market.
Our motto

is-

UNS:IROTJDED

(Juil

,

;

7-

43

230

the holder par excellence. Easily '
fixed, either above or below panel,
the ebonite cap .serves as a drilling
template.
Each ono is mounted on a card, with the very simple instructions necessary
is

H

7/6

L

\.j,,

Complete SeLs:-

j

VALVE HOLDER

..';

Uiishrouded Etllcicncy.

4i3
35

URRAy"...

EIVrcIENcv.

'PRICES

\VIRELESS CONSTRUCO!

[n

?

for fixing.

4 Concert Coi1 (Nos. 25 to 75)

EXPORT 'ENQUIRIES INVITED.

16/- the set.

lt Concert. CoIls (Nos. 25to 500)
67 /- the sot.

From all Dealers, or, in case

-

NewcaIc.on-Tyne:" TangentHoasc,"BlachettStree

THE 'ORiGINAL L.E.S.
I C R O - C O N T R O L

iRiM
-"
Titis

3ormrePO3T

difficulty, write to the Patentees,

MURRAY, SON-AND CO.

Your dealer stocks them-Accept none other

GENT & Co Ltd.';;LEIcEsTER
London: 25 Victoria Street, S.W.i

of

QQ

HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.17

387a,
'Phone

:-TOTTENHAM

178.

Tha LES. SHORTI'.G PLUG

The L.ES. BASKET COIL HOLDER

Ing a baro wire

Aneat,ngld,supportforeveryBasketCoil,
solder.
As illustraljoo I/ L each

-

resistance has a rango of or shorting at.
With solid eboalte base, 1/6 eaCh.
tifus- oD.
approximately O to5O ohms, anti .4s
traieçi
cach
The
LES. Mico-VcrJr (2-way) COIL HOLDER
will give micro-metrical control
The LES. Flu
¶uie secret of the success of this Col s
ov er hiament potential on etery
- Holder lies In thd wonderful perfection of
leut COIL PLUG
f
type of vals. We claim It to be
device to en- the Vernier movement-one complete turn f
able the eperi ti the small knob only moving tho jf
'1' absolutely tito best control of its
Coil throukh i is degrees
Price / U
typeonthemarketto day Issued
only in special cartons complete
With L E S Patent Sub ranci
'
sliortini, plug,.
lush
tith tite
Connections
prlec 0/6 0
%oth direction sheet
'°
I

,

W-?

i

I

I

r

® '--O

3/6

Price

I

LONDON ELECTRIC STORES, LTD

\

Regent

2505

und

S

W

I

2506

-

Wonderful Response
to our Advertisement

i

POST FREE

Blowpipe

Specially designed for the Wireless Michallic
"Auno.." Combined Soiderin; Iron ad Btn.vplpe In
attached to au ordinary fienile g.e tufo and oaths f,r you at

Of

all

,ef,,ntera or direct

ANDERSON

REGENT HOUSE.

.

-

75% LESS COST THAN ELECTRICITY

Only 7." i.rna. it fe fitted with u neat. sotd copper hammer bit,
which bouts to sodering point in leso thun ano minute sud returns
n constant and unfarm temperature. By unucrewing the bit, you intro
a powerful Bluwpipe. Money returned nf out atnilutely uwliufactory.

i

We are glad you apprerinte oar offer of Service. Did
YOU write to us re our last advertisement? If notWrite Now Every type of Component Part in Stock.
All goods carriage paid, on approval. Panels Drilled Free.
Expert advice and help free for the asking. Quick despatch. We stock Dubilier, Bowyer Lowe, Ormond, Rl.
Lissen, Paragon, Polar, etc., etc.. Component Parts. Cornponent Farta for any set describedi this book quotedfor.

i

I

i

The

-

I?houc:

ii

Barclays 551

Soldering Iron

F.

OXENDON ST, HAVMARKLT
-

A Combined
and

Specially Recommended bytlie
Wireless Press.

iilustrated9each

i
i
i
i

'

'

Try our 'Reylite' CryctaL, 1/6,

froto

& CO., Sole Distributors
KINGS WAY. LONDON. W.C.2

i

WALTER
-4,

SOUTH

ST.,

E.

post free

REYNOLDS

FENTON, STAFFS.

.

Trade Enquirieslnviled

I

Ipz

rep?ying to advertisers, please

me1ion Tn
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YOU-NEED
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THESE BOOKS
-.

(Series No.10.)

This

--j'-.
"-.,.,
-

of

le

ST

called

Valve

the first book
circuits and is
Practical Wireless

Circuits

by

astray.
Each circuit In
both bookals fully described
and criticised.

-

-

All Component values are
given in the new editions of
Practical
Wireless Valve
Circuits and More Practical
Valve Circuits.

- -

1Roidic

Circuits
Thes are too well known to need any introduction. This is the
latest book of them

:-

More

Practical Valve Circu its

(Series No. 15)
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGAJtT, F.InstP., Â.M.I.E.E,
Price 3/6 (post free 3/8),
Full of dozens ¿f original circuits which you will find nowhere else,
as they are copyright. Circuits ST 68 to 140, alsO ST 150 and 151,
appear in this extremely useful volume, which ha had an
enormous aale amongst experimenters,

Radio Valves and

How

(Series So. 32.)

to

Use Them
-

Scott-Taggart has stated that he regards this as his best book
on the Valve from the point of view of the beginner. Radio Valves
and 110w To Use Them, by John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst,P., A.M.I.E.E.
Price 2/6 (post free 2/8). This book is by Lar the largest published by
Radio Press, Ltd., at 2/6 and is full of very valuable information. The
reader is preeume4, to enow only what is contained in our BOOkS,
Wireless For All and "Simplified Wireless"
Mr.

-

____________

-

4

F.1ntP.A.M.1.E.E.

1iPr,

How reaction is causedhow to stop self-oscillation

.

.1

-how tosetect suitable nr-

cuite for various purposeshow to receive C.W.-the
answers to all these and,
many other questions are
clearly given.
If you want to know how'
your set works this is the
BoOk. you need.
2/6 or 2/8 post free.
All Radio Press Books are
obtainable from principal
wireless dealers and through
any bookseller, newsagent
or from Radio Frees, Ltd.

BUSH I-IOUSÊ.STRAND.

iL

-

Themoetpopularmoderately priced Book on the
theory of Wireless yet written. It contains the results
of many years' patient research and experimentsbut told in a non-technical
language whichthe amateur
can easily understand.

s

-:
.

7ti

"ST."

-

-.

r

By JOHN SCOTT-TAOOART,

-

name can afford to be without the two ST Circuit
Books.
They are Mends
which will never lead you

-

I

-

John Scott-Taggart, 1'.Inst.
P., A.M.I.E.E. Price 2/6
(post free 2/B). Circuits
ST 1 to ST 67 are publishìed
In this book, which is
selling as well to-day as
when it was published. No
experImenter worthy of the

"-.

-

-

-

Practical Wireless
Valve Circuts

-.-

--

,

LONDON.WC2,

r

JJurc1ay

...

..
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We

of our many Users says have had splendid results with MAGNIPLEX
Aerial, only 50 ft. lt le botter than 100 ft. of
ordinary wire. The signals come In very strong,
cot.
ais
clias

What ono

"I

I

-

guarantee to improve your reception
in strengt
C earness
an range

te

S

st the results.

"You

,

may use this letter as you desire." -

"Strong as Steel."

High tensile phosphor-bronze wire gauze.

GUANTEE :-If

you arenot satisfied that Magniplox Aerial is worth the additional cost, return It In goodconditionnnd your money will be refunded.
3d. per ft.; s In. wide 28. per ft. Supplied In lengths of 50, 75 and
'Phone:
loo feet, including ûttings, viz. : End Terminal for Down Lead and Insulators ready for
Museum 6039
erecting. Ifor lengths under 50 ft. fittings charged is. 3d. extra. Postage and packing frfe.
henry Bides.. Creme St.. Rathbon Place, Lcudo.W.I

Prices :-ì

in. wide

HELIXO LTD

s

Prov. Pat. No. 10420/24

A real vernier

I

.

-

improve, improve, improve

cöndensermax. càp.

tuned through

:

i

.;O0 001 EF.,

Day by day experiment carried toexhaustion has added many little
refinements to the MYERS. Its cosistruction from the day they
were first obtainable has undergone a change hereand there-briefly,
thç MYERS you bought one year ago, unsurpassed as it was, is to
dal' second only to the product of the present day. The long range
recepticn which amateurs have achieved with MYERS is the poteritisi reward of every Re:eiver fitted with MYERS-in a word,
Radio on Wings."

NEW TYPE MYERS VALVES
UNIVERSAL
volts

86400

.4 amp.
:25 amp.

4

Here's exceptionally fine tuñing300 times finer than the ordinary
3-plate Vernier Condenser, The
minimum capacity is negligible, and
to attain the maximum capacity
of .00001 1ir., the knob must be
turned 24 times. ,Definite stops
are provided.
In such special
circuits as the "Neuttodyne,"
its value is inestimable. An
additional
advantage is tise
extremely small space
required to mount
it.
One-hole fixing.

ÇT

'":

Q

As/f your Dealer lo
show you one to-day.
If he c«nfløt suPplY

:

yòu, send direct.
All pògresswe dealers

should

.

write

MICROHM ENGINEERING COMPANY

Varsity Works, College Street, E. 9
2887

'P/ions: Clissold

DRY BATTERY

Practically

(/itbreakable
j

'rite World
Oit YourD/a1
Obtainable from all Dealers, from the nearest selling agent,
LONDON.-Dsll Emitter Valve Co., 83, Pelham St.. Kensington, S.W.7.
MANCHESTER.-R. Davies & Sons, Wireless Depot, Bilaberry Street.
NEWCASTLE.-Charles Bailey, 26, Cloth Market.
LIVERPOOL-Apex Electrical Supply, 59. Old Hall Street.
GLASGOW.-MIlligan'a Wireless Co., Ltd., 50. Saucrehall Street.
YORKSHIRE.-RadiO Production Co., Portland Crescent, Leeds.
BRISTOL,-Briatol Wireless Co., Radio House, Queetfs Road.
1
TAU NTON.-A. Montague Cooper, 29, East Street.
WINCHESTER-Watson & Childs, 7, City Road, Winchegtcr,
or direct from

CUNNINGHAM
WINDSOR HOUSE,
S.

'Phone Victoria 827.

hulc!ay$

\

-

Jl
a

I
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'a

cast that the ordinary cats whisker
detector. owing to its susceptibIlity
aple vibrations, gives faulty reception and loses contact
Tee Knivetown Crystal Detector NEVER LOSES CONTACT,
Reception is os clear, and toile and volume as good os n valve.
Cut from block Ebonite, metal parts heavily nickelleil. Cornpletewith sockets, making it universal fitting. Supplied with
enperdne Crystal.
If you are ont to Improve cour oct. and et the best receptIon

?O¼4Y'
possible, GET ONE NOu.

-m-U

PRICE

j

I

¡

1

.

ENSURE

.........

Valve Crystal

aValve
,
3
.ST. ioo
' Reslstoflex'

On November 24th, Broad.

-'*

MORRISON

VICTORIA STREET,
'4

ts77.

SUCCESS,

By building your set with reliable component°.
The following aro a few suggestions.
Sets of Parts for s valve
........... e o

,ltlll

-

&

W .1.

CONSTRUCTORS!
RADIO PRODUCTS

THE CRYSTAL DETECTOR
FOOL PE O O F
DUSTPROOF

12/6
21/-

Mr.VaIves

L ON DON,
'9'

-

21 volts

S.

CORRE &

CO.

(Desk A) Si, ROSEBERT AVENUE,
E.C. 1,
.

CONDÔN,

-

If unable to obtain locally.

-
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-

.........
......

-

-
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-

400
800
5 6 0
2 12 6

4 10 0

"'IwlnVolve'
415 0
The abvc include best quality Panel ready drilled and
ha nd-made polished cabinets and everything necessary
for a successfu' receiver. Send stamp for catalogue and
leaflets describing complete sets and Constructors' sets.
L

S.

A.

NOEL,

Wireless Manufacttr.'js.
(Members of tle B.B.C.)

Radford Semele,
mention Tii

.

-

LEAMINGTON, SPA.
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Build oneofthese Fine
Simpson Single Valve Sets
r

ADIO PRESS erivtelopes contain all the
information necessarytoenableanyone-

Radio Press

to construct highly efficient wireless apparatus even if
.they have no pÑvious technical or.practical experience.
Each envelope cohtains all necessary working drawings,
instructionsheets, full sued blue prints and photographs.

Envelope No. 9

- SIMPSON
_

S:
above.

-

Single Valys
et
s. 6
.

:

(Posi free

:

le.

Envelope No.9

enables
you to make the splendid
single valve set illustrated
lt has been designed
by Herbert K. Simpson, and
dozensof letters havetestifled
to Its range and power.

:

:

9d.)

Obtainable

t

Radio Press

-

Envelope No. 8

'

-

SI

MPSON

One Valve
Reflex Receiver

Envelope No. 8

enables
you to make a one valve
Reflex Receiver as illustrated
below. Works a loud speaker
upto lO miles froma Broadcasting StatIon, strong phone
signals up to 50 miles.

S.
(POSI free

is. Od.)

from boolsellcrs and wireless dealers or direct from:

1Iaôío

1jre,

to....7T7F''

Tite argest w'i,'ejess puWisiters in ute world,

f

(Jt:

f'

L

-
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THE ORIGINAL HOUSE
SPECIALISING IN

Transformer
Repairs
We repair any make of
-

LE Transformer making it
Equal to New
Satisfaclion Guaran tced

5/CASH WITH ORDER
When

dc8patchiag enclose

and Date.

an1e,

Aeldss

-

Transformer Repair.Co.,
HAY STREET, PORTSMO*JTI

No.
a

of

I

Serles

TWELVE TESTD
WIRELESS
A

Rank

lar: ougJi

SETS
fo

-

-

Read.

PROBABLY no writer
of Books and Articles
dealing with the constructional side ol Wireless
is more popular than
Percy W. Hari'ìs: The
reasons for this maybe two-.
f old. Firstly, because he
takes extraordinary pains
to make every detail clear
and intelligible to even the
veriest novice. Secondly,
because the Instruments
although -he describes,
refreshinglyoriginal in design, give extraordinarily

good results;
No reader of this book,
Twelve Tested Wireless
Sets'," by P. W. Harris,
need be afraid that he does
not possess sufficient skill
to build one of his Rceiving Sets or that elaborate
tools are ncëessary. If he
has sufficient pàtience to
follow clear diagrams and
explanations, and if he
can handle intelligently the
ordinary household tools,
then siiccès is assuréd.
-

ORDER A COPY TO-DAY.

U
--will
-

-

NTIL you use a Eureka Concert Grand you
never realise how perfectly music
can be broadcast. Thé Eureka is an exceptional Transformer-unique in appearance and
without parallel in performance. Its immense
windings-more than 21 miles of wire are usedits non-laminated core-its handsome coppered
steel case and hermetically sealed interior-these
are features which combine to make it the
aristocrat of Transformers.
But hear the results from a Eureka-and you will
know why within twelve months it has so cornpletely revolutionised the standards of Loud
Speaker reproduction. Gone ai-e the .bad old days
of Loud Speaker reproduction when cynics
compared it to the cheap Gramophone.
Thanks to the Eureka we can now rc-create the
spirit of the artiste himself.

-

-

-

PORTABLE

Concert

Grand

-

Fisher

UTILITIES CO., LTD.
London,
W. C. i

EURE(A

No.

2

street,

2/6

(Post Free 2/8)
PRICE
O1tainable from all ßooksellers, Newsagents and most Wireless Dealers or
direct from

RADIO PRESS, LTD.
BUSh

HOUSE, STRAND,
W.C2.

LONDON

_

In rei'lyinq 16 adver1iser. please nienlion Tii
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BECAUSE, chiefly, I feel sale. i know that
behind this paper is the RADIO PRIìSS, the
largest Wireless Publishing concern in the
World, and this is fhci, weekly.
2.

3.

BECAUSE the Editor is John Scott-Taggart,
F.Inst.P., A.M.LE.E., and the Assistant Editor
is Percy W. Harris, and because this is the
only weekly wireless paper which contains articles by such other well-known writers as Cowper.
Hallows, Kendall, Rattee, Redpath, etc., etc.

BECAUSE I thoroughly enjqy "Jottings By
the \Vay," a very witty weekly feature (now
illustrated), by the way.

5.

BECAUSE it is beautifully printed on the
finest quality paper, and all the photographs
come out clearly and not as smudges, as is so
often the case.

BECAUSE new circuits and designs appear
regularly and many of them never appear
elsewhere. I know that if I miss my Wiair,ss
\VEuir,v I shall miss something new.

6.

EAUS I am pleased to reply "WIRELESS
\\TggKy when my friends ask me what I
read. I know that they know that \VIREI,IISS
\VEEKLV is a paper in a class by itself. Its
price is the highest of the weeklies, and though
not a snob, I don't mind my friends knowing
that I want the best-and get it.

7.

r,

-

it's a 'live" paper. It does
EECAUS
things. It's the most virile of the RADIO
PRESS periodials. It criticises fearlessly on
wireless topics of the day. Its test reports on
wireless apparatus are equally fearless. If,
something new conies along, whether it is
oscillating crystals, a new circuit, a new move
by the Post Office, every keen wireless man.
wants to know " what \VIRELESS \VEEKLV
to say about it "-and they are uevcr

8.

(

- ..

BECAUSE o the regular
Valve Notes
which appear weekly and are written by the
Editor. Nothing like these appears anywhere
else. \VIREr.1SS \VEEKI,v appeals to me because
I am a valve user, and the paper caters very
largely for the valve in an.
-

4.

.

-.

"'has
disappointd.

i

I
[

T

.

MY PAPER!

j

f

's

.

,J

¡

'

e

ek.

/

Publis/gd every IVednesday by
Radio Press, Ltd., Bus/i House,
Sírand, Eondon
ód

To NewsagenE.

Please

/

}

-.

me a copy

0/

IVEErLY»

':WIRELESS
every week.

Name
r

.................................

Address

-

480
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-
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BRETWOOD
PATENT
VALVE HOLDER
Eliminate poor recep
Lion by adopting thin
scientifically designed
Valve Holder, and
obtain 100 per cent.
efficiency. Easy to

i

fix,

No capacity. No leak.
age. Always pe:fect
contact. No soldering.
Can be mounted on
Front or back of Panel.
Price 1/9. Pc stage 3d

ANTI-CAPACITY SWITCH.

THE

resenttog another first-clot5 opecisitty.
lb- ontcome of the famous BRETWOOD ASTIhas gained such popu.
-- -larity asmog the wireless public on account of 118 scientific
design and smart appearance. The ßretwasd Switch is Con'
structed on similar lines, and we claim that it is, like ths
Valve HolderS absolutely free fróm capacity effects and we
feel confident that this component wilt meet with the moot
esacting requirements of the preeent:day experimenter.
One of the principal features of the Bretwood Switch to lt
beautihully smooth action, made possible by he spring loaded ba1l, and the wiping ce rolling
moton of Lise Phos1-hor-isronze balls always ensures clean and perfect electrical contact.
Features: 1. Absolue freedom from capacity. 2. Perfect contact. 3. Sweet and
Price
smooth action. g Practically no wear-and-tear. 3. First-class ilnish and neas in
appearance. 6. asy to fix (One-hole fixing). 7. Very easy to make wire connections. 6. Like our other components, it ti fully guaranteed, 3. For value
offered, the price is moderate.
Postage 3d.
IMPROVEMENTS, LTD., 12.18, London Mews, Maple St., London, w
All Eretwood 8oecialitir: are obtainable from n,Oat Wireless Driers.
which

I

ranteed5tunesa
carrier wave
from tiiesilent
point np. The
Itetwood is re.
cogiiised by high'
est exports and
experimenters as
the Only variable

-

y

and reliable Grid

5/

BEST

rTbe
.

Leak.

Price 3/-

-

Postage 3d.

Peudlng,,

Patent

JiiSTciaus 632.

FROM

.,.

YOURS FOR

BLAND'S

..

.

.,.

O

-0-

Bretwoed
Grid Leak (Quer-

_\J

Set (Range 20 miles)
complete £15 15
Sebphone Double Headphones
..
15
Telefunken Lightweight Phones .. I I
Dr. Nesper Loud Speaker ..
..
1
2
Sebphone Super Set ..
..
1
5
..
F.T.H. 06 Valve
.
18
..
Radio Micro '06 Valve
..
12
Accumulator Charger for home use
10
Duolateral Coil Winder
..
4
60 volt Battery Box ..
..
..
6
40 ft. Steel Mast (Ex W.D.)
.. 1 12
Wedge Shaped Ebonite Coil Mounts

E

that Counti.

3

CAPACITY VALVE HOLDER, which

2 valve Portable

S

iq

We have tdeanure io

j_RADIO

BUY

It'.

THE LEAK

2O/-

Send 20/- to-day, together with your order for the "Tonyphone,'
and this wonderful set, which recalves all B.B.C. stations, will be

0
0
O

-

delivered complete, including all
accessories. You pay a further £ I
each month alterwards. The total
cost is only £15 9s., or, if you

6
0
6
6
0
0
0

s

.

prefer, £14 5s. cash.
'TONYPHONE' SUPER Iwo-Valves
Complete with Accumulator, 11.7'.
Battery, Aerial, i pair 4,000 ohm8
Readphones, and two Valves-one
High Frequency and one Detector.
All Royalties pabi.
Send to-day and enjoy broadcasting NOW!

0

9

Trade supplied.
Pos(age extra.
â ElecB'5.4 AN
A C G I B S C Wireless
tricol Engineer.
82a, Queen Street, LONDON, E.C.4.

.................

.

.

-

BRITISH ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO.

(Battery Dept.),

WINDSOR HOUSE, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.

Tht

'YANKEE" RADIO TOOL SET
No. 105
______________

-

-

T1J
-

---

-

_t
-

tL CLIX,

-

-iCLIX PROVIDES

AU

IDEAL POINT FOR SOLDERING

E!JI

Perfect contact-instantaneousCLIX
(6
CLIX
(6

The handiest set

ly-everywhere.

Retail Pricer-.
CLIX with Locknut 3d.

The tpered design of CLIX
plugsocket ensures full surface
contact in every one of its
countless applications.
That's
why CLIX, the ElectroLink with 159 uses, supersedes all
forms of Plugs, Terminals and
Switches, and has standardised
the wiring of all radio circuits.

b'sulator.
colours) Id. each
Bushes
colours) Id. pair

Obtainable from all Wire-

less Dealers or direct from
the

Patentees &Manufacturers

AUTOVEYORS,
Radio Engíneer

and Contraclorj

84 VICTORIA STREET,
In

for radio work.

Takes care of all screws reams and countersinks
runs up nuts bends and ioops wire ; and i,
provided with a wrench for jack and hex, or square
nuts. A touchon- the ratchet shifter gies a right and
left ratchet and rigid adjustment.

OBTAINABLE OF ALL GOOD TOOL
IRONMONGERS
AND

DEALERS

-Wholesalers invited-to enquire for te;ms to:
-

-

-

-

S.W.1

snade

holes

LTD.

LONDON,

of tools ever

I

MARKT & Co. (LONDON), Ltd.,
98-100,Clerkenwetl Rd.,London,E.C.l.

p
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1

The CONSTRUCTION
CRYSTAL
By ALAN

of

:.

-

RECEIVERS
L. .M. DOUGL14S

This book deaI exclv1ywth crystal
receivers for theeception of signal forn
the 'ordinary, B.B.C. stations and also the
high-powered station.

____

H-

-

n

Price 1/6 net (post free 1/8).
Pth.I'6N.

.

l-R»\T
.

WIRIELESS:AERIAL

---------

s

l. -

-

this boo. will
To every newcomer and many " old hands
make all the difterence between poor and first-rate reception
Mr. Mittell is a professional radio engineer, and he has had
many years' experience of aerial erecting and knows just those
Incidentally, he took a
points where beginners go wrong.
prominent part in the erection of the huge aerials at Northolt
and elsewhere. This is a useful volume which should be found
on every wireless bookshelf:

r

J

Wireless Aerial
MWTEU.. AMftE

B,

TO EREÇT YOUR

,,uBy.B.j MITTELL, A.M.I.E.E.

.

Høwtoerectyo

.

41M'
-

Price. j/- net (post free

E
E
E

-

;

1/2)

::

L.

UOWtö MAKEyourOWN
-

.

:

.:

-

BROADCAST

.

E
E

i'
.

.

..

.

This book is by the Editor of Wireless Weekly and of Modern
Wireless, and tens of thousands have made their first crystal set
from this book, which is a sequel to "Wireless For All " and
"Simplified Wireless."
This book contains much valuable data on aerials and how
to erect them, and the purchaser can go straight home, make
one of the three very simple and cheap sets, erect his aerial,
and enjoy the programme frqm his local station or [rom the
high-powered station.
,

'rcs

adii

.

'

.

Th,

3

.

'

:

°

p

e
ur own
C1V1
t

TaFJ?

Price 1/6 net (post free 1/8)
--

-

Stieß

L

RECEIVER

ByJOHNSCOTTTAGGART,F.Ins1.P.,4.M.I.E.E

.

E

-

.

C

1-'t2,
HOUSE,STRATND,LONDON.WC.2;

-iiîi

BUSH
382
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I Books by JOHN.
-

-

''

SCOTT-TAGGART,

-

F.Inst.P.;Ä.MJE.E.

The total sales of books by this author have reached approximately
half-a-million. This, success has been attained by consistentaccuracy, originality, and a very real sympathy for the experimenter
and the man who "wants to know more." Under his direction, the
three papers of the Radio Press have achieved outstanding success,
and this is largely due to an instinct for realising whatthe wireless..
man wants to know, and then giving him the InforthátLon inI ah '
accurate, lucid and thoroughly intereting manner.
.

'

The
-

VI

,X)'1

Er

-

EpvC9, in its issue

att

of November 5th, 1924, says

O

O

"British wireless engineers, however, are not in the least degree behind
those of any other country in the world in developing radio receivers.
"Among the British experts who are keeping the British radio flag
flying is Mr. J. Scott-Taggart, the energetic editor of several popular
technicaijournals. lt is doubtful if any other one person-unless perhaps
Captain Round, of the Marconi Company-has been responsible for more
original radio circuits and ideas than has Mr. Scott-Taggart."

Seri

Seri

-

-

Elementary Textbook on Wireless
Wireless Valves Simply
2/6
.
Explained
10'Vacuum Tubes
1/No. 2.' Simplified Wireless
No.10. PracticaiWireless Valve
Circuits
216
No. 3. How toMakeYourOwn
Thermionic Tubes in Radio Tele1f6 No. 12. Radio Valves anl How
Broadcast Receiver
.
2/6
to Use Them
..
gaphy and Telephony (2nd
i
Radio Press Envelope No.
No. 15. More Practical Valve
15'Edition)
3/5
1/6
Circuits
(ST.100 Receiver) ...
3d.
the
and
on
on
2d.
postage
or
(plug
books
direct
and
wireless
dealers
are
boolse//ers
obtainsble
All these
from
envelope) from Radio Press Ltd., the largest wireless publishers in the world, Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.
No. 1.- Wireless For AIF

...

No. 9.

9d.

...

.

...

...

...

-

-
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...

...

.
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;..
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wibh robugt construction and

does not retuire verniers or tine

-

-

-

tunirg attachments.
It Is superior to the ordmory
condenser with its multiplicity
offrait fixedand movingvones.
IT GIVES THE SAME TINE
TUNING IN ONE OFERATIONASISPOSSIBLE\SITR
THE BEST VERNIER CONDENSER, AND DISTANT
STATIONS CAN BE TUNE I)
IN WITH EASE.
ThoRAI)IOVOXhasnminlnsurn
capacityso small as to he absolutely negligible, while the positioti of the fixed and moving
electrodes Issuch that hand capscity effects are reduced to a
smaller degree than is usual with
other condensers.
The RADIOVOX has an cren
seale of graduation through 720
Tuning is etfeet.ive
degrees,
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Nalio 31, 1413
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The RADIOVOX is encased in stout fibre, complete with dial
and knobforpanelmounting,strongandfoolproof. Itiahighly
polished, and is an Ornanoent to aus set. One hole fixing.
consequence of the enormous demand, orders,
'
wh:ch must beaeeoinpanled by remittance and 3d.
for postage, will be executed n rotation.
Postage

S

passed for sae.

'Phone: CENTRAL 4872.

.rthroughout the Whole scale and
wastage losses are reduced to a
minimum.
The RADIOVOX Condenser tias no.vane. Lt consists of Vs o telescopiug
electrodes with a di-elee'tric, The knob revolves twice round the circle
and a vernier eltect is Obtainable os'nr the whole range,
TH!OT IS WIfY TH

each

CAIs suitahe for all stages ofrecommended.
amp1ificaion.
Give pefect nonoless teproduction.
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..
Smith and El1s
..
..
Sterling Telephone and Elec. Co., Ltd.
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd
Telephone Mfg. Co.
Transformer Repair Co
Ttingstalite, Ltd
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Watmel Wire'ess Co
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Wilkins and Wruit, Ltd. ..
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World's Wireless Stores
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Your Set deserves a tested rans?ormer
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The RADIOVOX embodies
extreme simplicity of design
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Radiax, Ltd.
Radio Communication Co., Ltd .. 316
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Radio Improvements
Cover iv
.Radjo Instruments, Ltd
.. 39
Rad.io Panel
..
Radio Press 376, :478-380, ½2, '83, Cover iii
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Britezite" rystst gives the Loudest resultS
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British Central Electrical
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Wireless Panel

Transfers
The most ¿omplete set of
Transfers on
Market.
-----

¿.
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things that count, an for sixpence you
give your set that professional look, by using
"Radio Press Wireless Panel Transfers" (sold in
large packets of 80 labels. They make all the difference
The Radio Press use
and add finish to your Panel.
them on their own sets, which is in itself proof that they
are the best-they are also the cheapest

IT'S the little
can

Buy a packet or two from your local wireless dealer,
or bookseller, but be sure you get what you want.

"Radio press"
6d. per

packet

Wireless
or

1suW
BUSH

8d. post

Panel
free

Transfers
direct

from-
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Built to an ideal, to possess sorne distinctive
feature, and to provide a well-balanced
cornbination of the highest 'scientific endeavour and practical utility.

I
4.1
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Just take the new R.I. transformer, examine its
internal construction and mark the careful sym-

..

ftk. Transformer wtb

-

9 poInt

switch.

ISO-

4,000 metres. Designed
for easy panel mounting
Scale may be used as

template.
-t

't.

Pmo. 55!-

__

metry of design, the sectionalising of the coils and
the heavy insulation, in fact the highest ratio of
insulation to wire in any known transformer.
All hese points make the achievement of that
vonderfu t reduction in self-capacity possible.
Only IS micro-farads. But there is a whole
line of components, each one in its class

"MASTER OF THE4

ALL."

The Anode Reactance, a masterpiece in itself
eliminating the use of all coils, and so designed to
suit any panel without disturbing the existing
arrangement.
Cnmbined Variable Intervalve reactln and

i,

i'

t

Anode reactance.
Wavelength range
4.000 metres.

Prie.

Then the H.F. Transformer, with the correct
self-capacity, and with nothing nearer ideal
for use in high-poyer sets.
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